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In this research I have applied Gerd Theissen's five tasks of Kirchenpolitik 
for reconstructing the social setting of the Epistle of Romans and tracing how Paul's train of 
thought interacts with its respective social context, so that not only the meaning but also the 
rhetorical force of “all Israel will be saved" in Romans 11:25-32 can be displayed. 
In the light of Kirchenpolitik, we have demonstrated that Paul addressed to 
Gentile Christians and Christian Jews simultaneously with the same text but usually with 
different rhetorical forces. In this Epistle, Paul uses an exegetical approach (task 1: defining 
religion of origin) of illustrating the essence of gospel: justification by faith (task 2: building 
consensus) and establishing the three-level authority of lordship, apostleship and leadership 
(task 3: structure of authority), so as to handle the tension of Gentile Christians and Christian 
Jews (task 4: resolving conflicts) for the sake of challenge them involving in Gentile mission 
(task 5: giving direction). 
My study found that Rom 11:25-32 ties closely to k 13-17 and 16:25-27, 
which is probably the climax of the Epistle. Located in the climax, "all Israel will be saved" 
is Paul's confession aimed at consolidating Jewish Christians in his Roman community and at 
the same time challenging his readers' commitment on his ongoing Gentile mission in 
relation to the Jewish hardening. In Chinese idiom, one may understand Paul's rhetorical 
force as "one stone hits two birds." 
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THE ISSUE OF ROM 1 1 : 2 5 - 3 2 
V.25 For I do not want you to be ignorant, brothers, of this mystery, lest you might 
be wise in yourselves: that hardness in part has happened to Israel until the fullness 
of the Gentiles comes in, 
V.26 and so all Israel will be saved ( KOCI OUIWG TTCCC; 'LOPARIX OW0TIOETAL；, as it has 
been written: Out ofZion the one who delivers will come; he will turn away 
ungodliness from Jacob; 
V.27 and this (is) the covenant from me to them (or my covenant with them) when I 
take away their sins. 
V.28 On the one hand, with respect to the gospel, they are enemies because of you; 
but on the other hand, with respect to the election, they are the beloved ones because 
of the fathers. 
V.29 For the gifts and the call of God are irrevocable. 
V. 30 For just as you once disobeyed to God but now have received mercy because 
of their disobedience, 
V.31 so also they have now disobeyed for your mercy in order that they also might 
now receive mercy. 
V.S2 For God imprisoned all in disobedience in order that he might have mercy to 
all J 
Rom 11:25-32 is by no means easy to interpret. Although scholars 
generally agree the aforesaid verses to be the climax of Romans 9-11,2 there are yet 
ceaseless disputes on the meaning of "all Israel will be saved" (irctc; 'lopaf]^ 
1 Unless otherwise stated, the scriptural texts cited in this paper are my own 
translation. 
2 See Mary Ann Getty, "Paul and the Salvation of Israel: A Perspective on Romans 
9-11," CBQ 50’ no.3 (1988): 457; James D. G. Dunn, Romans 9-16, WBC Vol. 38B (Dallas, Texas: 
Word Books, 1988)，677; Joseph A. Fitzmyer, Romans: A New Translation with Introduction and 
Commentary, AB (New York: Doubleday, 1992), 619; D. A. Carson, et al.，An Introduction to the 
New Testament (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan, 1992), 240; Douglas Moo, The Epistle to the 
Romans, NICNT (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans, 1996)，712. 
1 
2 
oa)0i]O€TaL).^  The reason for such ceaseless disputes is not far to seek when we look 
into the text and some present scholarly concerns. With regard to the text itself, 
Rom 11:25-32 is on the one hand a summary-conclusion which holds key ideas 
developed in Romans 9-11.4 On the other hand, there is nowhere in Paul's other 
writings outside of Romans having a discussion on the future of Israel.^ 
With regard to the present concerns, Rom 11:25-32 is always deemed 
as a major biblical foundation of different theological concerns. For instances, 
Dispensationalists regard "the salvation of all Israel" as a critical eschatological 
event.^ For those reacting to anti-Semitism, Rom 11:25-32 is used to rebuke 
against the Holocaust and insist a peaceful relation between the church and the 
Jews.7 For some Pluralists and those supporting the two-covenant theory,8 Rom 
3 See Scott Hafemann, "The Salvation of Israel in Romans 11:25-32 A Response to 
Krister Stendahl," EA 4/1988: 38-58; William L. Osborne, "The Old Testament background of Paul's 
'all Israel' in Romans 11:26a," AJTIH (1988): 282-293; Bruce W. Longenecker, "Different Answers 
to Different Issues: Israel, the Gentiles and Salvation History in Romans 9-11,” JSNT 36 (1989): 95-
123; Ben L. Merkle, "Romans 11 and the Future of Ethnic Israel," JETS 43/4 (2000): 709-721. 
4 See Getty, "Paul and the Salvation of Israel: A Perspective on Romans 9-11," 457; 
Moo, 719. 
5 See Moo, 719; Mark Harding, "The Salvation of Israel and the Logic of Romans 
46(1998): 63. 
6 See the discussion of e.g. Hafemann, 38; Richard J. Mouw, "The Chosen People 
Puzzle," CT45/4 (2001): 74; Charles H. Cosgrove, "The Church With and For Israel," PRS 22/3 
(1995): 259-278. 
7 See e.g. G. S.Worgul, "Romans 9-11 and Ecclesiology," BTB 7/3 (1977): 99-109; 
John F. Walvoord, "Does the Church Fulfill Israel's Program? Part 3," BibSac 137/547 (1980): 212-
222; Shirley C. Guthrie, "Romans 11:25-32," Int 38/3 (1984): 286-291; Bruce Chilton, "Romans 9-11 
as Scriptural Interpretation and Dialogue with Judaism," EA 4 (1988): 27-37; I. John Hesselink, 
"Calvin's Understanding of the Relation of the Church and Israel Based Largely on his Interpretation 
of Romans 9-11," EA 4 (1988): 59-69; Donald G. Bloesch, '"All Israel Will be Saved:' 
Supersessionism and the Biblical Witness," Int 43/2 (1989): 130-142; Cosgrove, 259-278; Roy P. 
Schroeder, "The Relationship between Israel and the Church," C o n J i m (1998):250-267; Mouw, 70-
78. 
8 i.e. Gentiles are saved by faith in Christ whereas Jews are saved by adhering to 
Torah 
3 
11:25-32 is interpreted as evidence that the church has no need to evangelize the 
Jews,9 whereas for those insisting "justification by faith" as the only salvation path, 
the text is interpreted as a necessity for the Jewish mission of the church.� For 
those regarding Paul an evangelist, the passage refers to the salvation of "all Israel" 
whereas for those regarding Paul a missionary, the passage supports Paul's Gentile 
mission] 1 
The captioned disputes reflect the ambiguity of the meaning of Rom 
11:25-32.12 In order to suggest an alternative that appears closer to the running of 
thought in Romans, it is essential to get back to some basic questions: In what 
circumstances did Paul assert this statement? Who were the intended readers of 
this statement? What was his purpose of writing this statement or what was the 
social function of this expression to its intended readers? Sociological 
investigation 13 may help us to avoid anachronistic interpretation and to get rid of 
modern agenda. 
9 See e.g. Nils A. Dahl, "The Future of Israel," in Studies in Paul: Theology for the 
Early Christian Mission (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1977)，137-158; J. Christiaan Beker, Paul the 
Apostle: The Triumph of God in Life and Thought (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984), 333. 
See e.g. Cranfield, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the 
Romans, ICC, vol. I & II (Edinburgh: T & T Clark，1979); Hafemann, 38-58; Moo; Leon Morris, The 
Epistle to the Romans (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans, 1994). 
11 See e.g. Krister Stendahl, Paul Among Jews and Gentiles and Other Essays 
(London: SCM, 1977)，41. 
12 The ambiguity of the meaning of Romans 11:25-32 is also reflected in some 
word studies. For instances, what does "all Israel" stand for? Does it refer to "spiritual Israel" (i.e. 
all believers), "all Israelites", "the remnant of Jews who trust Christ for salvation", or "the nation 
Israel as a whole, but not necessarily including every individual member"? Besides, what does 
"redeemer" or “the one who delivers" stand for? Does it refer to God or Jesus Christ? Why did Paul 
not use the exact wording of the Septuagint in his quotations (Rom 11:26-27) while his most other 
quotations in the Epistle of Romans have the exact wordings of the Septuagint and some with very 
minor and unimportant changes? 
13 As introduced in the latter section of "Purpose and Methodology of the Present 
Study" and will be illustrated in the following Chapters. 
4 
BRIEF SURVEY ON SCHOLARLY CONCERNS 
In the following passages, we will look at those scholarly concerns 
about the issue of "all Israel will be saved." Basically they can be categorized into 
two approaches: (a) the theological considerations and (b) the text-context-semantic 
considerations. 
Theological Considerations 
Theological considerations are mainly dominated by three types of 
emphases: (1) soteriological; (2) eschatological; and (3) ecclesiological. 
Martin Luther's interpretation of the Epistle of Romans focuses on 
the soteriological concerns. The Epistle of Romans has long been regarded as 
Paul's dogmatic handbook of "justification by faith" since Martin Luther's Dictata 
in 1515. The theme, "justification by faith" became the focus of the Romans as 
well as the core of Paul's thought. The merit of such focus brings us a thorough 
understanding to the forensic righteousness in Romans 1-8. But such focus as well 
leads to the difficulties in explaining the latter half of the Epistle due to the sightless 
of its historical context. His soteriological emphasis forms the basic assumption of 
the nowadays conservative circle. 
Particularly in the twentieth centuries, eschatological emphasis of 
Romans 9-11 is highlighted by Dispensationalists and those scholars reacting to this 
movement. 15 Since then, the biblical expression of "all Israel will be saved" 
14 E.g. Hafemann, 38-58; Moo; Morris. Even critical scholar like Cranfield, also 
aligned with Lutheran accent. 
15 Cf. Hafemann, 38: " . . . since 1948 literally millions of Christians have been 
introduced to a dispensationalist view of the central place of Israel in the future timetable of the 
eschatological drama;" Hafemann, 56 n.2; Mouw, 74: "[Dispensationalism insists] the continuing 
5 
attracts scholars' attention.^^ To take "all Israel will be saved" as a prophecy, 
scholars consider the captioned phrase as a particular event that will take place 
within Paul's eschatological framework whereas "all Israel" points to an 
eschatological entity. Then the major concerns in the interpretations are the timing, 
the people and the way of such an event to be happening. In other words, their 
concerns can be generalized into three questions: "when will 'all Israel will be 
saved’ happen?" "whom does 'all Israel' refer to?" and "how will 'all Israel will be 
saved' happen?" However, one crucial question must be answered: "why does Paul 
talk about 'all Israel will be saved'?" Of course Paul might have prophesized about 
the future, but we still need to give an account to Romans 11:25-32 in the context of 
the whole Epistle. In other words, we need to explain why Paul wrote such a 
passage in Romans. Otherwise, a Dispensational viewpoint of "all Israel will be 
saved" is yet a modern agenda. 
The contribution of the Lutheran and the Dispensationalistic 
interpretation is that they pinpoint some important theological themes in the Epistle 
of Romans. 17 However, Paul's function and meaning of "all Israel will be saved" 
are still ambiguous since the first-century social setting of which is not clear. 
special status of the Jews in God's dealings with humankind." Also, as per Cosgrove 259-278’ the 
most significant case is perhaps that Karl Barth credited Ernst F. Stroter, a Dispensationalist, with 
exegetical work on Romans 9-11. 
16 The influence of Dispensation to scholars' eschatological concern on this issue 
should not be underestimated. Though Dispensationists，works are not always properly cited in 
discussion, their eschatological emphasis is not difficult to be seen in scholarship. For instances, 
Ralph M. Gade, "Is God through with the Jew?" GJ 11/2 (1970): 21-33; G. E. Okeke, "1 Thess 2:13-
16: The Fate of the Unbelieving Jews," NTS 21!\ (1980): 127-136; Walvoord, 212-222; Mary Ann 
Getty, "Paul on the Covenants and the Future of Israel," BTB 17/3 (1987): 92-99; Jennifer Glancy, 
"Israel vs. Israel in Romans 11:25-32，” USQR 45/3 (1991): 191-203; Merkle, 709-721; Mouw, 70-78. 
17 e.g., "justification by faith" and "Zionism" raised by Lutheran and 
6 
Apart from soteriological and eschatological concerns, ecclesiological 
reflection after Holocaust has significant impact on the academic discussion of 
Romans 9-11 in a context regarding anti-Semitism.'^ Basically, this academic trend 
responds to a core question: What is the relationship between Church and Israel? 
As Robert Jewett writes, "Rosemary Radford Ruether's book, Faith and Fratricide, 
provided the provocative starting place of the current discussion of the role of 
Romans in the formation of Christian anti-Semitism . . . A particularly controversial 
aspect of Ruether's interpretation relates to the conversion of Jews in Romans 11. 
Her forthright reading of Paul's 'mystery' concerning the conversion of the Jews 
leads her to reject ecumenist.. One major root of Ruether's argument is based 
on Rom 11:26 whereas she writes, "The purpose of Paul's ‘mystery，is not to 
concede any ongoing validity to Judaism, but rather to assure the ultimate 
vindication of the Church."^® Reacting against the catastrophe due to the rise of 
anti-Semitism, exegeses on Romans 9-11 were highly influenced by current 
Judaism-Christianity dialogue. Thus this research paper tries to investigate on the 
original social setting of "all Israel will be saved" without twentieth-century post-
Holocaust's concerns. 
Dispensationalistic interpretation respectively. 
18 E.g. Worgul, 99-109; Walvoord, 212-222; Guthrie, 286-291; Chilton, 27-37; 
Hesselink, 59-69; Bloesch, 130-142; Cosgrove, 259-278; Schroeder, 250-267; Mouw, 70-78. 
19 Robert Jewett, "The Law and the Coexistence of Jews and Gentiles in Romans," 
Int 39/4 (1985): 342. Cf. Rosemary Radford Ruether, Faith and Fratricide: The Theological Roots 
of Anti-Semitism (NY: Seabury, 1974)，95-107. 
2° Ruether, Faith and Fratricide: The Theological Roots of Anti-Semitism, 107 
quoted in Jewett, 343. 
7 
Text-Context-Semantic Considerations 
This research study also takes this second approach: text-context-
semantic considerations. Before expounding my own thesis, this section will 
survey the viewpoints of influential biblical scholars of the Epistle of Romans 
regarding "all Israel will be saved." 
The Lutheran interpretation of the Epistle as a dogmatic handbook 
has been sustained until the historical criticism of Ferdinand Christian Baur?^ To 
certain extent, the historical criticism is a text-context-semantic consideration. 
Baur challenges the Lutheran view that Paul wrote Romans to oppose the Jewish 
attempt to earn salvation by works but suggests that Paul wrote Romans to oppose 
the Jewish exclusivism against the Gentiles from God's grace. However, would 
those persons who held the Jewish exclusivism really read this Epistle? Were they 
indeed Paul's counterparts? If the intended readers included Jewish Christians, 
there are no concrete evidences that they held such kind of exclusivism. 
Among those continuing the discussion pioneered by Baur, Krister 
Stendahl strongly criticizes the traditional Lutheran approach has distorted Paul's 
original view by his influential work, "The Apostle Paul and the Introspective 
21 Ferdinand Christian Baur, "Uber Zweck und Veranlassung des Romerbriefs und 
die damit zusammenhangenden Verhaltnisse der romischen Gemeinde," in Ausgewdhlte Werke, ed. K. 
Scholder (Stuttgart 1963[二 1836]) 1.147-266; quoted in Udo Schnelle, The History and Theology of the 
New Testament Writings (London: SCM, 1998), 110, n.302. Also see G. Howard, Paul: Crisis in 
Galatia, SNTSMS 35 (Cambridge: University Press, 1979), 1; Francis Watson, Paul, Judaism and the 
Gentiles: A Sociological Approach, SNTSMS 56 (Cambridge: University Press, 1986)，2-11. 
22 Baur, "Uber Zweck und Veranlassung des Romerbriefs und die damit 
zusammenhangenden Verhaltnisse der romischen Gemeinde," 147-266; quoted in Schnelle, 110, 
n.302. Also see Howard, 1 ； Watson, 12. 
8 
Conscience of the West,"^^ which is collected in his later writing, Paul Among Jews 
and Gentiles and Other Essays:�By these works, he successfully shifts our focus 
to the relation between Jews and Gentiles in Romans 9-11, which he calls "the real 
center of gravity in Romans.”25 The presumption of his viewpoint is a historical 
understanding of the Romans that he cannot accept a doctrinal interpretation of 
Romans disregarding its Sitz im Leben. The shifting in focus and the urge for a 
historical reinterpretation of Romans is now commonly called the New 
Perspective.^^ By his careful study, Stendahl observes the absence of mentioning 
"the name of Jesus or Christ" since Romans 10:15 and thus insists that "all Israel 
will be saved" in Rom 11:26 does not imply their acceptance of Jesus as the Christ.^^ 
Rather, Stendahl suggests an alternative interpretation~"Romans is a tractate on 
mission.”28 His interpretation based on his observation in the passage of "all Israel 
will be saved" offers a striking alternative to the widespread Lutheran view of 
soteriology or the later anti-Semitic view that Paul's opponent in Romans is the 
23 Krister Stendahl, "The Apostle Paul and the Introspective Conscience of the 
West," HTR 56: 199-215. 
24 Krister Stendahl, Paul Among Jews and Gentiles and Other Essays (London: 
SCM, 1977). 
25 Ibid., 28. 
26 The term is borrowed from Dunn. Similar term is used by Getty. Other 
scholars like Jewett and Gager describe it as a "paradigm shift." Donaldson called it as 
"reappraisal." See J. D. G. Dunn, "The New Perspective on Paul," BJRL 65/2 (1983): 97’ 100; M. A. 
Getty, "Paul and the Salvation of Israel: A Perspective on Romans 9-11," 456; Jewett, 341; John G. 
Gager, The Origins of Anti-Semitism (NY/ Oxford: OUP, 1983), 198-199; Terence L. Donaldson, 
“ ‘Riches for the Gentiles' (Rom 11:12): Israel's Rejection and Paul's Gentile Mission," JBL 112/1 
(1993): 81-98. 
27 Stendahl, Paul Among Jews and Gentiles and Other Essays, 38. 
28 Ibid.，41. 
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pious Jew.29 However, Stendahl's absence-of-Jesus argument has a serious 
drawback that it seems to isolate Romans 11 out of the context of the whole Epistle. 
While New Perspective challenges the take for granted Lutheran 
interpretation, more and more scholars find the insufficiency of socio-historical 
consideration with soteriological emphasis and urge for other foci like 
ecclesiological or relational aspects. 
Following the footstep of Stendahl, Sanders makes a detailed study of 
Judaism at the time and insisted against an anti-Semitic interpretation.^® His well-
known "covenantal nomism" expounds how the first century Judaism worked 
without any traditional Lutheran color.�* It explains the relation between the Jews 
and Law—they kept the Law so as to maintain their covenantal relationship with 
God.32 In other words, they did not intend to and in fact needed not gain salvation 
by keeping the Law, since they are God's chosen people.^^ This on the one hand 
reminds us the covenantal relationship between God and the Jews. On the other 
hand, it frees "justification by faith" from being meaningful only to deal with the 
29 Cf. ibid., 43: "The tradition of interpreting Romans-even Luther's enormous 
insights, which were great gospel to manic depressive people like himself-does just the opposite of 
what Paul was doing in Romans. It makes us turn inward (incurvatus in se, as Luther expressed it) 
and become preoccupied with ourselves. That was not the intention. By centering the problem in 
the question of individual salvation, we forget what the letter was about." Stendahl, 37: "Paul was 
not anti-Semitic. He is actually the only one in the early church who recognized the necessity of 
correcting condescending attitudes toward the Jewish people. That is what Paul sets out to do in 
Romans 9-11. But, of course, his patterns of thinking—especially when one takes them out of 
context or misinterprets his warning-have fed into all kinds anti-Semitism." 
E. P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism: A Comparison of Patterns of 
Religion (Philadelphia: Fortess, 1977); id., Paul, the Law and the Jewish People (London: SCM, 
1985). 




soteriology of all people. "Justification by faith" can simply be Paul's tactical 
argument to defend the Gentile mission.34 However, his "covenantal nomism" also 
brings difficulty to his interpretation of Romans 9-11, especially Rom 11:25-32. 
Different from Stendahl, Sanders insists that the salvation of Israel does not take 
place apart from faith in Christ. His correct understanding is based on his careful 
observation of that Paul would not think of "the Deliverer" (Rom 11:26) as "God 
apart from Christ" and the only one salvation path implied by the metaphor of the 
olive tree.36 But the problem is his insisting of the necessity of faith in Christ for 
salvation contradicts his "covenantal nomism." If Judaism should be understood in 
the respects of "covenantal nomism," why there is still a need to talk about "all Israel 
will be saved"? Sanders might have been aware of the problem. Thus, when he 
talks about "all Israel will be saved," he could only ambiguously say, "The mystery 
which Paul reveals, then, at least in 11:25-26a, is that Israel will be saved in an 
unexpected manner, after the full number of the Geniltes has been won, and through 
the Gentile mission, not as a result of the mission of Peter and the others. The 
connection with the Gentile mission shows that the salvation of Israel does not take 
place apart from Christ" and near his conclusion he continues, “ . . . the mission to 
“ I b i d . 
34 Donaldson, 81. 
Sanders, Paul, the Law and the Jewish People, 194-196: " . . . the salvation of 
Israel does not take place apart from Christ . . . just as the salvation of Gentiles depends on faith 
(11:20), we should conclude that so does that of Israel The simplest reading of 11:13-36 seems to 
be this: the only way to enter the body of those who will be saved is by faith in Christ. •." 
36 Sanders, Paul, the Law and the Jewish People, 194-195. 
37 Ibid., 194. Sanders' consideration of the tension between Paul and Peter 
attracts some scholars' attention. For instances, Seyoon Kim, "The Mystery of Rom 11:25-26 Once 
More," NTS 聰(1997): 412-429. 
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the Gentiles will indirectly lead to the salvation of 'all Israel'. . That's why 
Dunn comments on Sander's theology as incoherent and contradictory.^^ 
In the same year 1977, Nils A. Dahl puts "the future of Israel in the 
context of the rhetoric of Romans and the situation of the early Christian mission."'^ ® 
With his understanding of the unique "epistolary situation," Dahl regards Romans 9-
11 as Paul's attempt "to refute false rumors that Paul had rejected the law and his 
own people.，，4i Thus, Dahl explains that Paul's mentioning of "all Israel will be 
saved" is in fact "not affirm that every individual Israelite will attain salvation, but 
that God will grant salvation to both parts of his people, to those who have rejected 
Christ as well as to those who have believed in him.”42 However, if a Jewish 
people can reject Christ and at the same time can still be saved, then Paul must be 
contradictory to his own saying in Rom 11:14. 
J. Christiaan Beker continues to concern about the relation between 
the Church and the Jews. Referring to Romans 9-11, Beker suggests that "Israel's 
strategic position in salvation-history is not confined to its past, as if Israel is now 
absorbed by the church. Israel remains a distinct entity in the future of God's 
purpose.”43 In this way, Beker insists that "Israel's salvation (‘all Israel will be 
saved' [Rom 11:26]) does not mean Israel's conversion as the result of Christian 
38 Sanders, Paul, the Law and the Jewish People, 196. 
James D. G. Dunn, Romans 1-8, WBC, vol. 38A (Dallas, Texas: Word Books, 
1988)，Ixvi. 
Jewett, 344; cf. Dahl, 137-158. 
41 Dahl, 141-142. 
42 Ibid., 153. 
Beker, Paul the Apostle: The Triumph of God in Life and Thought, 333. 
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missions. . . . I t points clearly to an eschatological event. ”斗^  With such 
understanding, Beker encourages Christians to dialogue with Jews without any 
intention of Christian missionizing of Jews.45 Similar to the weakness of Dahl's 
argument, Beker incautiously downplayed the force of Paul's saying in Rom 11:14. 
Stendahl's emphasis of Gentile missiology as Paul's purpose and 
Sander's understanding of Judaism as covenantal nomism deeply influence scholars 
like Francis Watson and James Dunn. Watson is one of the influential scholars 
who coin a sociological a p p r o a c h . While he accepted the insights of Stendahl and 
Sanders, he has a different understanding of the social setting of Romans. 
According to Watson, "the social reality which underlies Paul's discussions of 
Judaism and the law is his creation of Gentile Christian communities in sharp 
separation from the Jewish community.”斗？ His two sociological models are "the 
transformation of a reform-movement into a sect" and “an ideology legitimating its 
state of separation.,，48 Though Watson's major concern is on Paul's view of 
Judaism, the law and the Gentiles, only limited sentences scattering in his book 
relate to Rom 11:25-32. Aligning with his understanding of the social function of 
Romans 9-11，Watson relates "all Israel will be saved" to "the promises to the 
patriarchs guarantee the salvation of the Jewish people as a whole," and thus it 
Ibid., 334. 
45 Cf. Jewett, 346. 
46 When Watson distinguishes the sociological approach from the historical 
approach, he means "how Paul's theorizing is related to the concrete problems which he faced." See 
Watson, 19. 
47 Watson, 19. 
48 Ibid. 
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functions as Paul's emphasis on the consistency of God.49 Obviously, Watson's 
sharp separation of Gentile communities from the Jewish community had defects: his 
thesis cannot fully expound the Jewish color in the Epistle of Romans like OT 
quotations, and the intended readership of Jewish Christians amongst the 
communities in Rome. 
Dunn interprets the Epistle of Romans with the insights of New 
Perspective. He posits that "all Israel" means "Israel as a whole" will be saved by 
being provoked to jealousy about Gentiles enjoying what had been their privileges 
(Rom 9:4-5), and so at Christ's second coming they will abandon their unbelief in 
Jesus and will accept the gospel (Romans 1:16).^ ® Paul's affirmation of Israel's 
salvation was based on Jewish conviction of God's covenantal faithfulness.^' But 
the covenant was redefined no more in nationalistic terms or cultic ritual.^^ Dunn 
asserts that this event is "the climax of salvation-history, not a precise schedule or 
agenda of coming e v e n t s . T h o u g h Dunn remedies Sanders' flaws of incoherency, 
he still does not clearly expound the social function and impact of the "all Israel will 
be saved" saying to its original readers. 
The socio-historical considerations of present scholars have 
contributed a lot to the word study on this passage. This thesis will supplement the 
meaning of "all Israel will be saved" based on their efforts and further investigate the 
49 Ibid., 169. 
Dunn, Romans 9-16, 691. 
51 Ibid., 692. 
“Ibid . , 693. 
53 Ibid., 692. 
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social function of the captioned saying within the context of the whole Epistle of 
Romans. 
PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
The methodology adopted in this thesis is borrowed from the concept 
of Theissen, s Kirchenpolitik” As his successful demonstration of how gospels can 
be read as a five-folded "church politics" is enlightened by Pauline Epistles,^^ the 
Epistle of Romans as a typical church-guiding literature^^ should be read more or 
less in a similar way. Through Kirchenpolitik, I hope to show that "all Israel will 
be saved" is Paul's confession for the purpose of consolidating Jewish Christians in 
his Roman community and challenging his readers' commitment on his ongoing 
Gentile mission in relation to the Jewish hardening. A Chinese idiom can 
summarize Paul's intention of asserting "all Israel will be saved," that is "one stone 
hits two birds." With Paul's assertion, both Jewish Christians and Gentile members 
in Rome can be unified wholeheartedly in Paul's mission. In the following, I am 
going to illustrate the necessity and the validity of Theissen，s Kirchenpolitik for this 
present research. 
The literal translation of Kirchenpolitik is "church politics." However, the 
literal translated term "church politics" can be misleading in some way since one may easily associate 
the term "politics" with the politics in the society. Whereas the politics in the society may involve 
the use of violence or different parties fighting for the power, Theissen emphasizes that Kirchenpolitik 
is very much different. Saying Kirchenpolitik, Theissen is mainly referring to the interaction 
between a community leader and community. Regarding the accuracy in understanding, I will keep 
using the original term Kirchenpolitik throughout this thesis. See Gerd Theissen, Gospel writing and 
church politics: a socio-rhetorical approach, CKLS 3 (Hong Kong: Theology Division, Chung Chi 
College, CUHK, 2001), 3. 
Theissen, Gospel writing and church politics: a socio-rhetorical approach, 7, 
159. 
56 The term "church-guiding literature" in this paper is borrowed from Theissen's 
Gospel writing and church politics: a socio-rhetorical approach, 159 and has an emphasis of the 
author's intention "to shape community life by norms and instructions" by his letter. 
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The Nature of the Epistle of Romans 
The Epistle of Romans should be regarded as a church-guiding 
literature.57 According to Theissen, it was Paul who firstly wrote letters to instruct 
C O 
and shape community life. Introducing his methodology Kirchenpolitik to 
analyze the Gospels, Theissen explained how this methodology enlightened by the 
Pauline letters. He wrote: 
The Pauline letters, the earliest literary documents of 
Christianity, originated as attempts to guide and influence Christian 
communities. They made direct interventions into community life.^^ 
His [Paul's] oldest letters, 1 Thessalonians, was occasioned by 
a special situation. Paul had to leave his congregation suddenly. In his 
letter, he affirms his desire to continue the interrupted personal relationship 
(1 Thess l:2ff), and he has to add some instructions on the Christian ethos 
and hope (1 Thess 4: If). In the course of a few years he developed these 
occasional letters into basic texts for his communities-encouraged by the 
Corinthians who praised his letters, saying: they are "weighty and strong" (2 
Cor 10:10). He discovered the power of the written word as a means of 
leading communities. The letter to the Romans was the result of this 
development-a letter which aims to summarize the Pauline message for a 
Christian congregation he had never seen. Paul claims apostolic authority 
for his letter. But there is one limitation: the letter is explicitly addressed to 
only one local community. But Paul wants to address all. Thus, all the 
first generation Early Christian literature developed from occasional letters to 
writings with a certain canonical claim. "Canonical" does not yet mean 
belonging to a closed list of normative writings (which is the later and 
broader sense of "canonical"), but to writings which claim to summarize the 
basis of community life (in the narrow sense of "canonical").^^ 
In fact, Theissen's regard of Pauline letters as church-guiding 
literature is not his innovative idea. Similarly, Doohan comments that "Pau l . . . 
57 Ibid., 159. 
58 Ibid. 
59 Ibid., 7. 
Ibid., 159-160. 
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exercises his authority from a distance, through his letters to the community."^' 
Earlier than that, Stendahl has already had a similar view.^^ Though Stendahl did 
not term it the same way as a church-guiding literature, his alike view is implicited 
in the naming of his book-'Taul's final account of his theology of mission." He 
rejects Romans as "a theological tractate on justification by faith" or "a pastoral 
letter dealing with the specific problems in Rome."^^ Stendahl rightly notices 
Paul's emphasis of mission. 
Likewise, Bryne regards the text of Romans as "instrument of 
persuasion" whereas he explains "It was as though Paul were communicating to 
believers in Rome a systematic account of his theology. But Romans is a document 
seeking not merely to inform its addressees but also to persuade and move them in 
various directions. It communicates an experience of the gospel which Paul hopes 
will not only increase their Christian maturity but also gain for himself a welcome in 
Rome and support for the enterprises lying before him. It is, in short, a work of 
Christian rhetoric, aiming to persuade.”64 G. A. Kennedy should be the first scholar 
brought the insights from ancient rhetoric to the letters of Paul including Romans.^^ 
61 Helen Doohan, Paul's Vision of Church, GNS 32 (Wilmington, Delaware: 
Michael Glazier, 1989), 120. 
62 See Krister Stendahl, The Meanings: The Bible as Document and as Guide 
(Philadephia: Fortress, 1984). 
63 His reason of rejecting Romans as a pastoral letter is mainly because Paul 
appears to have no authority to interfere with life in the Roman churches. See Krister Stendahl, 
Final Account: Paul's Letter to the Romans (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995), ix. 
64 Brendan Bryne, Romans, SacPag 6 (Collegeville, Minnesota: The Liturgical, 
1996), 4. 
65 The ancient rhetoric has the following "rhetorical categories {exordium 
[introduction]; narratio [statement of the case under discussion]; confirm at io [proof of the case]; 
conclusio or peroratio [conclusion]) See Bryne, 4. 
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Other important contributors of rhetorical criticism include Chaim Perelmann, L. 
Bitzer and D. L. S t a m p e r s， 
Saying Romans a church-guiding literature, we are called attention to 
the socio-rhetorical function of Romans.^^ In other words, Paul attempted to exert 
his influence on the Roman community by means of his text, that is, the Epistle of 
Romans. Thus, expounding the rhetorical force^^ of "all Israel will be saved" is 
even more important than explaining its meaning. 
The Role of Paul to the community 
Apart from the nature of the Epistle of Romans as a church-guiding 
literature, Kirchenpolitik is chosen to analyze the Epistle of Romans also due to the 
role of Paul to the community in Rome-Paul regards himself a community leader of 
Rome. 
Commentators' disagreement to Paul as a community leader of Rome 
mainly based on three arguments. First, Paul has never been to the community in 
Rome before writing the Epistle of Romans. Second, Paul wrote that "thus I make 
it my ambition to proclaim the good news, not where Christ has already been named, 
so that I do not build on someone else's foundation," (Rom 15:20) which was often 
understood as "he would not evangel where has been evangelized." Third, as 
66 See also Neil Elliot, The Rhetoric of Romans: Argumentative Constraint and 
Strategy and Paul's Dialogue with Judaism, JSNTSSA5 (Sheffield, JSOT, 1990); John G. Lodge, 
Romans 9-11: A Reader-Response Analysis (Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars, 1996); Sandra Hack Polaski, 
Paul and the Discourse of Power, Gender, Culture, Theology 8/ BS 62 (Sheffield: Scheffield 
Academic, 1999). 
67 Cf. Theissen, Gospel writing and church politics: a socio-rhetorical approach, 2 
n.4. 
68 The term "rhetorical force" here and latter should be understood as the emphasis 
on the effect or even motivation of Paul's text to his audience. 
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Stendahl observed, "Romans 15 makes clear that Paul felt he had no authority to 
interfere with life in the Roman churches. 
At the first glance, these arguments seem to reject that Paul could be a 
community leader of Rome. However, when one examines them carefully, one 
may understand Paul's leadership to his intended readers in Rome. It is true that 
Paul has never been to the community in Rome before writing the Epistle of Romans. 
But it does not mean that Paul was stranger to the community in Rome. In fact, 
Paul knew the people well which was particularly shown in his lengthy greetings 
(Romans 16)7° Moreover, Paul understood the tension between the Jewish and 
Gentile Christians which was shown throughout Romans 1 to 15. By means of the 
lengthy personal greetings (Rom 16), the frequent use of "brothers" and the 
repetition of his desire to visit the community in Rome (Rom 1:9-11, 13-15; 15:22-
24, 28-29，32-33), Paul attempts to strengthen his personal relationship with the 
community. 
With regard to the second argument that Paul "do not build on 
someone else's foundation," (Rom 15:20), we should re-examine whether Paul 
regards the community of Rome is that case. When Paul wrote Rom 15:20, he 
probably refers to any apostolic foundation. As indicated by Cranfield, "it is 
significant that neither in the Epistle to the Romans nor in the Acts of the Apostles 
(nor, for that matter, in any other NT document) is there any allusion to an initial 
evangelization in Rome by any particular missionary or missionaries. 
69 Stendahl, Final Account: Paul's Letter to the Romans, ix. 
7° This paper takes the position of scholars like Cranfield, Dunn, Moo, Bryne, 
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Ambrosiaster's statement that 'they had accepted faith in Christ without seeing any 
notable miracles or any of the apostles' would seem to be applicable . . . to all, 
whether Gentile or Jewish, whose conversion had actually taken place in Rome.，’?） 
Paul explicitly told that he was eager to preach gospel in Rome and 
wanted to visit Rome after his trip to Jerusalem and before his mission to Spain. 
The difficulties here is Paul on one hand admired the faith of Roman Christians on 
the other hand showed his wish to preach the gospel to them. Towards these 
contradictory statements, Watson rightly explained the situation. He explained that 
Paul wanted to visit Rome because he wanted to found the church with his 
apostleship. Like elsewhere in his other letters, Paul claims his apostolic authority 
for his letter. Moreover, Schnelle generalized four factors inducing Paul to write 
to the community of Rome: “(1) The help needed from the Roman church for the 
planned mission to Spain. (2) The apostle's wish for prayer (and support) during 
the anticipated debate in Jerusalem when he presents the offering. (3) The agitation 
of Judaizing opponents to Paul's mission, whose influence he must presuppose in 
both Jerusalem and Rome. (4) Problems in understanding the Pauline theology.’口] 
Whatever goal Paul's writing aim at, it should be noted the community of Rome was 
Morris and Schnelle, that Romans 16 represents the original form of the letter Paul sent to Rome. 
71 Cranfield, vol. 1，17. 
72 Theissen, Gospel writing and church politics: a socio-rhetorical approach, 159. 
Schnelle, 110. Other suggested writing purposes of Romans include: (a) 
Romans is a "manifesto" of Paul's deepest convictions, calling for the widest publicity (See T. W. 
Manson, "St. Paul's Letter to the Romans - and Others," in The Romans Debate, ed. Karl P. Donfried 
(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1991), 5-14); (b) Romans is not responding to specific church situation. 
The representatives are Mack, Longenecker and Karris (See Donfried, xliii; W. G. KUmmel, 
Introduction to the New Testament (Nashville: Abingdon, 1975), 314-320; Morris, 10); (c) Romans is 
Paul's defense of his apostolicity (Ernst Kasemann, Commentary on Romans, trans. Geoffrey W. 
Bromiley (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans, 1980), 20); (d) Romans is Paul's 
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important to Paul. And the most effective way to achieve any purpose needs and 
presupposes the community's acceptance of Paul's authority at least to some extent. 
In brief, what was the intended goal(s) of Paul as a religious and 
community leader posited the saying of "all Israel will be saved" is the core issue of 
this current study. 
The Christian Community in Rome 
The third reason that KirchenpoUtik is chosen to analyze the Epistle 
of Romans is because of the instability and the immaturity of the Roman Christian 
community. The instability of Roman Christian community can be expected after 
the "Chrestus" expuls ion.?^ Before the "Chrestus" expulsion, Christian Jews 
gathered with non-Christian Jews in the synagogue^^ Some Gentiles might also 
have been attracted to synagogue congregations.^^ Christianity should be regarded 
as inner-Jewish renewal movemen t . ?? However, after the expulsion, Christians can 
preparation for a visit to Rome (Morris, 16). 
74 Suetonius, Claudius, 25.4. Cf. Dunn, Romans 1-8, xlviii: "It is generally agreed 
that ‘Chrestus’ must mean 'Christ,' and that the reference is therefore probably to disturbances among 
Jews concerning Jesus, that is, to disagreements between Jews who had accepted Jesus as Messiah 
(Jewish Christians) and Jews who rejected the Christian claims . . . This almost certainly indicates a 
significant presence of Christian beliefs in Rome before the late 40s, and precisely within the 
synagogues, so that onlookers saw the dispute simply as an internal Jewish squabble (cf. Acts 
18:15)." 
75 Cf. Dunn, Romans 1-8, xlvii: "The pattern of early Christian evangelism was 
most probably focused, at least initially, within the synagogues." Also see Sanders, Paul, the Law 
and the Jewish People, 179-189. 
76 Cf. Dunn, Romans 1-8, xlvii. 
77 Cf. Wolfgang Wiefel, "The Jewish Community in Ancient Rome and the Origins 
of Roman Christianity," in ed. Karl P. Donfried, The Romans Debate, rev. and exp. ed. (Edinburgh: 
T&T Clark, 1991)，89: "Since the mission of early Christianity was usually started in synagogues, the 
existence of a larger Jewish community in Rome offered the necessary precondition for the creation 
of a new Christian congregation;" Dunn, Romans 1-8, xlvi: "Christianity in Rome probably emerged 
first within the Jewish community there. This is what we might have expected anyway in the case of 
a movement which began as a sect within the spectrum of first-century Judaism and whose first 
missionaries were all Jews." 
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no longer gather in the synagogue nor can they gather in the pagan temple. House 
churches become their choice, or we should say, become their only choice. 
The existence of house churches in Rome can be traced in Romans 1 
and 16.79 In Rom 1:7, Paul addresses the Christian community as a whole with the 
phrase "all who are in Rome" but not with the term kKA,rioLa. The term kKXrioLa 
only appears in the end of the Epistle when he greets the eKK r^ioLa that meets in the 
house of Prisca and Aquila (Rom 16:5). Other congregations include the 
households of Aristobulus (Rom 16:10)8° and Narcissus (Rom 16:11),^^ and the two 
groups greeted in Rom 16:14^^ and Rom 16:15^^ In regard to the traces of 
78 Vincent Branick, The House Church in the Writings of Paul, ZSNT (Wilmington, 
Delaware: Michael Glazier, 1989), 15: " . . . the private home and specifically the dining room 
{triclinium or diwan) provided an environment that corresponded remarkably with the Christians' 
earliest self-identification, reflecting Jesus' own choice of an "upper room" for his last supper, his 
own choice of "non-sacred space" as the environment of his work, and his insistence on familial ties 
among believers." Also see Gerd Theissen, The Social Setting of Pauline Christianity, ed. and trans. 
John H. SchUtz (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1982); id., Social Reality and the Early Christians: Theology, 
Ethics, and the World of the New Testament, trans. Margaret Kohl (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1993); 
Margaret Y. MacDonald, The Pauline Churches: A Socio-historical Study of Institutionalization in 
the Pauline andDeutero-Paulim Writings (Cambridge: CUP, 1988); Robert J. Banks, Paul's Idea of 
Community (Peabody, Mass: Hendricksen, 1994); Doohan. 
Cf. Peter Lampe, "The Roman Christians of Romans 16," in ed. Karl P. Donfried, 
The Romans Debate, rev. and exp. ed. (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1991), 216-230. 
Rom 16:10b NRS: "greet those who belong to the family of Aristobulus" 
(doTTaoao66 tout; 4K TQV 'ApLotoPoijA.ou) 
81 Rom 16:1 lb NRS: "greet those in the Lord who belong to the family of 
Narcissus" (donaoaoGe toijc; EK XCOV NapKiooou TOUQ OVXAC, KV KUPICJ)) 
82 Rom 16:14 RSV: "greet Asyncritus, Phlegon, Hermes, Patrobas, Hermas, and the 
brethren who are with them." (doiraoaoGe 'AouyKpLtov, <l>A.€Yovxa, 'Epiifiv, Haxpopav, "Ep|iav Kal 
TOU(； ow auTOLc; d66A,4)oijg) 
83 Rom 16:15 NRS: "greet Philologus, Julia, Nereus and his sister, and Olympas, 
and all the saints who are with them" (doTTaoao96 OLA.6A.OYOV KKI 'IouA,Lav, Nripea Kal triv 入 
AI)TOT), KTTL '0A.u|iTTav Kal toix; ow autolc; mvxac, dyLOuc;) 
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different congregations in Romans 16, scholars generally believe that Paul seemed to 
have known at least five house churches in Rome.84 
Besides, there would have been a shift of dominance from Jews to 
Gentiles in the community after the "Chrestus" e x p u l s i o n . A p a r t from the change 
of composition, there would also be a change in the structure of authority in the 
community-leadership roles originally taken up by Jewish Christians might now be 
taken up by Gentile Christians. 
As rightly observed by some commentators, the community of Rome 
at the time Paul wrote the Epistle of Romans was not yet a church, but just some 
loose congregations in Rome. That's why Paul while addressing the Christian 
community as a whole, he did not use the term but "all who are in Rome.. .，，(Rom 
1:7). With regard to the lack of the kKXriota in Romans 1-15, Paul tried to 
consolidate the traditions amongst these pre-mature congregations with his apostolic 
authority. 
This essay starts with the study of the social setting of the 
congregation in Rome in the light of Kirchenpolitik. Under the shed light of such 
sociological investigation, the exegesis will follow the flow of thought in the whole 
Epistle of Romans in the broader context, then narrow down to the immediate 
84 See F. F. Bruce, The Epistle of Paul to the Romans, An Introduction and 
Commentary (London: Tyndale, 1963), 266; Cranfield, Vol. I, 22; Cranfield, Vol. II, 786-795; Cf. 
Wiefel, 95, suggests there were at least three house churches known to Paul. 
85 Dunn, Romans 1-8, liii: "Following the expulsion o f . . . the Jews in 49 most of 
the house churches would have become largely Gentile in composition." 
86 Dunn, Romans 1-8, liii: " . . . it may also suggest some difficulty for returned 
Jewish Christians in regaining leadership roles they had previously been accorded within the house 
churches, now predominantly Gentile." 
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context, and finally deepen to explore the meaning of "all Israel will be saved" in 
Rom 11:25-32. 
Kirchenpolitik takes a socio-rhetorical approach which is a synthesis 
of the four most important methodologies in the century, which are form 
criticism, the history of tradition, redaction criticism and the literary criticism. 
With reference to his socio-rhetorical approach, each church-guiding literature can 
be read as a five-folded "church politics" including the aspects of consensus, religion 
of origin, conflicts, world and authority. The first task of the church-guiding 
literature is that the community leader, attempts to formulate and legitimize 
consensus based on the already-existed Jesus traditions. The second task is that 
the leader has to define the self-identity of his community in relation to the religion 
of origin, that is, Judaism. ^ ^ The third task is that the leader resolves the conflicts 
within the community so that even contradictory parties can coexist which in turns 
QQ ^^  
enhance the cohesiveness of his group. The fourth task is that the leader needs to 
give directions to his community for behavior, in relation to the surrounding world严 
The fifth task is that the leader builds up a structure of authority that on the one hand 
makes the community freed from other external authorities and on the other hand 
eases the leaders and his successors to administrate the community.^' With this 
87 Theissen, Gospel writing and church politics: a socio-rhetorical approach, 3. 
88 Ibid., 4. 
89 Ibid., 5. 
Ibid., 4. 
91 Ibid., 5. 
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five-folded analysis of the original social setting, this research may contribute to the 
clarification of the social function of "all Israel will be saved." 
The Audience of the Epistle of Romans 
As Bryne states, "[It] seems clear that the addressees of the letter are 
Christian converts of Gentile background (1:5-6, 13-15; 11:13, 17-24, 30-31; 15:7-9, 
20-22). Yet the opening section of the main body of the letter (1:18-4:25) appears 
to be addressed to a Jew who has not yet come to faith in Jesus as the Messiah of 
Israel and who must be persuaded to leave off a quest for righteousness that comes 
through faith in Christ. This lengthy opening section lends Romans its character as 
a "dialogue with Jews." Any explanation of the letter in historical terms must 
explain why it has this "double" and seemingly incompatible "audience"~Gentile 
Christians and (non-Christian) Jews. That Gentile Christians are Paul's 
addressees is sure, but that the other party is Christian Jews or non-Christian Jews is 
disputable. Through offering substantial evidences in Romans, this research will 
argue the social function of "all Israel will be saved" from the perspective of Gentile 
and Jewish Christian readership rather than non-Christian Jews. 
The Thesis of the Present Study 
Through Kirchenpolitik, I posit a thesis as follows: "all Israel will be 
saved" is Paul's confession aimed at consolidating Jewish Christians in his Roman 
community and at the same time challenging his readers' commitment on his 
ongoing Gentile mission in relation to the Jewish hardening. 
92 Bryne, 3. 
CHAPTER 2 
THE SOCIAL SETTING OF ROMANS 
IN THE LIGHT OF KIRCHENPOLITIK 
In this chapter, we will reconstruct the social setting of the Epistle of 
Romans in the light of Kirchenpolitik, so that we may see a clearer path that will 
orientate us in next chapters on how to interpret the meaning and the social function 
of "all Israel will be saved" in its original context. As explained in the introduction, 
this socio-rhetorical approach regards the Epistle as a five-fold expression of 
Kirchenpolitik, that is, the interaction between the community leader and the 
community, in this case, Paul and the Christian congregation in Rome. In the light 
of Kirchenpolitik, we should then concentrate at the five aspects of relative social 
setting rather than a general study of the social reality of Rome at the time. In other 
words, not all details of the general social setting of Rome really helps us to 
understand the Epistle, but only those problems hindering the church development 
triggered off Paul's concerns. The five aspects to be investigated are building 
consensus, defining self-identity regarding the religion of origin, resolving conflicts, 
giving direction regarding the surrounding world and establishing a structure of 
authority. 
BUILDING CONSENSUS 
The first task of Paul as the community leader is to formulate and 
legitimize consensus on the basis of the different preexisting traditions through 
2 5 
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writing the Epistle of Romans] This building up consensus is the basis of Paul's 
authority to the Christian community in Rome.� Whether Paul could successfully 
share his consensus with dispersed congregations in Rome would determine the 
formation and the subsequent development of Church in this capital state and to a 
certain extent would also affect Paul's mission. 
The Necessity of a Consensus 
Why is it necessary to have a consensus? We may understand the 
necessity of a consensus from two aspects—the Roman Christian community and 
Paul himself. 
The Necessity of a Consensus for the 
Roman Christian Community 
At the time Paul wrote Romans, the Roman Christian community was 
probably experiencing great changes. The community could no longer gather in the 
synagogues, but as some loose congregations of house churches. Besides, there 
would have been a shift of dominance from Jews to Gentiles in the community after 
the "Chrestus" expulsion.^ Apart from the change of composition, there would also 
be a change in the structure of authority in the community-leadership roles 
originally taken up by Jewish Christians might now be taken up by Gentile 
Christians."^ 
‘ C f . Theissen, Gospel writing and church politics: a socio-rhetorical approach, 3. 
2 Cf. ibid., 159. 
3 Dunn, Romans 1-8, liii: "Following the expulsion o f . . . the Jews in 49 most of 
the house churches would have become largely Gentile in composition." 
4 Ibid.: " . . . it may also suggest some difficulty for returned Jewish Christians in 
regaining leadership roles they had previously been accorded within the house churches, now 
predominantly Gentile." 
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When the edict of Claudius lost its effect after the death of Claudius, 
the problems became even more severe. As Dunn rightly comment, "it is likely 
that the return of a significant number of Jewish Christians caused at least some 
friction between Gentile and Jew within (and among) the Christian house 
churches.”5 As a minority in the Roman Christian community, "the Jewish 
Christians probably felt themselves doubly vulnerable as Jews, for they now had to 
identify themselves more fully with the largely gentile house churches in increasing 
distinction and separation from the synagogues."^ Now Jewish Christians fell into 
an identity crisis, either identifying themselves as members of house churches or 
leaving their Christian belief to rejoin the Jewish community in the synagogues. In 
regard to the great impact brought about by the "Chrestus" expulsion, Paul's 
building up a consensus not merely resolves the conflicts between Gentile and 
Jewish Christians, but more importantly provides them a sense of belonging which 
enhances cohesion within the Roman Christian community. The consensus which 
provides a sense of belonging is particularly important to Jewish Christians in order 
that they may commit themselves in the house churches. 
The Necessity of a Consensus for Paul 
To understand the necessity of a consensus for Paul, we must first 
understand his expectation to the Roman Christian community. Whether Christian 
groups in Rome would support or on the contrary hinder Paul's mission to Spain was 
most likely a serious question to him. Paul, a Jew (Rom 11:1), who identified 
5 Dunn, Romans 1-8, liii. 
6 Ibid. 
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himself as an apostle to the Gentiles (Rom 11:13), definitely concerned the 
formation of consensus amongst Roman congregations. The lengthy Epistle of 
Romans reflects the weight of house churches in this strategic capital city in Paul's 
mind. Optimistically, he might be able to gain supportive missionary base in Rome 
for his mission to Spain. Though scholars tend to regard Paul having multiple 
purposes in writing Romans, more and more scholars accept that Paul by writing 
Romans persuades and motivates the Roman Christian community to support his 
upcoming mission to Spain has certain weight within his multi-purposes.^ As 
Stuhlmacher posits, 
If his mission to Spain was really to succeed, for which he was 
dependent on the support of the Roman Christians (15:24)，then with his 
letter the apostle had not only to refute his opponents, who had pressed 
forward to Rome, but at the same time, and above all, to convince the 
Christians in the Roman house churches of the truth of his gospel. From 
this perspective, the letter to the Romans is to be seen as more than merely a 
polemical document; it had to be a doctrinal writing if it were to accomplish 
its purpose for the history of missions.^ 
Pessimistically, the formation of consensus in Roman Christians 
might at least be able to alleviate Paul's daily pressure of his concern for all the 
churches including those in Rome (cf. 2Cor 11:28), thus he could evangelize 
undistractedly and undisturbedly in elsewhere. 
But the question is: How could Paul persuade and motivate the 
Roman Christian community to support his mission to Spain? The answer is quite 
simple: Unless the Roman Christian communities agreed with and submitted to 
7 e.g. Dunn, D. Zeller, T. Borman, Franz J. Leenhardt, Morris and J. Blank. 
8 Peter Stuhlmacher, Paul's Letter to the Romans: A Commentary, trans. Scott J. 
Hafemann (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster/ John Knox, 1994), 7-8. 
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Paul's ideology as their guiding principles. And Paul seems to understand this 
point very well. Thus, Paul chooses to share his conviction to the community 
instead of fighting for any offices in the Roman Christian community.^ In other 
words, Paul regards himself a community leader, or precisely an ideological leader 
to the Roman Christian community when we understand the matter with a broader 
sense. 
As per Theissen, "Every leader must share the convictions of his 
group. Only one who is rooted in the group and represents the consensus within the 
group has authority.，，� It is especially true to Paul's leadership in Romans. For 
the Roman Christian community has not yet well-established, lacking any well-built 
hierarchy, successfully sharing his convictions becomes even more important to 
Paul's leadership to be accepted in Romans. The consensus, in other word saying, 
is Paul's ideology, to be accepted by the community, which in turns reflects his 
leadership acceptance there.‘ ‘ Besides, the consensus is Paul's ideology to 
motivate the community to follow his direction. To the most successful extent, it 
might motivate the community to support that leader's every strategy and action. 
The Content of the Consensus 
This new consensus is "justification by faith" for all Christians, no 
matter the circumcised Jews or the uncircumcised Gentiles (Rom 3:21-31). Here, 
Paul made a crafty argument from the example of Abraham (Rom 4:1 -22). Since 
9 For details of discussion, please refer to Chapter 1 (16-18). 
10 Theissen, Gospel writing and church politics: a socio-rhetorical approach, 3. 
“ C f . Watson, 19. Watson is right to notice that ideology is important in 
motivating a community. But I have some reservation to Watson's suggested sectarian ideology that 
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Abraham was reckoned as righteousness before his circumcision, Paul argued that 
Abraham was reckoned as righteousness because of faith alone. Constructing this 
consensus, Paul synthesized the implications of Jesus' death with the traditional 
Jewish faith to God. 
If our analysis of Paul's attempt of building up consensus of 
"justification by faith" is accurate, it is not difficult for Paul as an experienced 
missionary to foresee the possible tension of this consensus might have made to 
those Jewish Christians in Rome and the possible consequence or trend of gradually 
giving up of any outreach to reluctant Jewish targets. Thus, the "all Israel will be 
saved" saying must be composed in a way by Paul that hopefully would bind and 
sustain the intended readers to the consensus wholeheartedly. In later chapters, we 
will substantiate this viewpoint with evidences in the Epistle. 
DEFINING SELF-IDENTITY REGARDING 
THE RELIGION OF ORIGIN 
The second task is that Paul as the leader has to define the self-
identity of his community in relation to the religion of origin, that is, Judaism.'^ 
According to Theissen, "early Christianity developed as an inner-Jewish renewal 
movement.，，。How successful is this inner-Jewish renewal movement depends on 
whether persuasive continuity of Jewish traditions and clear boundaries of Pauline 
Christianity can be defined in relation to the religion of origin. 
Paul intended to separate the Gentile Christians from the Judaism or synagogue. 
12 Theissen, Gospel writing and church politics: a socio-rhetorical approach, 4. 
丨3 Ibid. 
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The Necessity of Defining Self-Identity Regarding 
the Religion of Origin 
Before finding out how Paul defines the self-identity of the Roman 
Christian community, we need to know the relation between the Roman Christian 
community and the Jewish community. As we have discussed in Chapter 1， 
Christianity originated from an inner-Jewish renewal movement in the synagogues. 
Dunn is right to depict, "The Christians were not yet clearly distinguished from the 
wider Jewish community (Paul speaks without awkwardness of 'Abraham, our 
forefather,' 'our father' [4:1, 12], and assumes a good knowledge of the law [7:1]), 
and probably therefore shared their ambiguous and vulnerable position. Insofar as 
they had any legal status, they would meet presumably as a collegium or under the 
auspices of a synagogue.”*4 In other words, the Roman Christian community still 
had certain connection with the synagogues. But the weakening of their connection 
was understandable. The continuing weakening of their connection is observed by 
Sanders-the Roman Christian community was facing the fact that their 
congregations were socially distinct from the synagogue.�5 This increasing 
distinction and separation from the synagogues is a natural outcome of their 
gathering in house churches. 
The impact of the increasing distinction and separation from the 
religion of origin is the greatest to the Jewish Christians. ^ ^ On one hand, the Jewish 
14 Dunn, Romans 1-8, Hi. 
15 Sanders, Paul, the Law and the Jewish People, 128. 
16 Dunn, Romans 1-8, liii: “.. • at the time Paul wrote the letter, the gentile 
Christians in Rome were probably in a large majority . . . and the Jewish Christians probably felt 
themselves doubly vulnerable as Jews, for they now had to identify themselves more fully with the 
largely gentile house churches in increasing distinction and separation from the synagogues." 
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Christians had "to identify themselves more fully with the largely gentile house 
churches.，，17 On the other hand, "the Jews in Rome possibly felt under pressure to 
defend and improve their status in society." ^ ^ As reflected in Romans, "Paul is able 
to envisage a community well into the process of developing its own distinct identity 
over against the Jewish community from which it had emerged."^^ 
Apart from the needs of the Jewish Christians in Rome, Gentile 
Christians also demanded Paul's account on their origin of faith. In ancient times 
people favored and respected to past traditions. Just like the rise of Roman Empire, 
she also needed to claim her origin to earlier Greek civilization for legitimacy of her 
own existence. Likewise, there was an implicit demand for Paul to explicate the 
legitimacy of the existence of Gentiles in Church. Thus, Paul's frequent OT 
allusions, concepts, terms and quotations in Romans on one hand justified the being 
of Pauline communities and on the other hand helped the community members to 
identify themselves with the Jewish origin that they would not ultimately abandon it. 
Defining Self-Identity 
That Paul defines the self-identity of the Roman Christian community 
in relation to Judaism has similar function to his first task (i.e. building up the 
consensus)~providing a sense of belonging for Christians especially Jewish 
Christians to his community. The way Paul defines the self-identity is modified 
17 Dunn, Romans 1-8, liii. 
18 Lung-kwong Lo, Paul's Purpose in Writing Romans: the Upbuilding of a Jewish 
and Gentile Christian Community in Rome, JDDS 6/ BL 4 (Hong Kong: Alliance Bible Seminary, 
1998), 83. 
19 Dunn, Romans 1-8, liii. 
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from the Jewish tradition and can be assessed in two respects, namely freeing from 
the identity markers and setting up new boundary. 
Freeing from Jewish Identity Markers 
As Lo summarized, "many Roman authors recognized that there were 
three very clear distinguishing marks of the Jews, namely, the observance of sabbath, 
circumcision and abstention from eating pork." Paul seems to realize that either 
insisting or abolishing those Jewish identity markers is difficult to gain a full 
acceptance in his community, since these Jewish identity markers are too meaningful 
to Roman Jews and at the same time too troublesome to the Gentile Christians. 
Thus, in Romans 14, Paul intentionally leaves some room for his fellow Christians to 
choose for themselves, despite that they must be "for the Lord's sake," (Rom 14:1-
12) ‘‘for brothers' sake," (Rom 14:13-15) and "for the faith's sake" (Rom 14:20-23). 
"For the Lord's sake" and "for the faith's sake" could be understood as an 
interpolation of his consensus built up in Romans 1 -8，"justification by faith." "For 
bothers' sake" is an emphasis of the importance of harmony in the community which 
in turns enhances cohesiveness in the community. 
Setting up New Boundary 
Sanders' famous "covenantal nomism" defines the Jews as insiders by 
• 21 
the covenant God made to the ethnic Jews. The boundary of covenant 
distinguishes insiders and outsiders. If this "covenantal nomism" represents some 
2 �L o , 83. 
21 Cf. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 511-514. 
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of his fellow Jews' conviction,^^ such a perception must be changed in order that 
Gentile Christians will not be excluded by the Jewish conviction. Thus, following 
the discussion of "true Jews" in Romans 3, Paul intelligently explains by Abraham's 
example that God did not make the covenant with the circumcised, but also with the 
imcircumcised (Rom 4:1-16). In other words, in Paul's interpretation, both Jews 
and Gentiles are included within the boundary of covenant. But Paul did not stop 
there, he pushes forward with a condition of "faith." Continuously in Romans 5, 
Paul clearly expounds this "faith" has an object of belief, that is, Jesus Christ. It 
should be noted that Paul did not regard himself inventing a new covenant, but he 
presents in a way that he has recovered the true interpretation of the covenant. In 
short, the most significant teaching Paul gave to identify his community from other 
Judaic sects is to ascertain Jesus as the object of belief. 
Redefining the criteria as "saints" (Rom 1:7) or "Jew" (Rom 2:28) 
immediately triggered off hard feeling to Jewish Christians in Rome, especially for 
their facing the realities of reluctance of Jewish people's acceptance of Jesus as 
Christ and simultaneously an increasing number of Gentile believers. "All Israel 
will be saved" should be interpreted along the flow of thoughts in the Epistle 
regarding self-identification relative to the religion of origin. 
22 To say "covenantal nomism" represents some of his fellow Jews' conviction is 
because the representation of "covenantal nomism" in Judaism should be reserved. According to 
John Joseph Collins, Between Athens and Jerusalem: Jewish Identity in the Hellenistic Diaspora 
(New York: Crossroad, 1986), 244: "The pattern of'covenantal nomism' which E. P. Sanders had 
posited as the dominant construction of Judaism was certainly represented in the Diaspora, in such 
diverse works as the chronicle of Demetrius, Fourth Maccabees, and the books of Adam and Eve. 
Yet it was not the only, or even the dominant, factor in the religion of Hellenistic Judaism." 
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RESOLVING CONFLICTS 
The third task is that Paul as the leader has to resolve the conflicts 
within the community so that even contradictory parties can coexist which in turns 
enhance the cohesiveness of his community.23 Otherwise, the community will 
easily break up into adversary factions. The conflicts within the community are 
apparent in Romans—the Gentile and Jewish Christians boast over each other. 
Their conflicts are particularly indicated in the lengthy discussion on the "strong" 
and "weak" in Rom 14:1-15:13?^ 
Conflicts between the "Strong" and "Weak" 
There is a growing consensus that the "strong" and the "weak" (Rom 
14:1-15:13) denotes the Gentile Christians and the Jewish Christians respectively.^^ 
However, since Paul did not explicitly denote who were the "strong" and who were 
the “weak，” it should be avoided to assume an absolute opposition of Gentile 
Christians to Jewish Christians. Rather, the "strong" and the "weak" suggests there 
were controversy in some specific occasions like worship or having communal meals 
together.26 But the tension between the Gentile Christians and Jewish Christians is 
27 
not difficult to observe throughout the Epistle of Romans. 
23 Theissen, Gospel writing and church politics: a socio-rhetorical approach, 5. 
24 There is a substantial agreement among scholars on Rom 14:1-15:13 as the 
conflicts between the Gentile and Jewish Christians in Rome. Cf. C. K. Barrett, A Commentary on 
the Epistle to the Romans, BNTC (London: Adam & Charles Black, 1957)，256; Michel, 419; Ernst 
Kasemann, Commentary on Romans, trans. Geoffrey W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William 
B. Eerdmans, 1980)，364; Wilckens, Vol.3, 78; Jewett, 23; Lo, 117; Schnelle, 110. 
25 P. S. Minear, The Obedience of Faith: The Purpose of Paul in the Epistle of the 
Romans (London: SCM, 1971), 19 cited by Kasemann, 374; Lo, 119; Dunn; Campbell. 
26 Lo, 119. 
27 One of the indicator is the use of the pair of terms "Jews" and "Greeks" which 
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Boasting of the Jewish Christians 
over the Gentile Christians 
On the one side, the Jews boast of their Jewish identity as God's 
chosen people. Their boasting of Jewish identity is claimed by their boasting of 
their identity markers such as circumcision, their possession of law and strict food 
regulation. By means of these identity markers, the Jewish Christians attempted to 
emphasize their succession of the originality of the community, that is, the Jewish 
tradition. As Lo rightly evaluates, "the Jews in Rome possibly felt under pressure 
to defend and improve their status in society" since they were deemed as "captives 
and slaves, people of contempt" in the eyes of Roman society?^ In regard to their 
minority in the Roman Christian community after the "Chrestus" expulsion, theses 
identity markers became more crucial to the Jewish Christians. As a matter of fact, 
the more they highlighted their Jewish identity, their cohesiveness will be greater. 
However, their emphasis of Jewish identity also strays themselves farther from the 
Gentile Christians. Then, the identity markers like circumcision, observing the law 
not only represents their Jewish identity, but also sets a boundary to distinguish the 
insiders (i.e. the Jews) from the outsiders (i.e. the Gentiles). 
Boasting of the Gentile Christians 
over the Jewish Christians 
On the other side, the Gentile Christians boast of their majority and 
dominance in the church. Their boasting first appears in their sight of the Jews as 
"the Barbarians" and "the foolish" (Rom 1:14). The boasting becomes severe 
appears at least eleven times in the Epistle of Romans. 
28 Lo, 83. 
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particularly in Romans 9-11, whereas they thought that they had already replaced the 
Jews in the eyes of God. The controversy between the "strong" and "weak" 
explicitly shows how the Gentile Christians despised on the Jewish Christians (Rom 
14:1-15:13). 
Paul 's Way to Resolve the Conflicts 
To resolve this conflict, Paul by means of his teaching of 
"justification by faith" draws a new boundary for them, that is, the believers and the 
non-believers. This new boundary marker puts Jews and Gentile Christians 
together in the same circle and thus facilitates the cohesiveness of the Roman 
community. On the other hand, Paul always leaves some room in his instruction. 
He seems to understand the importance of "a tolerance toward the coexistence of 
contradictory tendencies within a group. This is necessary because groups break up 
29 
into rival factions once specific norms are handled too strictly." Rom 14:1-15:13 
is a good demonstration of this. "As there Paul agrees basically with the opinion of 
the strong, but for the sake of brotherly love and the upbuilding of the community he 
rejects its radical application."^® 
In a nutshell, the tensions that existing between Gentile Christians and 
Jewish Christians predominated Paul's mind, "all Israel will be saved" was one of 
Paul's responses aimed at resolving the conflicts. 
29 Theissen, Gospel Writing and Church Politics: A Socio-rhetorical Approach, 5. 
Kasemann, 374. 
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GIVING DIRECTION REGARDING 
THE SURROUNDING WORLD 
The fourth task is that Paul as the community leader needs to give 
directions to his Roman community for behavior, in relation to the surrounding 
worldThis guiding external relationship is particularly important when Paul 
wrote the letter to Romans since the Roman community had just experienced the 
"Chrestus" expulsion. 
The "Chrestus “ Expulsion 
As noted by commentators, there was once the "Chrestus" expulsion 
by the edict of Claudius.^^ The "Chrestus" expulsion is recorded in the statement of 
Suetonius (75-150 C.E.), who was both Hadrian's private secretary and a Roman 
historian.33 Suetonius made a note that Claudius "expelled from Rome the Jews 
constantly making disturbances at the instigation of Chrestus."^"^ With regard to 
this statement, scholars generally concern the following three questions: Who was 
"Chrestus" mentioned in the edict of Claudius? Why did Claudius drive the Jews 
out of Rome? To what extent were the Jews affected by the edict of Claudius? 
And, what was the influence of this "Chrestus" expulsion to the Roman community? 
31 Cf. Theissen, Gospel writing and church politics: a socio-rhetorical approach, 4. 
32 Cf. Cranfield, vol. I，16; Stuhlmacher, 7; C. J. den Heyer, Paul: A Man of Two 
Worlds, trans. John Bowden (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: Trinity, 2000), 294. 
“ C f . Cranfield, vol. I, 16; Stuhlmacher, 7; Heyer, 120. 
34 Loeb Classic Library translation by J. C. Rolfe of Suetonius, The Lives of the 
Caesars. Cf. Suetonius, Claudius 25.4: "ludaeos impulsore Chresto assidue tumultuantes Roma 
expulit" 
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Scholars generally agree that the "Chrestus" mentioned by Claudius 
was most likely Jesus Christ for there was the confusion between "Christus" and 
"Chrestus."^^ As Heyer clearly explains: 
The name Chrestus (= the good, a customary name for a slave) will 
have been a corruption of Christ (= the anointed). The mistake is both 
understandable and significant. In the Graeco-Roman world an 'anointed' 
played no role in a religious context . . . . The confusion of names shows 
something of the social conditions within the Roman Empire.^^ 
To what extent were the Jews affected by the edict of Claudius? 
There were three possibilities. First, all Jews in Rome were expelled. This is the 
record of Acts 18:2 RSV, "Claudius had commanded all the Jews to leave Rome." 
Supporting this, Stuhlmacher wrote, "As the example of Aquila and Priscilla shows, 
not only Jews, but also Jewish Christians were affected by the edict.. . . after the 
inauguration of the reign of his successor, Nero (A.D. 54-68), the expelled Jews and 
Jewish Christians could gradually return once again to Rome."^^ 
Second, the Jews were not really expelled. This is supported by 
Cassius Dio 60.6.6-7: 
As for the Jews, who had again increased so greatly that by reason of 
their multitude it would have been hard without raising a tumult to bar them 
from the city, he [Claudius] did not drive them out, but ordered them, while 
continuing their traditional mode of life，not to hold meetings.^^ 
35 Cf. Tertullian, Apol. 3; Justin, I Apol. 4. 
36 Heyer, 120. 
37 Stuhlmacher, 7. 
38 Loeb Classic Library translation by E. Gary of Dio Cassius, Roman History. 
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Here Dio explicitly says that Claudius was unable to drive the Jews 
out because of their multitude and does not mention any disturbances within the 
Jewish community or caused by Jews.^^ 
The third is suggested by Dunn, who correctly wrote "The best 
solution is probably to see two actions by Claudius, in 41 and 49: the first an early 
palliative ruling, short-lived and limited in effect; the second more deliberate the 
drastic after his patience had worn out.. . . Though whether the latter action was as 
drastic as Luke suggests (the typically Lukan "all" of Acts 18:2) is a question posed 
by the silence of Josephus on the subject, leaving the possibility of an expulsion 
which aimed primarily to root out the troublemakers.，，40 In other words saying, 
even though there is a possibility that not all the Jews were expelled in this action, it 
is likely that the Christian Jews were regarded as troublemakers to be rooted out at 
least4i 
What was the influence of this "Chrestus" expulsion to the Roman 
community? Two citations from Stuhlmacher's works suffice, 
Claudius's measures had decisive consequences for nascent 
Christianity in Rome. As the example of Aquila and Priscilla shows, not 
only Jews, but also Jewish Christians were affected by the edict. When they 
had to leave, it was the Gentile Christians who, above all, remained in the 
city. . . .[They] had to form their own freely constituted assemblies without 
leaning on the Jewish synagogues As Romans 16 documents, at the time 
of the letter to the Romans the Roman Christians were still organized in the 
form of individual house churches; they had not yet formed a united 
congregation to which Paul could have written.^^ 
39 Cf. Dunn, Romans 1-8, xlix. 
40 Ibid. 
Cf. Lampe, 6-7. 
42 Stuhlmacher, 7. 
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The Edict of Claudius was binding only during his lifetime. Thus, 
after the inauguration of the reign of his successor, Nero (A.D. 54-68), the 
expelled Jews and Jewish Christians could gradually return once again to 
Rome. For example, according to 16:3f., Priscilla and Aquila, together with 
other Jews and Jewish Christians, had taken advantage of this opportunity. 
But the return of those who had been banished presented the Roman 
Christians with new problems. The Gentile Christians, who in the 
meantime had become established, saw themselves all at once confronted 
with the task of integrating the returning Jewish Christians into the house 
churches, with all of their unfamiliar customs，� 
Though its precise issue date is disputed，44 the edict of Claudius 
reflects the instability of Christianity in Rome at the time, especially the status of 
Jewish Christians. 
The Content of the Instruction Regarding 
the Surrounding World 
Paul's instruction regarding the surrounding world can be seen as his 
reflection to the Chrestus expulsion. His instruction can be analyzed in the 
following two respects-Paul on the one hand creates an Image of the world and on 
the other hand offers orientation to his community. 
Creating an Image of World 
In the Epistle of Romans, Paul does not create an image of the whole 
world, but particularly to the political and religious circles. 
43 Stuhlmacher, 7-8. 
44 Scholars like Cranfield, Stuhlmacher and Heyer suggest that the issue date of the 
edict of Claudius is 49 C.E. The dating of 49 C.E. is mainly based on the Roman historian Orosius 
{Hist. 7.6.15). In his Historia adversus paganos written early in the fifth century, Orosius dated the 
"Chrestus" expulsion as the ninth year of Claudius (i.e. 49 C.E.). His dating is widely accepted by 
scholars since it matches well with Acts 18:2. Lildemann suggests an earlier date, soon after 
Claudius' accession as Roman emperor. Cf. Cranfield, vol. I, 16, n. 1; Stuhlmacher, 7; Heyer, 294, n. 
3. 
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Divine Image of political World 
During the reign of the emperor Nero, it is hard to understand why 
Paul acknowledges a divine originality of the government if we do not consider the 
"Chrestus" expulsion. As Bryne rightly observes, "The famous instruction in Rom 
13:1-7 on loyalty to the state and the need to pay taxes fits in well with what we 
know of historical circumstances in the city of Rome around the middle years of the 
emperor Nero."'^^ Paul seems to be taught by the "Chrestus" expulsion that any 
unrest in the Roman Christian community may cause another expulsion or even 
persecution. Thus, Paul creates a divine image of the Roman government. First, 
Paul acknowledges that the authority of the government is appointed by God (Rom 
13:1). Then, Paul rebukes the resistance to the government is the resistance of God 
(Rom 13:2). In Rom 13:4, Paul directly calls the government as "the minister of 
God." Paul creates such an divine image of political world so that his fellow 
Christians can obey the government more easily. 
Disobedient Image of Unbelieving World 
The sinful image of unbelieving world is explicit throughout the 
Epistle of Romans, particularly in Rom 1:18-3:20. Paul uses many negative terms 
to denote the surrounding world, no matter Jew or Gentile. That sinful image is 
then termed as "disobedient people" later in Rom 11:28-32 where is the climax of 
the whole Epistle. Finally, the concluding doxology (Rom 16:25-27) rounds up the 




Although only the Jewish Chrisitans were expelled in the "Chrestus" 
expulsion, Paul's direction does not just give to those Jewish Christians but to all. 
In other words, Jewish and Gentile Christians alike were the audiences to be 
instructed in relation to the surrounding non-Christian world. 
In Relation to the Political World 
When we read the edict of Claudius, it is not difficult to understand. 
What the Roman government concerned is not who the Messiah was, or other things 
else, but most likely the unrest in the community at that time. As scholars generally 
agree, Christianity in Romans should start in the synagogue as an inner-Jewish 
movement. The "Chrestus" event (i.e. whether Jesus Christ is the Messiah) caused 
lots of disputes in the Jewish circle. Now, the unrest is mainly not between the 
Christian Jews and the non-Christian Jews, but between the Jewish and Gentile 
Christians. Thus, it is foreseeable that if the community itself cannot settle the 
disputes, not only the community may break up by itself, but may also experience 
the intervention of the Roman government too. 
Paul teaches his readers how to response to the opponents outside the 
church --"overcome evil by good" (Rom 12:14-21). Then, he brings out the most 
important issue about the surrounding world, that is, Christians in Rome should obey 
the government (Rom 13:1 -7)，and particularly have to pay tax. His teaching well 
45 Bryne, 2. 
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matches the political situation of the Roman community at that time, especially after 
the "Chrestus" expulsion. 
In Relation to the Unbelieving World 
When Paul highlights the disobedient or sinful nature of the 
unbelieving world in Rom 1:18-3:20, he simultaneously emphasizes the need of 
gospel in the unbelieving world to save men from sin and disobedience. In Rom 
11:25-32, Paul declares that God will show mercy on those who were disobedient. 
The Gentile mission that Paul always concern becomes more and more explicit in the 
end of the Epistle (Rom 15:14-29; 16:25-27). 
As Roman Christian communities situated in a vulnerable 
environment, harmonization of all the tensions within them are prominent, so that 
they could be concentrated on how to behave appropriately within the surrounding 
world. The significance of "all Israel will be saved" could only be appreciated in 
light of the vulnerability of Roman house churches in the hostile world. 
ESTABLISHING A STRUCTURE OF AUTHORITY 
The fifth task is that the leader establishes a structure of authority that 
on the one hand makes the community freed from other external authorities and on 
the other hand eases the leaders and his successors to administrate the c o m m u n i t y 
As explained before, the Roman Christian community experiences great changes 
before and after the "Chrestus" expulsion. Scholars generally agree that 
Christianity arises as inner-Jewish renewal movement and the Roman Christian 
46 Cranfield, vol. I, 16-22. 
Theissen, Gospel writing and church politics: a socio-rhetorical approach, 5. 
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community is just not an exception to this. Before the "Chrestus" expulsion, 
Christians Jews gather with non-Christian Jews in the synagogue. However, after 
the expulsion, Christians can no longer gather in the synagogue nor can they gather 
in the pagan temple. House churches become their choice, or we should say, 
become their only choice. “ … t h e private home and specifically the dining room 
{triclinium or diwan) provided an environment that corresponded remarkably with 
the Christians' earliest self-identification, reflecting Jesus' own choice of an "upper 
room" for his last supper, his own choice of "non-sacred space" as the environment 
of his work, and his insistence on familial ties among believers.,，48 The existence 
of house churches in Rome can be seen in Rom 16:5. Besides, there is a shift of 
dominance from Jews to Gentiles in the community. This shift of dominance 
affects the structure of authority in the community. 
Independence of the Influence of External Authorities 
The external authorities faced by the Roman community were 
probably Jewish opponents in Jerusalem. As Schnelle wrote, "The increasing 
agitation of Jewish opponents in the Pauline churches shows that the position of this 
group had gained considerable influence, especially in Jerusalem . . . Paul's line of 
argument is still visibly influenced by the dispute in Galatia in the immediate 
background, and the church in Rome will already have heard something about Paul 
and his gospel from the mouth of his opponents (cf. Rom 3:8，31a; 6:1，15; 7:7 
48 Branick, 15. 
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[16:17-18?]).，，49 The necessity of building up authority includes building up the 
authority of Paul to the community as well. 
Establishing Internal Authorities 
The necessity of establishing a structure of authority is reflected by 
the conflicts between Jews and Gentile Christians. Scholars generally consent that 
the original dominance of Jews before the edict of Claudius has then become the 
minority in the community after the "Chrestus" expulsion. Returned Jewish 
Christians who were originally the core of the community in Rome, had to regain 
their authority or leadership roles in the community.50 The house church 
established by Prisca and Aquila (Rom 16:5) may be an indicator of the difficulty for 
returned Jewish Christians in regaining leadership roles.^^ "It is likely that the 
return of a significant number of Jewish Christians caused at least some friction 
between Gentile and Jew within (and among) the Christian house churches. The 
greater vulnerability of the returning Jews would at least partly explain how Paul felt 
it necessary to warn his gentile readers against any feelings of superiority over their 
Jewish fellows (11:17-21). And the growing self-confidence of the gentile 
Christians in their sense of increasing independence from the synagogue and over 
against the returning Jewish Christians makes perfect sense as the background and 
context for Paul's counsel in 14:1 and in the following paragraphs (14:1-15:6; see 
49 Schnelle, 110. 
Dunn, Romans 1-8, liii: " . . . it may also suggest some difficulty for returned 
Jewish Christians in regaining leadership roles they had previously been accorded within the house 
churches, now predominantly Gentile." 
51 Dunn, Romans 1-8, liii. 
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particularly on 14:2 and 14:5)."^^ On the other hand, although Gentile Christians 
dominated the Roman community, there seems to be not any Gentile Christian leader 
already succeeded in gaining the authority over the community. 
The Lordship of Jesus Christ 
To establish the internal authorities, Paul commences with the 
lordship of Jesus Christ. In Romans, the lordship of Jesus Christ is explicit. Right 
at the beginning, Paul self-admitted a servant of Jesus Christ (Rom 1:1). 
Throughout the letter, he builds up the lordship of Jesus Christ by providing meaning 
to Jesus' death. For instances, his death reveals God's love to people (Rom 5:8), 
his death takes away God's wrath from believers (Rom 5:9), his death brings 
reconciliation between God and believers (Rom 5:10), and his death rids believers 
from sin and death, bringing new life to believers (Rom 6:1-14). In Rom 9:5, Jesus 
is exalted as if Christ is equivalent to God， To the climax of the development of 
Jesus' lordship, the confession of 'Jesus is Lord' even becomes the distinguishing 
mark of a Christian (Rom 10:9).54 Jesus' lordship over believers is then firmly 
declared in Rom 14:9. In the context of chapter 14, we may see Jesus' lordship is 
crucial in resolving the conflicts between Jewish Christians and Gentile Christians. 
52 Ibid; Also see Wiefel, 92-96. 
53 J. A. Ziesler, Pauline Christianity, OBS (Oxford: OUP, 1990), 44: "As a Jewish 
monotheist Paul would wish neither to be accused of believing in two Gods, nor of claiming that 
Yahweh died on the cross. The only place in the undisputed letters where he may equate Christ with 
God is Rom 9:5 if a full stop is not placed after 'Christ', so that it reads ‘ . . . of their race . . . is the 
Christ who is God over all ...，• More probably it should read ‘ . . . o f their race . . . is the Christ. 
God who is over all be blessed . . •’. More certain is the fact that for Paul 'God was in Christ, 
reconciling the world to himself (2 Cor 5:19). This accurately reflects Paul's belief that Christ's 
activity conveys God's activity, and that what Christ does is what matters." 
54 Ziesler, Pauline Christianity, 35-41. 
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The Leadership of Paul 
It should be noted that Paul exercises his authority over the 
community does not necessarily mean that he must gain an office in the community. 
In fact, whether Paul's leadership is accepted by the community and he can motivate 
the community are more crucial to Paul. Since his first epistle to the Thessalonians, 
Paul learnt how to exercise his authority from a distance through his letters to the 
community.55 
To build up an image of community leader in the Roman community, 
Paul straightforwardly claims his apostleship and his servanthood to proclaim the 
gospel of God (Rom 1:1). Unlike elsewhere stated in other Pauline Epistles (1 Cor 
15:8; Gal 1:11-12), Paul did not defend his apostleship by sharing his revelatory 
experience of the Risen Lord in the Epistle of Romans.^^ It may reflect that Paul 
has assumed a general acceptance of his apostleship in the Roman Christian 
community and thus he needed not to explain why he was also an apostle. 
The Structure of Authority 
It is not an accident that Paul mentioned Prisca and Aquila in the first 
place of greeting (Rom 16:3-5a). In fact, the mentioning of Prisca and Aquila 
Theissen，Gospel Writing and Church Politics: A Socio-rhetorical Approach, 
159; also see Doohan, 120. 
56 It is correct for Doohan to comment, "Paul grounds his authority in his 
experience of the Risen Lord: ‘He appeared also to me,' and in this revelatory experience Paul 
receives the gospel he now proclaims (1 Cor 15:8; Gal 1:11-12)." See Doohan, 119. In the context 
of sharing his revelatory experience of the Risen Lord in the First Corinthians and Galatia, it is not 
difficult to discover that Paul used this revelatory experience to defend his apostleship and the gospel 
he preached. That Paul had to defend his apostleship is understandable because there were different 
understandings of apostleship (cf. Acts 1:21-26). Thus, Paul's defense of his apostleship may reflect 
that there were disputes on his apostleship in Corinthians and Galatia at the time he wrote the two 
epistles. 
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represents Paul's intention. Though Prisca and Aquila might have already been 
Christians before they met Paul in Corinth,5? they had a very close relationship with 
Paul. Their intimate relationship is reflected in Paul's affectionate description-
"my fellow workers in Christ Jesus, who risked their necks for my life, to whom not 
only, I，but all the churches of the Gentiles give thanks" (Rom 16:3b-4). As 
pointed out by Lo, Paul seldom uses the term "my fellow workers" (Rom 16:3b) 
despite "to denote Timothy who was certainly one of Paul's closest fellow workers 
and frequently represented Paul in his congregations (cf. 1 Cor 4:17; 6:10; Phil 1:1; 
2:19-24; 1 Thess 1:1; 3:2, Together with the description "who risked their 
necks for my life" (Rom 16:4a), "Paul probably presented the Jewish couple as his 
representatives to the Roman Christians.”59 
Apart from presenting Prisca and Aquila as Paul's representatives, 
Paul also acknowledges the authority of Prisca and Aquila over the churches of the 
Gentiles.60 And this is indicated by Paul's gratitude, "to whom not only I, but all 
the churches of the Gentiles give thanks" (Rom 16:4b). Paul's acknowlegement 
has at least two areas of importance. As Dunn rightly points out, "The fact that 
Prisca and Aquila had established a (new?) church (16:5) may simply be indicative 
of the continuing expansion of the Christian movement. But it may also suggest 
some difficulty for returned Jewish Christians in regaining leadership roles they had 
“ D u n n , Romans 1-8, xlix. 
58 Lo, 190-191. 
59 Ibid., 191. 
6 �I b i d . 
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previously been accorded within the house churches, now predominantly Gentile.”6i 
Thus, the statement of "all the churches of the Gentiles give thanks" (Rom 16:4b) 
might be Paul's deliberate highlight to help Prisca and Aquila regain their leadership 
roles, maybe even the core leadership roles, in and among the several house churches 
in Rome. Besides, Prisca and Aquila were probably expected by Paul "to act on his 
behalf to become mediators between the Jewish and the Gentile Christians in 
Rome.，，62 
Other names listed in the greeting may also imply that they are the 
key persons in the house churches. But it may also only some acquaintances of 
Paul so that they were listed. Thus, their leadership in the churches may better be 
proved together with some external evidences. 
To summarize the aforesaid discussion in relation to "all Israel will be 
saved," Paul tried to communicate his own ideology of Israel's salvation to the 
newly arising but premature authorities in Roman house churches. 
61 Dunn, Romans 1-8, liii. 
62 Lo, 191. 
CHAPTER 3 
THE CONTEXT OF ROMANS 
IN THE LIGHT OF KIRCHENPOUTIK 
Surveying literatures concerning the structure of the Epistle of 
Romans, scholarly proposals still vary to each other in certain details but basically 
the broad units of the Epistle can be identified without serious queries. Based on 
scholars' research, the Epistle of Romans can be divided into four or five sections] 
Wuellner suggests a four-folded outline,2 whereas a five-folded division pertains to 
Jewett, s work.3 Scholars supported the five-folded partitioning include Moo, Morris, 
Cranfield, Fung. Dunn has a slightly different partitioning and the only difference is 
he regards Romans 5 to be attaching to Romans 4 rather than Romans 6. Dunn's 
divisions serve as crucial reference points for this current research but other scholars' 
outlines are not assumed to be inaccurate or incorrect here. This study aims at 
focusing our sights on how Paul plotted his train of thought on one of the significant 
threads in the Epistle, that is, "all Israel will be saved," in light of KirchenpoUtik. In 
1 Donfried, xlix. 
2 Wuellner posits a four-folded division, namely exordium (Rom 1:1-15), transitus 
(Rom 1:16-17), confirmatio (Rom 1:18-15:13) and peroratio (Rom 15:14-16:23); whereas the 
confirmatio is further divided into probatio (Rom 1:18-11:36) and paraenesis (Rom 12:1-15:13). See 
Donfried, xlix. 
3 Jewett's divisions are namely exordium (Rom 1:1-12), narratio (Rom 1:13-15), 
propositi�(Rom 1:16-17), probatio (Rom 1:18-15:13) and peroratio (Rom 15:14-16:27); whereas the 
probatio is further divided into confirmatio (Rom 1:18-4:25), exornatio (Rom 5:1-8:39), comparatio 
(Rom 9:1-11:36) and exhortatio (Rom 12:1-15:13). See Donfried, Ivii. 
51 
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other words, we are going to appreciate Dunn's outline from the perspective of 
Kirchenpolitik. 
Moreover, in past four main sections of the Epistle - "justification by 
faith" (Romans 1-5), "the union with Christ and the work of Holy Spirit" (Romans 6-
8), "the relation between Jews and Gentiles" (Romans 9-11), and "the problems in 
the Roman church" (Romans 12-15) - have taken turns to dominate the research 
interests of Romans, and now we may inspect with Kirchenpolitik on how "all Israel 
will be saved" has been weaved into this biblical scroll and mingled with all these 
important themes.4 Basically, this chapter is structured according to Dunn's 
divisions with my own modified headings: (1) introduction (Rom 1:1-17); (2) the 
core values of the gospel: the righteousness of God to man's faith (Rom 1:18-5:21); 
(3) the outworking of this gospel in relation to the individual (Rom 6:1-8:39); (4) the 
outworking of the gospel in relation to Israel and Gentiles (Rom 9:1-11:36); (5) the 
outworking of the gospel for the redefined people of God in everyday terms (Rom 
12:1-15:13); and (6) conclusion (Rom 15:14-16:27). 
ROM 1 � 1 - 1 7 INTRODUCTION IN LIGHT OF KIRCHENPOLITIK 
The introduction of the Epistle of Romans consists of the introductory 
statement (Rom 1:1-7)，the proemium (Rom 1:8-15) and the theme (Rom 1:16-17). 
As Paul's normal practice, the introductory statement of Romans 
announces the author, the addressee and thematic remarks of this guiding literature. 
Regarding the authorship, one of the titles Paul applied to introduce himself was 
4 M. Luther emphasizes "justification by faith" (Romans 1-5); A. Schweitzer and W. 
Wrede focuses on "the union with Christ and the work of Holy Spirit" (Romans 6-8); K, Stendahl 
shifts the focus to "the relationship between Jews and Gentiles" (Romans 9-11); and Francis Watson 
even takes the last section as the climax - "the problems in the Roman church" (Romans 12-15). 
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"apostle" (Rom 1:1). Unlike elsewhere stated in other Pauline Epistles (1 Cor 15:8; 
Gal 1:11-12)，Paul did not defend his apostleship.^ In light of Kirchenpolitik, the 
general acceptance of Paul's apostleship in the Roman Christian community was a 
favorable condition for him to build up consensus here. 
Referring to addressee, Paul did not address to kKKlr\oia as in other 
Pauline Epistles,6 but only to ctyLOc; (Rom 1:7). With Kirchenpolitik, this readership 
implies a necessity for Paul's building up consensus to the premature congregations 
in Rome. 
Thematic remarks in the Epistle of Romans are unique amongst all 
Pauline prescripts. At the very beginning of the Epistle, using the terminology of 
Kirchenpolitik, Paul has already pinpointed the locus of consensus, i.e. 
(Rom 1:1 "gospel"). Paul intended to use the Epistle to unify his readers' consensus, 
from whatever traditions they might have inherited, on matters concerning the 
"gospel." Obviously, for the purpose of building up consensus, he applied an 
exegetical approach (Rom 1:2 kv Ypact)aL(； ayLatO- Paul's choice on this approach 
presupposed his intended readers' general knowledge of the "Holy Scriptures" (Rom 
5 It is correct for Doohan to comment, "Paul grounds his authority in his experience 
of the Risen Lord: 'He appeared also to me,' and in this revelatory experience Paul receives the 
gospel he now proclaims (1 Cor 15:8; Gal 1:11-12)." See Doohan, 119. In the context of sharing his 
revelatory experience of the Risen Lord in the First Corinthians and Galatia, it is not difficult to 
discover that Paul used this revelatory experience to defend his apostleship and the gospel he 
preached. That Paul had to defend his apostleship is understandable because there were different 
understandings of apostleship (cf. Acts 1:21-26). Thus, Paul's defense of his apostleship may reflect 
that there were disputes on his apostleship in Corinthians and Galatia at the time he wrote the two 
epistles. However, this was not the case in Romans. 
6 See "to the church of God in Corinth" (1 Cor 1:2; 2 Cor 1:1)，"to the churches in 
Galatia" (Gal 1:2), "to the church of the Thessalonians" (1 Thess 1:1) and "to the church that meets in 
your home" (Philm 2). Though the phrase eKKA-rioia was also not used in the prescript of the Epistle 
of Philippians, as reflected in "together with the overseers and deacons" (Phil 1:1) the ecclesiastical 
structure here was relatively more developed than that of Rome. 
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1:2) and their acceptance to biblical authority,? which most likely reflects Jewish 
(Christian) readership inclusive in Romans.^ In fact, Paul's approach regarding the 
interpretation of the Old Testament was a matter of defining the self-identity of his 
targeted community in relation to the religion of origin. Furthermore, the author's 
emphasis on biblical basis connotes a bilateral implication: for Gentile Christian 
readership, Paul reminded them of the Jewish origin of the gospel; for Christian Jews, 
he voiced out the foundation for their acceptance of Pauline mission. To certain 
extent the exegetical approach mirrors the existence of tensions or even conflicts 
amongst his heterogeneous ethnic groups in Rome. A further elaborated point is 
noteworthy: Paul highlighted the biblical basis of Jesus Christ as "a descendant of 
David" (Rom 1:3) in particular. Though Paul has not yet clearly explicated in the 
introductory statement about his reasons of emphasizing Christ's Davidic origin,9 the 
social function of this thematic remark would be related to consensus buildup, self-
identification and conflicts resolution in light of Kirchenpolitik. Last but not least, 
Paul highlighted the beneficiaries of the gospel, that is, ev TiaoLV xoXg eeveoLV (Rom 
7 See Dunn, Romans 1-8, 11: "ev Ypoc^ ofu; ayLaL；, ‘in [the] holy scriptures'--the 
only time this phrase ("holy scriptures") as such occurs in the NT. It refers to an established body of 
writings, already recognized as Scripture and sacred, that is, as having the status of divinely 
authorized statements or indeed of divine oracles in writing (cf. Philo, Fuga. 4; Spec. Leg. 1.214; 
Heres 106，159)....The Scriptures in view would be more or less the books contained in our OT (cf. 
Sir prologue; Josephus, Ap. 1 .3742; 4 Ezra 14:37^8), though the concept of a fixed and closed 
canon of Scripture was not yet clearly evident, as the larger scope of the LXX indicates." 
8 Dunn suggests that the lengthy parenthesis (Rom 1:2-6) about Paul's gospel and 
apostleship is Paul's "deliberate tactic to demonstrate his 'good faith' and to deflect any suspicion or 
criticism from the start." But the reason for the lengthy parenthesis may be more than that. When we 
look into the parenthesis, it is not difficult to see the very Jewish color. Though the majority of the 
Roman Christian community is Gentiles, Paul does not neglect the Jewish members. (Cf. Dunn, 
Romans 1-8, 5.) 
9 Though many scholars such as Dunn and Moo have tried to unpack Paul's claim 
of Davidic descent as a verification of the Messiahship of Jesus, he still does not able to fully expound 
the essentiality of such a proclamation to Paul's intended Christian readership, especially there were 
no evidence to assume their rejection of Jesus as Christ. See Dunn, Romans 1-8, 11-12; Moo, 46. 
However, Kirchenpolitik may shed lights on our understanding of Paul's intention. 
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1:5). At first glance, we may easily miss the important implication of this expression. 
While it is true that Paul has used the term eGvoc; to denote "Gentiles" in the 
Epistle, 10 two points are easily neglected by scholars but should be taken into serious 
consideration. First, here in Rom 1:5，eGyeatv is modified by moiv (also in Rom 
15:11 and 16:26), whereas all other 26 occurrences are without this remark.^^ Then, 
one needs to ask whether moiv includes Israel or not. The following point offers a 
decisive answer to the aforesaid quest. Second, Paul illustrated Abraham as "a father 
of many nations (e0ywy)" (Rom 4:17, 18). Obviously, the illustration of Abraham 
must be Israel inclusive. Hence, we conclude that while eGyoc; normally refers to 
"Gentiles" in Romans, the three occurrences in Rom 1:5, 15:11 and 16:26 should be 
translated as "all nations" with the implication of Israel inclusive. With the 
perspective of Kirchenpolitik regarding religion of origin, "all nations" (Rom 1:5) 
reflects Paul's attempt of redefining the orthodoxy of Judaism in relation to Gentile 
mission rather than of inventing Christianity in addition to Judaism. Concerning 
Paul's suggested direction regarding the surrounding world, "all nations" challenges 
readers' apprehending of his Gentile missions without the presupposition of the 
irrelevance of Jewish mission. To summarize all the above discussion about Paul's 
thematic remarks in his introductory statement in relation to "all Israel will be 
saved," this specific thread must be interpreted within the literary context that is its 
10 eGvog must be translated as "Gentiles" in Rom 2:14 (cf. xa \i\] voiiov exovxa), 
3:29 (twice, contra, to 'Iou6aLO(；), 9:24 (contra, to 'Iou6aLoc;), 9:30 (contra, to lopaiiX), 11:11, 12 
(contra, to 11:7 'lopaiiA.), 11:13 (twice, cf. eGvcov dTTOoxolo;), 11:25 (contra, to lopaiiA.), 15:19 (contra, 
to 'lopaiiX) and 15:27 (contra, to 15:26 TWV dyLwv xwv kv ’lepoixjodiV). 
“ T h e rest of the unmentioned occurrences ofeevoc; includes: Rom 1:13; 2:24; 15:9 
(twice), 10, 12 (twice), 16 (twice), 18 and 16:4. 
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relation to "gospel," "the Holy Scriptures," "a descendant of David" and "all 
nations." 
Afterwards, Paul wrote a proemium with three subdivisions: 
thanksgiving (Rom 1:8)，prayer (Rom 1:9-10) and explanation for his prayer (Rom 
1:11-15). Closely continued the train of thought in the aforesaid thematic remarks, 
Paul thanked God for the "faith" (Rom 1:8 TrLOTLg) of the Roman Christians, i.e. their 
good response (Rom 1:5 elg uiraKofiv TTLoiewc;) to the "gospel" (Rom 1:1), which 
reflected their inheritance of certain Christian traditions but the origin(s) were not 
defined (Rom 1:8). Being informed about the current situation of the Roman 
congregations, Paul urged God to open a way for him to Rome (Rom 1:9-10) for two 
reasons: (1) strengthening the "faith" of them (Rom 1:11-12);^^ and (2) 
demonstrating his ongoing Gentile mission in Rome (Rom 1:13-15).^^ With 
reference to the "faith" in Rom 1:8，i4 the former reason resonated the necessity of 
building up (Rom 1:11 cjiripLjcQfivaL) consensus about "faith" (Rom 1:12 irLoiewc;) 
12 "What gift Paul may want to share with the Romans cannot be specified until he 
sees what their needs may be. Whatever it is, its purpose will be to 'strengthen' their faith," (Moo, 60; 
also cf. Dunn, Romans 1-8, 30-31). 
Referring to Gentile mission, see the following citations: "["EUrioiv te KOCI 
PappapoLc; V.14] had simply become a standard phrase to include all races and classes within the 
Gentile world," (Dunn, Romans 1-8, 33; also cf. TDNT \:546-53). "[OO(|)OL(； XE KAL avo^ioiQ v. 14] is 
a similar way of classifying humankind as a whole....That Paul should be thus prepared to designate 
the Gentile world in categories of culture and rationality (rather than of races or geographical areas) is 
striking; it indicates his confidence in the power of his message even in the face of hellenistic 
sophistication (cf. 1:16)," (Dunn, Romans 1-8, 33). Regarding the Paul's demonstration, we can 
make an inference from Dunn's analysis: "[Paul] does not, of course, imply that his readers need to be 
evangelized (the Western addition of kv, "among you," rather than "to you" is an attempt to reduce the 
possibility of misunderstanding here)...," (Dunn, Romans 1-8, 33). Moo's interpretation of 
emYYeXLoaoeai (v. 15) as "the ongoing work of teaching and discipleship that builds on initial 
evangelization" unconsciously reduces the meaning of this word as an initial preaching mission. See 
Moo, 63; cf. P. Bowers, "Fulfilling the Gospel: The Scope of the Pauline Mission," JETS 30 (1987): 
198. 
”"Nothing is implied in this about their faith being particularly strong; the very 
fact of their faith is sufficient reason for giving thanks to God, the author of faith." in Moo, 57. 
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amongst Christians in Rome] 5 In other words, Rom 1:11-12 is a Pauline expression 
of the terminology of Kirchenpolitik. In light of Kirchenpolitik, Rom 1:13-15 is not 
only Paul's sharing of his own burden, but also an offering of guideline for Roman 
Christian congregations to the unbelieving world. Indeed, the speech-act effect of 
Paul's personal sharing is so powerful and contagious that any readers may be 
motivated by his conviction. In fact, the two reasons are inseparable; the acceptance 
of consensus enables Christians' appreciation of Paul's evangelization whereas 
Paul's evangelization summons Christians' implementation of the consensus. To 
build up a bridge between Paul's two reasons of longing to visit Rome and his latter 
saying of “all Israel will be saved," I posit that Rom 11:25-32 cannot be fully 
appreciated if this passage is taken out of the context of the discussion in Romans 1. 
At the end of the introduction Paul clearly stated the theme of the 
Epistle of Rome (Rom 1:16-17). Four points are noteworthy for our thesis topic. 
First, evayyeXiov (Rom 1:16) echoes its immediate context in Rom 1:13-15 
concerning Paul's mission and recapitulates its first occurrence in the Epistle (Rom 
1:1). Paul's attitude (Rom 1:16 oi) eiraLoxwo^iaL) to the "gospel" has a rhetorical 
force of probing such a question in any reader's mind: Am I ashamed of the 
gospel?i6 Paul's confession challenged both his Gentile and Jewish Christian 
readers' commitment to the preaching of the gospel. But what kind of gospel? Then, 
it comes to the second point: the essence of the gospel (i.e. the locus of consensus) is 
SiripiCw is a typical Pauline expression for the congregations to which Paul 
writes. See Dunn, Romans 1-8, 31. 
16 "This likelihood of a firm connection between [Rom] 1:16 and the tradition of 
Mark 8:38//Luke 9:26 confirms that the om km\,oxwo\iai should be taken in the sense of "confess," 
“bear witness" against the older "psychological" interpretation," (Dunn, Romans 1-8, 39). 
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"righteousness" (Rom 1:17 6LKaLoowr|) and "faith" (Rom 1:16 iTLOTeija), Rom 1:17 k 
TTLOIECOG ELG TTLOTLV).^ ^ What impact would Paul's ideology induce to his original 
readers? The impact was not directly on Gentile Christians. While it may take time 
for a Gentile to make a decision of being a Christian, it was no longer the case for 
Paul's original Gentile Christians in Rome to accept the righteousness-faith ideology, 
as shown in Rom 1:8. Indeed, there is no demand for Paul to substantiate his 
statement with any OT quotation. However, Paul ascertained his theology with a 
biblical verse: 6 Se SiKaLOc; k nLOTewc; (^^oexai (Rom 1:17: from Hab 2:4). This is 
the third point I highlight. Obviously, Paul's exegetical approach (as mentioned 
above) presupposes the inclusiveness of Jewish Christian readership. The original 
context of this biblical citation was God's consolation to (righteous) Israelites and in 
the Epistle Paul applied it to convince his intended readers - Christian Jews in Rome. 
Understandably, righteousness-faith ideology might have induced great collision to 
the continuance of the faith of Christian Jews and in turn demanded Paul's 
strengthening of their faith. On the other hand, "the righteous will live by faith" is 
not totally irrelevant to the original Gentile Christian readers. Since their disturbing 
point was most likely not at Paul's righteousness-faith paradigm, they might have 
encountered another troubles, i.e. their relationship with Christian Jews and the 
corresponding prospect of the essentiality of Jewish mission as we have discussed in 
the previous chapter. Hence, Paul highlighted the Jewish origin of the essence of the 
17 Cf. Dunn, Romans 1-8, 41. Scholars like to investigate on a set of questions such 
as: Is "the righteousness of God" subjective genitive or objective genitive? Is it an attitude of God or 
something he does? Does SLKCCLOGV "to justify" mean "to make righteous" or "to count righteous?" 
All these questions are theologically significant and relevant to modern readers, however, one must 
cautiously assess whether they are also Paul's concerns while he tried to build up the consensus of the 
community. Since our thesis is restricted to the interpretation of "all Israel will be saved," and space 
does not permit, all the aforesaid questions will not be given a ftill account in this study. 
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gospel, so as to intensify their concerns of Jews. We can find further evidence on the 
tension amongst Gentile Christians and Christian Jews in Rome from my last point. 
The fourth point concerns the beneficiaries: 'louSaLCO xe TTpwiov Kal "E入入科(Rom 
1:16). 18 We must bear in mind that Romans is a guiding literature instead of a 
theological textbook, thus there is no demand for Paul to write such a statement in 
twice occasions within the Epistle (cf. Rom 2:9-10) if no tension really existed 
between the captioned groups. In light of KirchenpoUtik, for Christian Jews, this 
statement could console them to accept the new membership of Gentiles as "saints" 
from the perspective of God's salvation-historical plan; and at the same time for 
Gentile Christians, it could arouse their respect to the Jewish origin of the faith as 
well as their concerns on Jews, God's beloved nation. But concerning this Pauline 
statement, one possible query arises: Would "EXkr\v completely replace 'louSaXoc;? 
Such a quest has not been settled by Paul until Romans 9-11, especially "all Israel 
will be saved.” 19 
To conclude the aforesaid discussion in a few points: (1) The 
introduction of the Epistle of Romans has already communicated Paul's concerns 
18 'Ioi)6ALC^  TE IRPWTOV KKI "EUrivi could be translated in two ways: (1) "first for 
the Jew, then for the Gentile" (NIV; Moo); and (2) "to the Jew first and also to the Greek" (NRSV; 
Revidierte Lutherbibel; Dunn). Moo opted for the first translation, and for whatever hidden stance he 
may hold, he creatively defined the nature of Jewish priority in terms of the applicability of the 
promise of God (Moo, 68-9). However, this interpretation cannot fully expound the immediate 
context of V.16. The captioned phrase is immediately subsequent to Swaiiic; yap GeoO koxw dc, 
owtripCav Tiavtl tc^ TTLOteuovTL (Rom 1:16), which signifies God's saving purpose and on the other 
hand the response of human beings. Thus, the Jewish priority should be defined in terms of God's 
willingness to save Jews and the historical circumstance of their feedback to the gospel. One more 
supplementary point: this statement should not be understood as Paul's missionary strategy because 
he highly regarded himself as "the apostles to the Gentiles" (Rom 11:13) in the Epistle of Romans. 
(Cf. Dunn, Romans 1-8’ 40). 
19 Dunn rightly points out that "The need to explain and defend this double 
emphasis [Jewish priority in God's saving purpose and 'terms of salvation'] is the driving force 
behind the whole epistle," (Dunn, Romans 1-8, 40). 
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with saints in Rome and mirrored the social setting behind the text; (2) With 
reference to all evidences we have already gained, the recipients (ayLOLc;, Rom 1:5-7; 
Rom 1:8ff.; d66A,(i)OL, Rom 1:13) of the introduction cannot be restricted to any 
specific ethnic group; (3) Through the appreciation of the Jewish color in Rom 1:1-
17, we prepare ourselves for interpreting "all Israel will be saved" back to its 
appropriate context. 
ROM 1 ： 1 8 - 5 : 2 1 THE CORE VALUES OF THE GOSPEL： 
RIGHTEOUSNESS OF GOD--TO M A N ' S FAITH 
IN LIGHT OF KIRCHENPOLITIK 
In Rom 1:18-5:21, Paul tried to build up the consensus for the 
Romans congregations through explicating the core values of the gospel: 
righteousness of God and man's faith. The section can be divided into three parts: 
consensus regarding the need for justification by faith (Rom 1:18-3:20)，consensus 
regarding the nature of justification by faith (Rom 3:21-4:25) and an overview on 
impact of justification by faith (Rom 5:1-21). 
In Rom 1 : 1 8 - 3 t h e beginning unit (Rom 1:18-32) naturally 
continues the thought-line of the introduction, particularly Rom 1:18 is closely 
paralleled to Rom 1:17.21 Obviously, Paul intended to build up the consensus of the 
community through the elaboration of his ideology about the essence of the gospel. 
Plotting his arguments logically, Paul initiated to diagnose the need for justification 
20 Based on Dunn's structure, Rom 1:18-3:20 has three subdivisions: God's wrath 
on humankind (Rom 1:18-32), God's wrath on Jews first as well as Gentile (Rom 2:1-3:8) and 
conclusion (Rom 3:9-20). But this study does not completely follow his titles. 
21 The parallelism can be shown as follows: (1) the main verb (cboKcdikTeTtu) 
appears in both verses, especially it is in the first word of Rom 1:18; (2) the conjunction yap 
expresses the continuation of thought; (3) 6PYRI Geou (Rom 1:18) and SLKOCLOOIWI GeoO (Rom 1:17) are 
two facets of the same token; (4) the mutually exclusive counterpart of afiLKiav (Rom 1:18) is SiKaLot; 
(Rom 1:17); and (5) xr\v (Ui^ECLAV €v (XSLKLQ: KATEXOYXOOV (Rom 1:18) and K TTLOTEWC; (i^OETAL (Rom 
1:17) are two contrasting decisions. Also, cf. Dunn, Romans 1-8, 54-56; Moo, 101-3. 
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by faith through the illustrations of the knowability of God (Rom 1:19-20), idolatry 
(Rom 1:21-25) and immorality (Rom 1:26-32). Linking back to our topic of thesis, 
we must ask: Is Rom 1:18-32 also the foundation for the necessity of "all Israel will 
be saved"? The answer is yes. Though at first glance, no OT passage is quoted in 
this section, Paul's implied Jewish tone in his argumentation would still be 
understandable by other Israelites?^ Furthermore, this passage is bound to the 
preceding verses by Hab 2:4 citation, in which the OT quotation is a hinge that 
exactly set between Rom 1:17 and Rom 1:18. Hab 2:4 can serve as an interpretive 
key for one of Paul's intended readers, Christian Jews, since they could easily 
associate their familiar context ofHabakkuk with Pauline argumentation. In other 
words, Paul might have used the Christian Jews' preunderstanding ofHabukkuk to 
lead them recognize Israel's need for salvation. Thus, we have no ground to exclude 
Christian Jews as one of the intended recipients of Rom 1:18-32. 
Kirchenpolitik offers hints for understanding Paul's compositional 
strategy in Rom 1:18-32. First, Paul has embraced both the Gentiles and Jews in a 
broader common g r o u n d ? i.e. Pauline sinology in terms of the theology of Creation 
(cf. Rom 1:20) that originated from the beginning section of the Book of Torah. 
Second, Paul refrained Judaism in relation of Creation. In this way Christian Jews 
could find a biblical base for interpreting God's acceptance of Gentile Christians as 
22 "Paul is shifting from a narrower covenant perspective to a more cosmic or 
universal perspective, from God understood primarily as the God of Israel to God as Creator of all," 
(see Dunn, Romans 1-8, 54-56). 
23 The parallelism can be shown as follows: (1) the main verb {amKalmxexai) 
appears in both verses, especially it is in the first word of Rom 1:18; (2) the conjunction yap 
expresses the continuation of thought; (3) 6PYTI EEOU (Rom 1:18) and SLKCCLOOWTI Geou (Rom 1:17) are 
two facets of the same token; (4) the mutually exclusive counterpart ofdSiKLav (Rom 1:18) is 5�Koaoc; 
(Rom 1:17); and (5) TF)V D X I I E E L A V kv DSIKLQ: lorcextSvtwv (Rom 1:18) and 4K TTLOTCWC; (ILOETAL (Rom 
1:17) are two contrasting decisions. Also, cf. Dunn, Romans 1-8, 54-56; Moo, 101-3. 
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saints. Third, the tension existed amongst them could be reduced, since the task-
completion of building up a widely-accepted consensus for both Gentile Christians 
and Christian Jews was foreseen. Fourth, the portrayal of the surrounding 
environment as a sinful world enhanced his readers' response to Pauline mission. 
The subsequent units (Rom 2:1-3:8 and 3:9-20) on one hand 
reinforces the main points in Rom 1:18-32, '^^  and on the other hand elaborates the 
Pauline statement ('louSotLO) le Tipwioy kocI "EilA-rivt) in Rom 1:16. In Rom 2:1-5, 
Paul applied his contemporary rhetorical skill called ‘Diatribe,，25 in which he 
stressed the responsibility of individuals through his imaginary dialogue with a 
singular opponent.^^ He substantiated his stance on individuality with an OT 
quotation in Rom For his Gentile Christian readers, this literary device was a 
reminder on the seriousness of individual response to the gospel; but for his 
Christian Jews, this diatribe relatively downplayed the corporate guarantee of Jewish 
salvation. He further emphasized the importance of individuality, instead of any 
nationalistic particularity or universality, through the rhetorical force generated by 
the chiastic structure in Rom 2:7-10?^ The repetition of the Pauline statement--
24 Connection of key words likes this: (1) dA.ri0€Lav (Rom 2:2) contrasts 'suppress 
the truth (dXiieeLav)' (Rom 1:18); (2) the wrath of God (opYn, Rom 1:18; 2:5, 8); (3) 0:1106160)^ 1 (Rom 
2:6) echoes dTToXa^ pavw (Rom 1:27), etc. 
“Stanley K. Stowers, The Diatribe and Paul's Letter to the Romans, SBLDS 57 
(Chico: Scholars, 1981), 93-96; also Dunn, Romans 1-8, 78-79; Moo, 125-126. 
26 Paul's focus on individuality can be shown through his change from third 
personal designations in Rom 1:18-32 (cf. Rom l:26ff. akwv) to a singular referent (Rom 2:1,3 
avGpwire; Rom 2:4ff. autoO). 
27 Arguments about 'individuality' can refer to Gary W. Burnett, Paul and the 
Salvation of the Individual, BIS (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 115-146，148-171. 
28 Either-or paths: I. "does good" (v.7a Ka0' uuofiovriv epyou dyaGoi) 66^av Kal 
TLHTiv Kttl d(j)eapoLav CtixoOolv //V. 10b tcp epyaConevt^ TO dyaeov) or 2. "does evil" (v.8a k^  SpiMoc; 
Kttl aiTCLGoOoL Tfi dXrieeiQ� TreLGojievoLq 66 xfi d6LKL(}� 11 v.9b xou KaTepyaCoiievou to KaKov). Either-or 
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'lovdaCov ve irpmou Kal "EA.A,Tiyo(;~forces his Jewish Christians to face a reality that 
other Jews must make their own decisions on either-or paths, like all Gentiles. In 
this crafty way, Paul supplemented God's saving purpose on Jewish priority (Rom 
1:16) with the divine judging purpose on Jewish priority as well (Rom 2:9; cf. 2:10). 
Moreover, Pauline ‘equality, of oi) yap eaiLV TTpo(ja)TToAj||ii|j[a irapa t q Gew (Rom 
2:11) counterattacks any nationalistic teachings of other first-century Judaic sects. 
Rom 2:12-16 continues to develop preceding Pauline concepts in the Epistle. For 
Gentile Christians, this passage means the equality of the juridical basis of God's last 
judgment. For Christian Jews, it deconstructs particularity of "law" - a Jewish 
distinctiveness - in relation to the salvation. In light of Kirchenpolitik, Paul tried to 
build up consensus by redefining Judaism with reference to 'individuality' and 
'equality.' Simultaneously and paradoxically, for those Christian Jews who got used 
to any nationalistic Judaic teachings, byproduct was the intensification of the 
existing nonconformity of Christian Jews to post-Easter community. Therefore, "all 
Israel will be saved" in the latter section of the Epistle was most likely Paul's 
complementary confession to consolidate the sense of belonging of Christian Jews 
within the Pauline community. 
Rom 2:17-29 is one of the clearest passages in the Epistle that mirrors 
Paul's interaction with Christian Jews in Rome for convincing them about the need 
for justification by faith for their nation. In a resumption of the diatribe style, Paul 
destinies: 1. "eternal life" (v.7b C⑴如 alcoviov II v.lOa 66^a Kal xliiti Kal elprivri) or 2. "wrath [of 
God]" (v.8b 6pYT) Kal Guiiot; // v.9a Qkl^^ic, Kal otevoxoopta). Precisely, here is an ABCDDCBA 
structure (cf. ABBA structure of Jeremias; see Jeremias, "Chiasmus," 282; K. Grobel, "A Chiastic 
Retribution-Formula in Romans," in Zeit md Geschichte, E. Dinkier ed. (Tubingen: Mohr, 1964), 
255-61). Two occurrences of 'louSatou xe TrpcOxov Kal "EUnvot; (v.9c, v. 10c) immediately follow 
the second times of the two paths respectively, which highlight the prominence of making decisions 
between the mutually exclusive paths, no matter he/she is a Jew or a Gentile. 
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explicitly addressed to a hypothetical Jewish dialogue partner (Rom 2:17 
'l0i)6aL0(�). Since no evidence to show any Jewish opponent would really have 
interest to read Paul's Epistle, the intended readers were still Christian Jews and 
Gentile believers. The rebuke overtones did not denote Paul's reproaching on them, 
rather Paul just used a rhetorical skill to lead his readers reflecting on the 
contemporary Judaism(s). For both target groups, Paul clearly abolished the 
ethnocentric definition of a "Jew" (Rom 2:28-29). But for Christian Jews, the 
diatribe had a special relevance to their ethnic prestige.^® Under Pauline ideology, 
certain conventional Jewish praxes - "law" (Rom 2:17-24) and "circumcision" (Rom 
2:25-27) - could not safeguard any ethnic Jews to possess the Jewish membership 
from God's perspective (Rom 2:28-29). Implicitly, neither 'covenantal nomism' nor 
'legalism' could substitute 'justification by faith.' Paul further challenged the saving 
efficacy of Jewish prestige in Rom 3:1-8 and 3:9-20. Two evidences suffice: "What 
advantage, then, is there in being a Jew, or what value is there in circumcision?" 
(Rom 3:1) and "Are we [Jews] any better?" (Rom 3:9). With a series of biblical 
citations (Rom 3:4，10-18),3i Paul plainly articulated his premises: 'Iou6aLoi)(； T6 KOCI 
"EAArimc; TTCcvxag ucf)' a|iapTLay elvat (Rom 3:9b) and i)TT66LKog yevr^mi irac; 6 
Koa^oc; TW GeQ (Rom 3:19). Thus，like other nations, "all Israel” need to be saved. 
29 Dunn, Romans 1-8, 108-109. 
"This sense of circumcision's importance had been strengthened in the Hellenistic 
period by way of reaction to Hellenism's distaste for the rite, and ever since the Maccabees, 
circumcision had been seen as an absolutely essential expression of Israel's national identity and 
religion. Even the Herods, Idumean and thoroughly Hellenist though they were in culture and lifestyle, 
recognized that circumcision had the force of a national taboo which could not be broken," (see Dunn, 
Romans 1-8, 119-121). 
31 For Gentile Christians, these OT verses gradually built up the biblical consensus 
amongst them. Paul helped his Gentile readers to identify with the Jewish origin of the gospel. 
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To summarize Paul's argumentation in Rom 1:18-3:20, though his 
conclusion about “all are under sin" (Rom 3:9b) was relevant both to Jews and 
Gentiles, the analysis of his composition strategy mirrors that this section had a 
special relevance to his own ethnic group in Rome. The instability of Christian Jews 
within the Roman congregations demanded Paul's lengthy persuasions from biblical 
basis regarding the opposition on nationalistic Jewish exclusiveness, i.e. Jews would 
face the wrath of God same as the other nations. Thus, Paul's teaching would hit the 
existing socio-psychological dimension amongst his community in Rome. Every 
Christian Jew, who being a new member of the post-Easter community, must have 
still worried the destiny of the nation. Questions still triggered off their minds: 
Would massive Jews a c c e p t justification by f a i t h? Other Gentile Christians did not 
easily show empathy to the struggle of Christian Jews. Social-psychological tension 
amongst Gentile and Jewish believers would not automatically vanish. Paul must 
assist them to overcome the hurdles, otherwise consensus will never be built up. 
Hence, we can found his feedback in Romans 9-11. In this sense, "all Israel will be 
saved" was not a disposable footnote in the Epistle, but an inseparable element in 
Pauline consensus. 
Contrasting to the confining situation of humanity, "the saving acts of 
God now appears, whose righteousness has been revealed in Jesus Christ x �p k 
(apart from law) (Rom 3:21)，，.32 The righteousness of God is revealed in the 
Christ event alone. By "faith in Jesus Christ," men are justified by God. Though it 
is disputable that "faith in Jesus Christ" has a room to mean "the faith exercised by 
32 Schnelle, 124. 
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Jesus Christ" or "faith directed toward Christ as the object," scholars tend to choose 
the latter interpretation, that is, the more or less traditional Lutheran explanation.^^ 
Throughout the passage (Rom 3:21-31), the first sketch of gospel as "justification by 
faith" is made. In the light of Kirchenpolitik, Paul has now shared the details or 
content of his consensus to the Roman Christian community. But the process of 
building up the consensus does not end here, for Paul realized that the more he could 
embed the consensus into Jewish tradition, the less will be the need for rationalizing 
the coiiseiisus.34 Thus, he laid a biblical illustration of Abraham (Romans 4). 
Through this illustration, Paul did not say that faith was also a way of Abraham to 
attain righteousness from God. But he attempts to prove that from the very 
beginning, even before Abraham's circumcision, Abraham has been justified by 
faith.35 
In Romans 5, Paul noticed that some readers may query how Christ 
can bring about "justification by faith." Reacting to the question, Paul compares 
Jesus Christ with Adam. Whereas Adam by oneself brought about sin and death, 
Paul emphasizes Jesus Christ brought about life and mercy. 
ROM 6 : 1 - 8 : 3 9 THE OUTWORKING OF THE GOSPEL 
IN RELATION TO THE INDIVIDUAL 
IN THE LIGHT OF KIRCHENPOLITIK 
After building up the consensus of gospel in the Roman Christian 
community, Paul now has to deal with the question in relation to his conclusion just 
reached in Romans 1-5: How should a Christian now view sin, death, and the law 
“ C f . Dunn, Romans 1-8, 177-178. 
34 Cf. Theissen, Gospel Writing and Church Politics: A Socio-rhetorical Approach, 
51. 
For details of discussion, see Chapter 2. 
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after accepting the gospel?^^ These themes are observed by their domination of 
1*7  
wordings (like sin, death, law and flesh/ body) in Romans 6-8. These thematic key 
words might reflect some facts of the current Roman Christian community. Though 
Kasemann queries whether the three chapters have thematic structure and 
coherence,38 Dunn points out the major theme in each chapter: 
Reality of 
In-principle statement/ eschatological tension/ 
Already/ indicative Not yet/ imperative 
6:1-11 with reference to sin 6:12-23 
7:1-6 with reference to law 7:7-25 
8:1-9 with reference to flesh/ mortal body 8:10-3 
In fact, the three themes dominated in Romans 6-8 are also explicitly 
seen in the first verse of Romans 6-8. Throughout the three chapters the themes are 
presented with antithesis. They are not easy to understand, for "the negative factors 
and the corresponding positive factors are in some measure interchangeable."'^® By 
means of these three themes, Paul sees Christian daily lives as a whole and thus 
inevitably involves some ethical issues,i 
Here, space does not permit, this paper will not go into the details of 
argumentation formed in these three chapters. But Paul absolutely has a good 
arrangement of his presentation. In the light of KirchenpoUtik, the first major task of 
Paul is to build up a consensus, which in other words is the ideology for unifying and 
directing the Roman Christian community. In Romans 1-5, Paul formulates a 
36 Dunn, Romans 1-8, 325. 
37 Ibid., 301. 
38 Cf. Kasemann, Romans, 159. 
39 Dunn, Romans 1-8, 303. 
Ibid. 
41 Ibid., 325. 
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consensus for his commumty~the gospel. But we must beware that the consensus is 
only theoretically formulated in Romans 1-5，lacking demonstration of praxis. In 
other to secure the outworking of the consensus (i.e. the gospel), Paul now chooses 
to clarify some major corollaries and possible misconceptions before moving into the 
discussion of God's faithfulness to faith in Romans 9-11.42 
R O M 9 : 1 - 1 1 : 3 6 THE OUTWORKING OF THE GOSPEL 
IN RELATION TO ISRAEL AND GENTILES 
IN THE LIGHT OF KIRCHENPOLITIK 
Romans 9-11 is responding to the situation of the Roman Christian 
community. Due to the better response of Gentile to the gospel and the experiencing 
the "Chrestus" expulsion, Jewish Christians become the minority in the Roman 
Christian community in relation to the Gentile Christians. While Gentiles Christians 
might boast of their majority in the community, the Jewish Christians are facing 
more and more struggle. Struggling with their identity, their relation to the Christian 
community of the house churches, their relation to the Jewish community in the 
synagogue, and their losing authority in either side, Paul might understand their 
struggle and thus attempt to affirm their faith, particularly affirm them that they have 
already chosen the right way to stay in the Christian community. For details of 
discussion, see Chapter 4. 
R O M 1 2 : 1 - 1 5 : 1 3 THE OUTWORKING OF THE GOSPEL 
FOR THE REDEFINED PEOPLE OF G O D 
IN EVERYDAY TERMS IN THE LIGHT 
OF KIRCHENPOLITIK 
After discussing the mercy of God and the disobedience of Jew and 
Gentile alike (Rom 11:28-36)，Paul now calls for the obedience of the Roman 
42 Ibid. 
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Christians by means of the metaphor of a living sacrifice (Rom 12:1-2)，which "is 
taken out of cultic context.”彳�Then, Paul moves on to discuss some concrete 
problems within the Roman Christian community. Since the concrete problems 
discussed provide the basis for readers to understand the social setting of Romans, 
Romans 12-15 should not be understated as just an appendix. In Rom 12:3-13:14 are 
found general admonitions concerning life together in the Christian community and 
the relation to the state. Within this, Paul instructs the community to live in one 
body of Christ (Rom 12:3-8), to live by love as the norm for social relationship 
(Rom 12:9-21), to live as good citizen (Rom 13:1-7) and to live as the fulfillment of 
the law (Rom 13:8-14).44 The unifying theme is the harmony of the Christian 
community, particularly during the era of politically unrest or hostile to their 
existence. 
But the major disputes have not yet discussed until Rom 14:1-15:6, 
whereas disputes of food laws and holy days are severe between the so-called "the 
Weak" and "the Strong." Paul himself shares in the standpoint of the "strong" (Rom 
15:1), but for the sake of love, Paul encourages the "strong" to consider the "weak" 
Here Paul does not explicitly point out who are the "strong" or who are the "weak." 
Though scholars generally refer the "strong" as mainly Gentile Christians while the 
"weak" as mainly Jewish Christians, the assumption should not be exaggerated in an 
absolute sense. Paul's solution here are the highlights of the lordship of Jesus Christ 
and the importance of brotherly love. 
43 Dunn, Romans 9-16, 705. 
44 See Dunn; Stuhlmacher. 
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Concluding Summary: God's Mercy and Faithfulness-
Jew First, but also Gentile 
(Rom 15:7-13) 
To deal with the problem, Paul reminds them that Christ has accepted 
them, so the two groups should accept each other (Rom 15:7). Thus, the doxology 
here is not only a general praise to God, but effects to draw Jewish and Gentile 
Christians to cherish their community life together. 
ROM 1 5 : 1 4 - 1 6 : 2 7 CONCLUSION IN THE LIGHT OF KIRCHENPOLITIK 
In Rom 15:14-33, Paul restates his intention to visit the Roman 
Christian community (cf. Rom l:8-16a).45 Of course Paul shares not only his 
intention to visit the Roman Christian community, but also his travel plans, or more 
accurately his Gentile mission plan to Spain (Rom 15:19-29).'^^ As Theissen rightly 
summarizes, "Paul plans to hand over the collection from the Gentile Christians in 
Jerusalem and to conclude his mission in the East; after that he wants to go to Rome 
(Rom 15:25-29) and to carry on a mission in Spain from there (Rom 15:24)."'^ ^ In 
the light of Kirchenpolitik, we could understand better why Paul introduces his 
Gentile mission plan to Spain here. Paul introduces his gospel throughout Romans 
1-5 to build up the consensus, and explains away Jews' rejection to gospel 
particularly in Rom 11:25-32. After solving the concrete conflicts between Jewish 
and Gentile Christians, Paul might now assume the unity of the community and think 
that it is the right time to share his mission plans. 
Cf. Cranfield, Vol. 2, 749. 
46 Cf. Dunn, Romans 9-16, 854. 
47 Gerd Theissen, The New Testament: History, Literature, Religion, trans. John 
Bowden (London: T&T Clark, 2003)，82. 
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Following his request of the Roman Christians' earnest prayers for a 
peaceful trip to Jerusalem and back to Rome (Rom 15:30-33), Paul states a long list 
of greetings (Rom 16:3-20). As discussed in the former Chapter (i.e. Ch.2), the long 
list is not simply greetings. But by those greetings, Paul attempts to set up a structure 
of authority.48 Among the Roman Christians, Prisca and Aquila might be expected 
to be representatives of Paul and act on his behalf.49 For those named in the 
greetings, though not highlighted as Prisca and Aquila, it is reasonable to assume 
that Paul has strong personal links with those people.^ ® Whether they share some 
leading roles is unknown, the common factor is their relationship to Lord (Rom 16:2, 
3, 5, 7, 8, 9，10，12, 13). Thus, nearly at the end of his Epistle, Paul has formulated 
his three-level structure of authority. Lordship authorized apostleship (1:1); and 
apostleship affirmed leadership in relation to lordship (Romans 16) 
Dunn correctly observes that the concluding doxology (Rom 16:25-27) 
sums up "the central themes of the letter-God's power (1:16)，Paul's gospel (2:16), 
the message of Christ (cf. 1:9), the mystery revealed (11:25), the 'now' revelation 
(3:21), the prophetic scriptures (1:2; 3:21), and not least 'the obedience of faith' ‘to 
all the nations' (1:5)."^' But Rom 16:25-27 is not only a concluding doxology to the 
whole Epistle of Romans, it also recalls Rom 11:25-32 where all themes listed above 
can be found within the passage. Thus, Rom 16:25-27 further ascertains that Rom 
11:25-32 is a critical passage to understand the whole Epistle. 
48 For details of discussion, see Chapter 2. 
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50 Dunn, Romans 9-16, 899. 
51 Ibid., 913. 
CHAPTER 4 
THE IMMEDIATE CONTEXT OF ROMANS 
IN THE LIGHT OF KIRCHENPOLITIK 
Romans 9-11 should be seen as an integral part of Paul's argument,' 
and even the climax of the argument extending throughout Romans 1-11? Rom 
11:25-32 locates within the unit chapters 9-11. This unit has a clear beginning (Rom 
9:1-5) and end (Rom 11:33-36). 
PAUL'S CONCERN FOR HIS KINSPEOPLE (ROM 9 : 1 - 5 ) 
Paul first (Rom 9:1-5) asserts his grief as well as his deepest concern 
for his kin people. Paul's compassion here is probably because "not all his fellow 
Jews have accepted the gospel.”3 In the light of Kirchenpolitik’ the gospel is Paul's 
consensus shared to the Roman Christian community.'^ To ensure his consensus 
favorable to the whole community, Paul redefines salvation as only for those who 
‘Cf. Cranfield, Vol. II’ 446-467. See also KSsemann, 253-256. It is not difficult to 
understand why some scholars query that Romans 9-11 is not an integral part of the Epistle of 
Romans. Beker rightly observes Romans 9-11 contains some contradictory features which seems 
conflict to elsewhere stated. See J. Christiaan Beker, The Triumph of God: The Essence of Paul's 
Thought, trans. Loren T. Stuckenbruck (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990), 131-134. 
2 J. Christiaan Beker, Paul the Apostle: The Triumph of God in Life and Thought 
(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1980)，87: “ . . . chapters 9-11 are not an appendix but a climactic point in the 
letter." See also William S. Campbell, Paul's Gospel in an Intercultural Context: Jew and Gentile in 
the Letter to the Romans (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1992), 43. 
3 Daniel J. Harrington, Paul on the Mystery of Israel, ZSNT (Collegeville, 
Minnesota: The Liturgical, 1992), 49. 
4 For details of discussion, see Chapter 2. 
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have faith in Christ.^ Through this redefining process, both Jewish and Gentile 
Christians were regarded as being saved. But the very fact that Gentiles had a better 
response to his gospel than Jews did leads two different reactions in the community: 
(1) For the Gentile Christians, they might be under an illusion that they have 
replaced the Jews as God's chosen people; (2) For the Jewish Christians, Paul's 
consensus is difficult to reach if this consensus has ousted the non-Christian Jews 
from the community. Thinking of Paul's eagerness in Gentile mission, Jewish 
Christians are reasonable to doubt "whether he has any longer had any real concern 
or hope for the salvation of Israel."6 The theological question of God's election of 
Israel naturally comes to their mind.? 
As a Jew, Paul understands that question well. God's election of 
Israel means "in principle the Jews have priority over the Gentiles. God has chosen 
the people of Israel above the Gentiles. Therefore the Jewish Christians need to be 
accepted and treated with respect."^ Now Paul shows his respect by regarding them 
as 'my own people, my kindred according to the fresh’ (Rom 9:3)9 ^ ^ calling them 
by the honored title Is rae l i tes .And he acknowledges their privileges granted by 
God to Israel as the chosen people: "the adoption, the glory, the covenants, the 
giving of the law, the worship, and the promises . . . the patriarchs . . . ” (Rom 9:4-
5 E. P. Sanders, Paul (Oxford: OUP, 1991), 117: "Faith is not the general attitude of 
trusting God, but the specific commitment to Christ." 
6 Campbell, Paul's Gospel in an Intercultural Context: Jew and Gentile in the 
Letter to the Romans, 44. 
7 Sanders, Paul, 117. 
8 Heyer, Paul: A Man of Two Worlds, 259. 
9 Harrington, 49. 
Campbell, Paul's Gospel in an Intercultural Context: Jew and Gentile in the 
Letter to the Romans, 44，56 n.9: “ 'loudaios' occurs only at 9:24 and 10:12 in chs 9-11." 
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5).i 1 The climax comes in his conclusion that even "the Christ of the Gospel is the 
promised Messiah of Israel" (Rom 9:5). 12 The climax also brings about the dilemma 
that Christ is promised to the Israelites but is rejected by most Israelites.^^ 
THE ELECTION AND MERCY OF GOD (ROM 9 : 6 - 2 9 ) 
After his lament for Israel, Paul now explains God's election (Rom 
9:6-13) and mercy (Rom 9:14-29) "as the power that creates and upholds Israel, as 
well as the new people of God now made up of Gentiles and Jews.”i4 
God's Election (Rom 9:6-13) 
In Rom 9:6-13, Paul firstly deals with the question raised by Gentile 
acceptance and Jewish rejection of the gospel: Has the word of God failed (cf. Rom 
9:6)?i5 From the immediate context of Rom 9:4 and 9:9, the "word of God" refers to 
God's promises to Israel.'^ What Paul sets out to do is to show that Jewish rejection 
and Gentile acceptance of the gospel does not mean God is unfaithful to His 
promises to Israel. When we compare this with Rom 11:25-32, the "mystery" (Rom 
11:25b-26a) contains exactly the captioned three elements--"hardness in part has 
happened to Israel," "until the fullness of the Gentiles comes in," and "and so all 
“Harrington, 49. 
12 Campbell, Paul's Gospel in an Intercultural Context: Jew and Gentile in the 
Letter to the Romans, 44. 
13 Cf. ibid. 
14 Peter Stuhlmacher, Paul 's Letter to the Romans: A Commentary, trans. Scott J. 
Hafemann (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster/ John Knox, 1994), 146. 
15 Cf. Harrington, 49. 
16 It should be noted that the "word of God" is not just God's word in principle or a 
general referral of the Holy Scripture or the Christian gospel, but God's promises to Israel with regard 
to its immediate context. See Kasemann, 262; Dunn, Romans 9-16, 538-539; Harrington, 49; 
Stuhlmacher, 146; Contra, Sanday and Headlam, supported by Cranfield, have a slightly different 
interpretation and refers the "word of God" to "the declared purpose of God." See W. Sanday and A. 
C. Headlam, The Epistle to the Romans, ICC (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1895; 1962), 240; Cranfield, 
Vol. II，472-473. 
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Israel will be saved" respectively. Thus, Rom 11:25-32 is in fact explaining how the 
present situation (i.e. Jewish rejection and Gentile acceptance of the gospel) is 
compatible to God's promises to Israel. 
Before giving an answer to the present situation, Paul makes another 
attempt to correct his audiences' misconception:'^ "It is not as though the word of 
God had failed. For not all Israelites truly belong to Israel, and not all of Abraham's 
children are his true descendants;" (Rom 9:6-7). By carefully citing a series of 
scriptural quotations (Gen 21:12; 18:10，14; 25:23; Mai 1:2-3),'^ Paul wants to 
emphasize that the true membership in the chosen people of God is not determined 
by the fleshy relationship or simple earthly blood ties, but by God's election.^^ 
God's Mercy (Rom 9:14-29) 
After clarifying the significance of God's election in His promises to 
Israel (Rom 9:6-13)，Paul now faces another question which might come into his 
audiences' mind after Paul's assertion of God's election~"Is there unrighteousness 
with God?" (Rom 9:14b). Together with the questions "Why then does he still find 
fault? For who can resist his will?" (Rom 9:19), Rom 9:14-23 recalls Rom 3:1-8, 
that is, some attacks God is unrighteous and no longer has any right to exercise 
17 To say "Paul corrects his audiences' misconception" is different from 
"redefinition." Whereas the former implies that Paul might assume his conviction to be the original 
correct understanding of the Scripture, the latter implies Paul deliberately deviates the meaning of the 
Scripture. Considering Paul's presentation of arguments throughout the Romans, I think the former 
expression is more accurate to reflect Paul's thinking. 
18 Stuhlmacher, 147: "[Paul] quotes it in accordance with the rules and with all of 
the artistic skill which he learned in the school of Rabban Gamaliel I in Jerusalem (cf. Acts 22:3). 
The examples that the apostle adduces for God's free activity of election are not chosen by accident. 
Rather, 4 Ezra 3:13ff. show that also among the Jews the chain of ancestors, Abraham-Isaac-Jacob-
Moses, presented a paradigm for the elective grace with which God had chosen and upheld his 
people." 
19 Stuhlmacher, 147-148. 
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judgment or to find fault.^ ® With respect to the KirchenpoUtik, what does it mean by 
such an echo? Though Paul argues in a different way here by citing quotations from 
Exodus (Exod. 33:19; 9:16) and the Prophets (Isa 29:16; 10:22; 1:9; Hos 2:25; 2:1), 
he is answering same questions. The echo between Romans 3 and 9 should not be 
deemed as an emphatic repetition. Rather, it is more natural to conclude~Paul has 
run short of wisdom to respond to the questions. This is supported by his patterns of 
argumentation according to the wisdom tradition^' on the one hand, and his stress on 
the comparison of human wisdom and divine wisdom (Rom 11:25, 33-36) on the 
other hand. Therefore, Paul is forced to explain with God's mercy as his last resort 
especially in Rom 11:25-32. 
Then, what is God's mercy? In Rom 9:24-26, Paul cites the 
quotations from the book of Hosea to express God's mercy to call both Gentiles and 
unbelieving Israel. It should be noted that Hos 2:25 originally refers to the Northern 
Kingdom, that is, not the Gentiles. But Paul deliberately insert the word KaAeow 
which in turns changes the emphasis to the calling of God.^^ In this regard, Gentiles 
and unbelieving Israel could be the objects of this passage. In Rom 9:27-29, Paul 
quotes Isa 10:22 and 1:9 to express God's mercy to call Jews. The emphasis is a bit 
different from the discussion of the book of Hosea. Now Paul stresses on the 
concept of "remnant." Under the shed light of Social Context (Chapter 2), the 
20 Cf. ibid., 149-150. 
21 As per Stuhlmacher's analysis, Paul's pattern of argumentation in Rom 9:14-29 is 
very similar to the wisdom tradition, especially Wisdom of Solomon (cf. Wis. 14:7; 11:23; 12:3-22). 
See Stuhlmacher, 149. 
22 Dunn, Romans 9-16, 571-572. 
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"remnant" should be regarded as Paul's comfort to the minority of Christian Jews in 
the Roman Christian community. 
THE WORD OF FAITH (ROM 9 : 3 0 - 1 0 : 2 1 ) 
Now Paul moves on to explain why Israel is reduced to a remnant 
(Rom 9:27). In other words, the underlying question is still "why do the Gentiles 
have comparatively better response to the gospel than the Jews do?" Paul presents it 
paradoxically with a historical perspective: "That Gentiles who did not pursue 
righteousness have attained it, that is, righteousness through faith, but that Israel who 
pursued the righteousness which is based on law did not succeed in fulfilling that 
law" (Rom 9:30b-31 RSV). The problem of Israel is that they have misunderstood 
God's righteousness (Rom 9:30-10:4). Their misunderstanding is highlighted in 
Rom 10:2-3 where Paul depicts them as having a zeal for God, "but not in 
accordance with knowledge" (Rom 10:2) and "not knowing the righteousness of 
God" (Rom 10:3). In fact, they did not know nothing about the righteousness of God, 
but that "they have confused the law and the righteousness it speaks of with works 
like circumcision which serve to make righteousness a function of Jewish identity 
rather than of God's gracious outreach to and through faith.’，24 
Speaking of "a stone of stumbling and a rock of offense" (Rom 9:33), 
Paul makes clear that the core of their rejection of gospel actually is that they refused 
to recognize Christ as Messiah. Regarding the passage, there are continuing 
23 Cf. ibid., 578-598. 
24 Ibid., 577. Similarly, Harrington, 50: "According to Paul, Jews of his day 
imagined that by careful observance of the Torah, they could achieve righteousness before God." 
25 Cf. Kasemann, 277-279; Stuhlmacher, 151; Dunn, Romans 9-16, 577; Harrington, 
51. 
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disputes on whether T^XOQ should mean "end" or "goal."^^ Considering the emphasis 
of impartiality of Jews and Gentiles throughout Romans 1-5 (in particular Rom 3:21-
22), it is more likely Rom 10:4 is talking about Christ has brought an end to the 
national particularism o f I s r a e l ? ? 
In Rom 10:5-13, Paul then compares the righteousness from the Law 
and the righteousness from faith. In this comparison, the most notable thing is the 
two-fold confession of "Jesus as Lord" (Rom 10:9)?^ Though Paul never say "Jesus 
is God," he makes a parallel to Jesus and God. In the parallel, Jesus is exalted as 
Lord which should be an honorific term of God.^^ In the light of Kirchenpolitik, here 
26 See Jewett, 341-356; Dunn, Romans 9-16, 589-591. Also see Harrington, 51: 
"Paul's fellow Jews have failed to recognize that Christ is the 'end' of the Law. The Greek word for 
'end' (telos) carries the same ambiguity as the English word does: It can mean ‘goal’ (the end for 
which the activity is undertaken and toward which it tends) and 'termination' (something ceases to 
exist). Paul's primary meaning is most likely 'goal': Christ is that to which the Law points, and he is 
its fulfillment. The Law does not cease to exist, though it does cease to exist as a principle of 
salvation (although it never really was one, in Paul's judgment). Now that Christ has come and the 
Law has reached its goal, God's righteousness is available to all people--'for everyone who believes' 
(10:4)." 
27 Cf. Dunn, Romans 9-16, 591. 
28 Stuhlmacher, 156: "With the mouth one calls out within the gathering of the 
church, 'Jesus is Lord' (1 Cor 12:3), and with the heart, that is, from the very center of the human 
person, one believes that God raised Jesus from the dead. It is precisely this confession of faith, 
expressed by mouth and heart, which completely adjoins those who speak it to their crucified and 
resurrected Lord and leads them to salvation, namely, the salvation through the righteousness 
promised by God to everyone who believes in Jesus." Also Ernest Best, The Letter of Paul to the 
Romans (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1967), 120: “ . . . inward acceptance of what Jesus 
has done and outward acknowledgement of it should be simultaneous. The two halves of this verse 
are indeed parallel... Paul is not saying two different things but expressing one truth in two ways." 
29 Best, 120: “Lord is one of the names or titles given to God in the Old Testament. 
In the quotation from Joel 2:32 used at 10:13 Lord originally meant God; Paul takes it to mean Jesus. 
Lord was also a title which Gentiles commonly applied to their gods (see 1 Cor 8:5，'there are many 
"gods" and many "lords'"); when the Roman emperors came to be thought of as divine (and they 
were so regarded in Paul's day) they were described with this title. The Christians, therefore, who 
calls Jesus Lord is putting him at least on the level of heathen gods (but really above them because the 
Christian only acknowledged one Lord, the heathen many); but he is doing much more, for he is 
actually putting Jesus on a level with God as known in the Old Testament (cf. 9:5)." 
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is the climax where Paul builds the highest of the structure of authority to the Roman 
Christian community—the lordship of Jesus.^^ 
After the assertion of the lordship of Jesus, Paul continues to talk 
about Israel's disobedience to the gospel (Rom 10:14-21). From this passage, 
Stendahl rightly observes that "Since Romans 10:17, or in some manuscripts since 
10:9 [to 13:13?], Paul has not mentioned the name Jesus or Christ," but wrongly 
concludes a "wonderful particularism of Israel" as his exegesis of Rom 11 
His observation brings about the disputes of any Sonderweg for Israel. Those 
interpretations attempting to suggest a Sonderweg or particularism of Israel disregard 
the context as well as immediate context of Romans. In regard to the fact that most 
Jews reject the gospel, Paul explains their failure as their misunderstanding of God's 
righteousness and to its climax, their refusal of recognizing Jesus as Messiah. 
Explaining Rom 10:4，Paul stresses that Christ has brought about an end to any 
particularism of Israel. Besides, Paul makes his two-fold confession that "Jesus is 
Lord" (Rom 10:9). Now, in Rom 10:14-21, Paul emphasizes that Israel has heard 
about the gospel (Rom 10:18-21) by the quotation cited from Ps 19:5 as well as the 
outline of the process of evangelization (but in reverse): The apostle is sent; the 
gospel is preached; the word is heard; people believe; and believers call upon the 
Lord. But poorly the result is they remain disobedient. The immediate context 
(Romans 9-10) thus emphasizes their fault in rejecting Jesus as their Messiah. 
For details of discussion, see Chapter 2 Social Context of Romans in the Light of 
Kirchenpolitik. 
31 Stendahl, Final Account: Paul's Letter to the Romans, 38-44. 
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THE MYSTERY OF G O D ' S FAITHFULNESS (ROM 1 1 : 1 - 2 4 ) 
While the "remnant" in Rom 9:27-29 expresses God's mercy to Israel 
even they were under judgment, Paul posits a more positive "remnant" theme 
according to grace in Rom 11:1-10. Paul firstly emphasizes God does not abandon 
his people (Rom 11:1-2).^^ Considering the Jewish hardness to the gospel and the 
minority of Jewish Christians in the Roman Christian community, Paul is wise to use 
the "seven thousand people" to comfort their feeling of "one man" and facing 
difficulties like "Chrestus" expulsion, inevitable separation from the Jewish majority 
(Rom 11:3-4). Apart from comforting the Jewish Christians, Paul asserts that the 
Jewish Christians are comparable to Elijah, "not bowed their knee before Baal." 
(Rom 11:4). From another angle of perspective, who bowed their knee before Baal? 
They are non-Christians, and particularly those non-Christian Jews, though Paul 
does not explicitly tell. Paul's quotation here thus affirms those Jewish Christians, 
though they are the minority in the Roman Christian community, are already on the 
right track. In the light of Kirchenpolitik, Paul understands the struggle of the 
Jewish Christians as minority in the community and their deep concern of the 
kinspeople. 
But what about other Jews? Has God rejected the non-Christian Jews? 
Paul evaluates them (which he will then complete in Rom 11:25-32) by the concept 
of "hardening"~"the rest were hardened," "eyes that would not see and ears that 
would not hear," and "let their eyes be darkened . . . their backs forever bent" (Rom 
11:7-10). Then, Paul interpolates the "hardening" in relation to the salvation of 
32 Dunn, Romans 9-16, 634. 
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Gentiles, which in turns provokes the non-Christian Jews' jealousy.^^ The passive 
verbs might suggest a divine origin of the hardening^"^ which will make clear in Rom 
11:25-32. 
We will discuss the meaning of "all Israel will be saved" and the 
passage of Rom 11:25-32 in the next chapter (Ch. 5). But before the final solution, 
Paul puts forward two more images (Rom 11:16), focusing on the relation between 
the part and the whole, that is, the Gentiles and the ethnic Jews. The two images are 
the first-fruits of the dough (see Num 15:20-21), and the root of the tree. Whereas 
the first image is not expounded in detail, the second one is important in explaining 
Rom 11:25-32. The function of this metaphor is to forbid the Gentile Christians 
from boasting against the Jewish Christians. 
Apart from noting the breaking and regrafting of shoots，we are also 
called attention to the root of this olive tree (i.e. the Jewish root). Since the broken 
shoots and the grafted wild shoots are non-Christian Jews and Gentile Christians 
respectively, Paul probably suggests the root as Israel represented by Jewish 
Christians.35 yj^jg not only shows that Paul regards the Judaism is the root of the 
olive tree, but more than that, Paul regards his Roman Christian community as the 
Orthodoxy of Judaism. That regrafting of original broken shoots should be 
understood as the non-Christian Jews will once come back to the Pauline community 
of Judaism. If the image of olive tree represents Paul's thinking in this way, Paul 
does not deem the Roman Christian community or the house churches as separated 
Cf. Stuhlmacher, 162-170. 
34 Harrington, 53. 
35 Ibid., 54. 
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from the religion of origin, Judaism. But he might oppositely consider the non-
Christian Jews are on a wrong track, deviating from the Orthodoxy of Judaism, 
Roman Christian community. This is one of the important context this paper held to 
interpret "all Israel will be saved" in Rom 11:25-32. 
A CONCLUDING HYMN OF ADORATION (ROM 1 1 : 3 3 - 3 6 ) 
The implication of divine wisdom in "mystery" becomes explicit 
when Paul continues to write "lest you might be wise in yourselves" (Rom 11:25a) 
which forms an inclusio with his concluding hymn of adoration to God's wisdom 
and knowledge (Rom 11:33-36). By means of this inclusio, Paul presents Rom 
11:25b-32 as the way of God's wisdom so that the Roman Christian community 
could accept something out of their own reasoning. 
CHAPTER 5 
PAUL'S MEANING AND RHETORICAL FORCE OF 
‘‘ALL ISRAEL WILL BE SAVED" 
(ROMANS 11:25-32) 
IN THE LIGHT OF 
KIRCHENPOLITIK 
In the light of Kirchenpolitk, the Epistle of Romans is regarded as a 
church-guiding literature and we are thus called attention to the socio-rhetorical 
function of Romans. In other words, Paul attempted to exert his influence on the 
Roman community by means of his text, that is, the Epistle of Romans. Therefore, 
expounding the rhetorical force of "all Israel will be saved" is even more important 
than explaining its literal meaning. 
In this chapter, we will substantiate our thesis with evidences in the 
text of Rom 11:25-32 itself through Kirchenpolitik. Therefore, we are going to 
prove that "all Israel will be saved" is Paul's confession aimed at two tasks: (1) 
consolidating Jewish Christians in his Roman community; and (2) challenging his 
readers' commitment on his ongoing Gentile mission in relation to the Jewish 
hardening. 
To understand the rhetorical force of ‘‘all Israel will be saved" in Rom 
11:25-32, we must firstly identify Paul's intended audience here. Then, we will go 
into the details of some current discussions. 
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PAUL'S INTENDED AUDIENCE 
Scholars tend to assume Gentile Christians as Paul's intended 
audience in Rom 11:25-31.' This assumption is however not a secure one and it 
easily misguides our direction on the interpretation of "all Israel will be saved." 
The Inaccurate Assumption:Gentile Christian Audience 
The major reason scholars hold to support Gentile Christian audience 
in Rom 11:25-31 is because its immediate context - Rom 11:13 (Tiity 66 Xeyw loXg 
eGveoLy "Now I am speaking to you Gentiles") - seems to be addressing to Gentile 
Christians. Though there is an obvious change from the second person singular 
(Rom 11:17-24) to the second person plural (Rom 11:25-31), scholars assume that 
Paul does not shift his dialogue partner because of the conjunction "for" (yap) in the 
beginning of Rom 1 1 T h u s , they assume that the "you" (uiiac;) or "brothers" 
(d6eA-(l)0L) in Rom 11:25-31 continues to regard to the Gentiles Christians in Rome. 
True Audience: Gentile and Jewish Christians 
However, such assumption of solely Gentile Christians as Paul's 
addressees in Rom 11:25-31 is risky. First, there is a shift from the second person 
‘e.g. Cranfield, Dunn, Aageson, Harrington, Stott, Stowers. Stowers even assumes 
Gentile audiences for the whole Epistle of Romans. Cf. Stanley K. Stowers, A Rereading of Romans: 
Justice, Jews and Gentiles (New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 1994), 287: "Romans 
discusses the salvation of Jews and gentiles alike. Yet the whole letter, even 9-11, directs itself 
toward gentile readers." 
2 Cf. Harrington, 57. 
3 Cranfield, vol. II，572-573: "Paul proceeds to impart a 'mystery,' in order that the 
Gentiles among the Christians of Rome, whom he is still specially addressing, may not be wise in 
their own e y e s . . . . The yap indicates the connexion of vv. 25ff with v. 24b in particular and also with 
the argument of vv. 11-24 as a whole. Paul wants the Gentile Christians in the Roman church to 
know the mystery . . .，’； J.W. Aageson, "Scripture and Structure in the Development of the Argument 
in Romans 9-11," CQB 48 (1986): 284; Dunn, Romans 9-16, 677: "Paul maintains the style of 
personal address, but with the second person singular of vv 17-24 reverting to second person plural, 
retained throughout (vv 25-31)’’； Stott, 302. 
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singular (Rom 11:17-24) to the second person plural (Rom 11:25-31). The rhetorical 
effect in such changes should not be minimized. The changes here reserve a 
deliberate change in addressees. 
Second, Paul's vocative use of "brothers" (Rom 11:25) 
supports an addressee of the Roman Christian community as a whole rather than 
Gentile Christians only. The use of "brothers" ((x6eA,(|)0L) appears ten times in the 
Epistle of Romans (Rom 1:13; 7:1, 4; 8:12; 10:1; 11:25; 12:1; 15:14,30; 16:17).^ 
Despite Rom 7:1 and 7:4 might be drawing the attention of Jewish Christians,^ other 
occurrences are addressing to the Roman Christian community as a whole. Besides, 
it should be noted that the emphatic formula "for I do not want you to be ignorant, 
brothers" (Oi) yap 06Xo) uiiag dyvoeLy, here is particularly similar to Rom 
1:13. Other four times occur in 1 Cor 10:1; 12:1; 2 Cor 1:8 and 1 Thess 4:13.6 Each 
4 Regarding the use of d5eA4)0�’ Cranfield does not define whom the term points to, 
but notice the function of the term. See Cranfield, vol. I, 81: "In each of these passages there seems to 
be an appreciable heightening of the sense of intimacy between Paul and those to whom he is 
writing." Dunn expounds more on the use of the term. See Dunn, Romans 1-8, 31: "The use of 
d66A,cj)6c for members of a religious association was familiar at the time; so also among the Qumran 
covenanters. But Paul was probably even more mindful of its traditional Jewish use, as in 9 :3 . . . So 
Paul's regular usage would not be particularly remarkable, as also when he uses the word in a sense 
approaching 'colleagues' (16:23 . . . )~though his usage never becomes merely formal and often 
expresses deep regard for and personal commitment to those so named. What would be more 
distinctive is the assertion that Christ, the central figure to whom the Christian association was 
devoted, is the eldest of the brothers (8:29 . . . ) . " 
5 In Rom 7:1, Paul specifies that he is speaking "to those who know the law" 
( Y L V W O K O U O L V . . . V O I I O V ) . As indicated by Dunn, the "law" here refers to Jewish Law, Torah rather 
than Roman laws or any other principles. Cf. Dunn, Romans 1-8, 359. 
6 As indicated by Mounce, this expression always accompanies with "brothers" (the 
vocative d66A.(j)OL)- See Robert H. Mounce, Romans, NAC, vol. 27 (Broadman & Holman, 1995), 223. 
The only difference is Paul uses the first person singular GeA-w in four of them and the first person 
plural e6Xo|i€v in the other two. See Morris, 61-62. 
Rom. 1:13 01) 06A.(o 66 uiiac; dyvoeLV, d66A.())OL, 
Rom. 11:25 Ou yap 6eA.to uiiac; dyvoeLv, (iSe入中o【， 
1 Cor. 10:1 Ou GeXo) yap u a^c; dyvoeLv, d66A,(j)OL, 
1 Cor. 12:1 d66A.(t)OL, oi) GeA-w ujiac; dyvoeLV. 
2 Cor. 1:8 Oi) yap GeXonev ujiai; dYvoeXv, d6eA,(})0L, 
1 Thes. 4:13 Ou GeXoiiev 6e ujiac; aYvoetv, d6eA,c|)0L, 
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time Paul uses it to denote something especially important which his readers 
however might not know.? The particular similar expressions of Rom 1:13 and Rom 
11:25 also suggest that Paul might have the same addressees in mind, that is, the 
Roman Christian community as a whole. 
Third, while scholars tend to relate Rom 11:25-32 to its previous 
passage (Rom 11:17-24), we should not neglect the connection of its following 
passage (Rom 12:1-2). The expression "I appeal to you therefore, brothers" 
(HapaKaA-w ouv ujiaq, d6eA,(l)0L,) (Rom 12:1a) shows strong connection with Rom 
11:25-32. As Dunn wrote, "The weight of the ow should not be discounted. By 
using it Paul indicates that the exhortation follows from what has gone before—from 
chaps. 9-11 as much as from chaps. 5-8. For a Jew it would be self-evident that faith 
and theology must come to expression in daily living. What follows is instruction on 
how the newly redefined people of God should live as such."^ Apart from the 
conjunction oijy, the identical uses of the second person plural "you"(心iiac;) and 
"brothers" ((X66A-4)OL) also suggest that Paul might be addressing to the Roman 
Christian community in Rom 11:25-32. 
Since Paul's audience in Rom 11:25-32 is the Roman Christian 
community in whole, we should understand the passage with respect to both the 
Jewish and the Gentile Christians. 
7 Wilckens, Vol.2,252 calls this formula as "litotes;" Hvalvik, "Romans 11.25-27," 
99 regards this as a 'disclosure formula' to introduce an especially important topic. 
8 Dunn, Romans 9-16, 708. 
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R O M 1 1 : 2 5 - 3 2 IN THE LIGHT OF KIRCHENPOLITIK 
As explained in the previous section, scholars mistakenly assume that 
Paul's addressees in Rom 11:25-32 were Gentile Christians only. Due to this 
inaccurate assumption, the current understanding of this passage often restricted to 
its meaning to the Gentile Christians. Re-examination is thus needed especially on 
its rhetorical effect to the Roman Christian community as a whole. 
Rom 11:25-32 is well-structured and can be divided into two parts. 
The first part—The Rhetorical onfession (Rom 11:25-27) consists of three segments, 
namely, prelude (Rom 11:25a), the content of the mystery (Rom 11:25b-26a) and the 
biblical basis (Rom 11:26b-27). The second part is a Concluding Remark (Rom 
11:28-32) composed of two parallel sentences (Rom 11:28-29; 11:30-32). 
The Confession(Rom 11:25-27) 
Dunn entitled Rom 11 '25-21 as the Denouement,^ but this term 
cannot effectively reflect the rhetorical force of the passage. Thus, I suggest to 
denominate it as the Confession. Paul by means of his emphatic formula "for I do 
not want you to be ignorant, brothers" draws the attention of the Roman Christian 
community in the prelude (Rom 11:25a) to the mystery (Rom 11:25b-26a) he is 
going to explain. In fact, the content of the mystery is Paul's confession. The 
mystery, or so-called confession, should not be regarded as a sudden topic, but "as 
resolution to the problem of divine hardening (ircopwoLg), which Paul deliberately 
introduced and emphasized at an early stage in the discussion (9:18) and reasserted 
at 11:7, and the reuse of TT i^ipwfia (11:12). The hope of Israel's salvation (11:26) 
9 Ibid., 677. 
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answers to the thematic statement of 1 A f t e r asserting his confessional 
statement, he substantiated it with biblical evidences. 
Prelude (Rom 11:25a) 
"For I do not want you to be ignorant, brothers’ of this mystery, lest you might be 
wise in yourselves": 
As discussed before, the emphatic formula "for I do not want you to 
be ignorant, brothers" (Oi) yap 06^0) i)|ia(； dyvoeLy, ( x 6 e A , ( j ) 0 L ) appears twice in the 
Epistle of Romans. 1 ‘ One is here and the other is Rom 1:13. The way Paul uses it is 
to give "extra weight to the words which follow."^^ Thus, Paul's identical emphatic 
formula in Rom 1:13 and Rom 11:25 should not be deemed as an accident. Rather, 
the identical expressions might imply an echo between Rom 1:13 and Rom 11:25. 
Paul's emphatic formula in Rom 1:13 introduces his two interrelated desires: (1) to 
draw attention to his Gentile mission plan (Rom 1:13-15); and (2) to share his gospel 
(Rom 1:16-17). 13 In the light of Kirchenpolitik, they represent two important tasks: 
(1) instructing the Roman Christian community in relation to the surrounding 
unbelieving world', and (2) building consensus. If the echo between Rom 1:13 and 
Rom 11:25a is a deliberate one, we have reason to consider Rom 11:25-32 is 
responding to the tasks in Rom 1:13-17. The relation between the two passages is 
partly noted by Dunn whereas he wrote, "The hope of Israel's salvation (11:26) 
1�Ibid. 
“This emphatic formula is characteristically Pauline expression. It occurs six 
times in Pauline Epistles-Rom 1:13; 11:25; 1 Cor 10:1; 12:1; 2 Cor 1:18; and 1 Thess 4:13. 
12 Dunn, Romans 1-8, 31. 
13 For details, please refer to Chapter 3 The Context of Romans in Light of 
Kirchenpolitik. 
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answers to the thematic statement of 1:16."''^ However, the close linkage between 
the two passages is underestimated. In fact, after Rom 11:25-32, Paul discussed no 
more on the problems of his consensus (i.e. gospel). Rather, Paul uses it directly to 
justify his Gentile mission (Rom 15:16, 19, 20) and to strengthen the "faith" of the 
Roman Christian community (Rom 16:25), which in turns are the two tasks listed in 
Rom 1:13-17. Through Paul's crafty literary arrangement (Rom 1:13 and 11:25a), 
Rom 1:13-17 and Rom 11:25-32 may be understood as the parentheses for 
bracketing the content of Pauline gospel {i^myyeliov, 1:16; 11:28). “All Israel will 
be saved" is thus placed in a strategic position signifying the culmination of the 
consensus. 
Following the emphatic formula, Paul immediately introduces an 
important issue—“this mystery" (TO JIUAIRIPLOV TOIJTO). It should be noted that Paul's 
usage here does not share any "mysterious" sense of the same term used in the 
Hellenistic world of the t ime�5 When used in the Hellenistic "mystery cults" or 
"mystery religions," "mystery" denotes a secret which must be disclosed only to 
initiates. 16 In fact, the word iiuoxfipLoy is especially Pauline as it and its related 
words occurred in the Pauline corpus 20 times out of 27 in the New Testament�7 
Within these 20 time occurrences, "mystery" appears twice in the Epistle of the 
Romans (here and 16:25). Paul "virtually furnishes a definition" of the term only in 
Dunn, Romans 9-16, 677. 
15 Cf. Cranfield, vol. II, 573; Dunn, Romans 9-16’ 678; Morris, 419. 
16 Ibid. 
口 16 times as ^uotnpLoy (Rom. 11:25; 1 Cor.2:l; 15:51; Eph.l:9; 3:3; 5:32; 6:19; 
Col.l:26;4:3;2Thess.2:7; 1 Tim.3:9, 16; Rev. 1:20; 10:7; 17:5, 7); 4 times as iiixmptou (Rom. 16:25; 
Eph.3:9; Col. 1:27; 2:2); 4 times as [luoxiipLa (Mt.l3:l 1; Lk.8:10; 1 Cor.l3:2; 14:2); twice as [luoxripLCi) 
(1 Cor.2:7; Eph.3:4) and once as pixmptcov (1 Cor.4:l). 
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Rom. 16:25. In Rom 16:25-26, Paul depicts the mystery as the one "which was 
kept secret for long ages but is now disclosed and through the prophetic writings is 
made known to all nations . . With reference to Rom 16:25, Paul's usage has 
strong Jewish apocalyptic association. 
Here, Paul is clever to start his solution to his consensus with the 
term "mystery." First, the rhetorical force of Paul's Jewish apocalyptic language 
should not be undervalued, especially its persuasive effect to the Jewish Christians. 
In this way, Rom 11:25-32 is Paul's interpretation on the social phenomenon that his 
intended readers encountering - the influx of Gentile Christians and the massive 
rejection of Jewish people to the gospel. From the immediate context, we can find 
hints on Paul's intention. Relating to the influx of Gentile believers, clear instances 
are such as "salvation has come to the Gentiles" (11:11). Referring to the Jewish 
rejection, obvious evidences include “all others were hardened" (11:7), "but they 
were broken off because of unbelief (11:20), etc. Thus, "all Israel will be saved" 
was written in a context of Paul's responding to the social phenomenon. 
Second, the divine wisdom implied in the term "mystery" provides a 
good reason for both Jewish and Gentile Christians to accept something that 
surpassed what they thought. The implication of divine wisdom in "mystery" 
becomes explicit when Paul continues to write "lest you might be wise in 
18 Morris, 419. 
19 Rom 11:25-26 RSV. 
2° Cf. Cranfield, Vol. 2，573: "Cf. LXX Dan 2.18f, 27-30，47: cf. also, e.g., 1 Enoch 
51.3; 103.2; 104.10; 1 QS4.18; 1 QpH 7.5，8’ 14;" Dunn, Romans 9-16, 678: "For in Jewish 
apocalyptic language, 'mystery' has the sense not of undisclosed secrets, but rather of divine secrets 
now revealed by divine agency. The sense first occurs in Dan 2:18-19, 27-30 ('God is . . . a revealer 
of mysteries') and 4:9 Theod. (revealed by the holy spirit of God); so typically also in the classic 
apocalyptic writings." 
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yourselves" (tva l^ti fjie irocp' eauTolg 中p6va[_L0L) (Rom 11:25a). Similar expression 
appears in Rom 12:16—"do not be wise in yourselves" (liT) Y v^eoGe (j)p6yL陣 imp’ 
eaDTolg). The similar expressions in Rom 11:25a and 12:16 do not happen as an 
accident and have a Jewish origin. Paul might have used these expressions to recall 
1 Sam 2:10 and Prov 3:7 to warn against reliance on human wisdom?^ Such 
warning of human wisdom makes clear when we consider the inclusio formed by 
Rom 11:25a and his concluding hymn of adoration to God's wisdom and knowledge 
(Rom 11:33-36). By means of this inclusio, Paul presents Rom 11:25b-32 as the 
way of God's wisdom so that the Roman Christian community could accept 
something transcending their own reasoning. The deliberate use of the term 
"mystery" was Paul's interaction with the social setting of his readers - Gentiles' 
boasting and Jewish struggles. Simultaneously, the use of "mystery" also aimed at 
reinforcing the rhetorical impact of the Pauline confession regarding "all Israel will 
be saved." Evidences of Gentile boasting in the immediate context include "do not 
boast over those branches" (11:18), "do not be arrogant" (11:20). Jewish struggles 
were most likely about Christian Jews' frustration on the rejection of their nation to 
the gospel, for instance, "Did God reject his people? By no means! I am an Israel 
myself (11:1a), "sternness [of God] to those who fell" (11:22), etc. Thus, with 
reference to the "wisdom" implication of "mystery," "all Israel will be saved" was 
Paul's response to the socio-psychological dimension of his readers. 
In sum, without the success of giving an understandable interpretation 
to the social phenomenon and without the offer of counseling to the social-
21 Cf. Dunn, Romans 9-16, 679. 
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psychological perceptions of his readers, tensions between Gentile believers and 
Christians Jews could never be properly alleviated, and in turn consensus building 
and mission investment in Roman Christian community were only a dream. In 
Paul's mind the confession (Rom ll:25-26a) had a specific historical task for 
enhancing the growth of the community in Rome. 
Mystery： Hardening of Israel and Fullness of Gentiles (Rom 11:25b) 
“Hardness in part has happened to Israel, until the fullness of the Gentiles comes 
in”: 
The content of the mystery is Paul's confession. What was Paul's 
confession? What was the rhetorical force of this confession? The former question 
tackles the meaning of Rom 11:25b-26a while the latter one explicates the social 
function of it. Paul uses a "that" (OIL) clause to specify his confession. Most 
commentators suggest that this clause runs from v. 25b to v. 
Whether "in part" should modify "hardness" or "Israel" is 
grammatically possible, some commentators including earlier ones^^ suggest that "in 
part" should modify “Israel".24 However, such interpretation will bring at least two 
difficulties. Firstly is the mystery does not match our actual situation. While the 
mystery said there were only a small portion of Israel is hardened, we observe almost 
the whole Israel is hardened. Second is the logic of the hardening. How can a small 
22 See Moo, 715-716; C. E. B. Cranfield, Romans, A Shorter Commentary 
(Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1985)，280. Several commentators however insist v. 25 and v. 26 are two 
individual sentences because of the contextual grounds and grammatical grounds (that is, the two 
"and" at the beginning of v. 26 and v.27). 
23 Gerald Bray, ed., Romans, ACCS, New Testament; VI (Downers Grove, Illinois: 
InterVasity, 1998), 298. Theodoret of Cyr also added "in fact many of Israel believe. Paul thus 
encourages them not to despair that others will be saved as well." Chrysostom also said, "part of the 
Jewish people have been blinded, but not all, for many of them already have believed in Christ." 
24 The representative scholar is Barrett; KSsemann. See Moo 717 for details. 
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part of Jews being hardened lead to the boasting of Gentiles? As we have analyzed 
beforehand, Gentiles boast for their replacement of Jews. Therefore, it is obviously 
not the best choice. Thus, most commentators tend to take another choice. They 
believe "in part" should adverbially modify “hardness”�� instead. The clause then 
becomes "a partial hardening has come on Israel." What Paul wants to emphasize 
are: (1) this is a divine hardening; (2) the hardening is not permanent, that is, a 
temporary hardening; (3) Israel as a whole experience the hardening. This 
interpretation matches the social phenomenon of Paul's time of writing the Epistle 
and is also compatible to the portrayals of the immediate context, like 'the seven 
thousand remnants at the time of Baal' (Rom 11:3-5), 'the hope of saving some of 
his own people' (Rom 11:14), 'break-off of olive branches' (Rom 11:17). 
Besides, "hardening" of one connotes God's saving purpose of others. 
This implication can be found evidence in the immediate context of Rom 9-11. In 
Rom 9:17-18, Paul expounded that the "hardening" of Pharaoh was God's purpose 
of proclaiming his own name in all the earth. Similarly, here, "hardening" of Israel 
was a divine means of benefiting the other nations. There, Pharaoh's "hardening" 
implies his rejection of God; however, here Israel's rejection of Jesus as Messiah is 
conceived of "hardening." In fact, at the time of Paul as an apostle, Jewish people 
did not reject their faith of Jehovah, but primarily against Christ. In this sense, 
Israel's "hardening" on Christ for the purpose of saving Gentiles is really a hidden 
mystery in OT. One more point is noteworthy: "hardening" of Pharaoh and that of 
25 The representative scholar is Dunn. See Moo 717 for details. Some even suggest 
that "in part" modifies "has come," (advocates include Godet; Michel; Schlier). But the difference in 
meaning is not great. 
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Israel are two different Greek words (9:7 OK^ lTipwo)； 11:17 TTwpoo), 25 TToSpcoat*;),^ ^ in 
which Paul may deliberately distinguish God's unfailing love to Israel from his 
abandoning the Pharaoh. Particularly for Paul's Christian Jews in Rome, 
"hardening" signifies the seriousness of rejecting Jesus as Lord and explains the 
interrelationship between the influx of Gentile Christians and the Jewish rejection. 
In light of Kirchenpolitik, "hardness in part has happened to Israel" 
(v.25) was one of Paul's interpretations of the first-century socio-religious 
phenomenon, thus consensus may be smoothly built up in Rome. Also, Paul 
redefined Judaism through his renewed understanding of "hardening" in terms of the 
attitude to Jesus Christ. 
"The fullness of the Gentiles" is difficult to interpret,? The word 
"fullness" (TTA^IPCO^LOC) and its related words appears 14 times in the New Testament?^ 
In Romans, it appears 3 times as TrXi^ pcojia (Rom 11:12,11:25 and 13:10) and once as 
TTA,TipCL)|iaTL (Rom 15:29). Munck refers "fullness" to the completion of the task of 
preaching the gospel to the Gentiles?^ That is, all Gentiles will have heard the 
gospel. Such an interpretation is unconvincing since Paul expects a tremendous 
26 "As most recognize, the verb Paul uses in 9:18 - OKA,r|p\jv(o - and the one he uses 
here - TTwpoa) - are synonymous in this context. Is relatively rare in biblical Greek," (Moo, 680，n.51) 
27 That's why Origen said, "what all Israel means or what the fullness of the 
Gentiles will be only God knows along with his only begotten Son and perhaps a few of his friends." 
See Gerald Bray, ed. Romans, ACCS, New Testament; VI (Downers Grove, Illinois: InterVasity, 
1998), 298. 
28 TTA.iipa3|ia generally has 4 meanings: (1) fullness, completeness (often of the divine 
being or nature); (2) fulfilling, fialfillment, completion; (3) full number; and (4) full measure (often of 
uncountable or abstract issue). In explaining iTA.Tipo3|j.a in Rom 11:25, scholars generally reject the 
first and the fourth meanings, 
29 Thomas R. Schreiner, Romans, BECNT (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker, 1998), 
617. 
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effect of ministry being so great that "provokes my (Paul's) fellow Jews jealous," 
therefore not just hearing the gospel. 
More persuasive is the adoption of its meaning as "full number". 
What does "the full number of Gentiles" imply? With reference to the usage of 
"fullness" in Rom 11:12, "fullness" implies great numbers contrast to the "trespass" 
before. The contrast similarly happens in Rom 11:15 ("rejection" vs. "acceptance"; 
"reconciliation" vs. "life from the dead"), 11:16 ("first fruits" vs. “whole lump"; 
"root" vs. "branches") and so on. Such contrast indicates that "the fullness of 
Gentiles" needs not refer to every Gentile without exception, otherwise it will 
contradict the context of the Epistle (e.g. the principle of individuality in Rom 2:6) 
Rather, "the fullness of Gentiles” should refer to great numbers of Gentiles in 
comparison to the past, that is, before salvation through faith in Christ. One should 
also bear in mind that the meaning of "the fullness of Gentiles" is modified by its 
immediate preceding clause: relative to the Israel's "hardening" to the faith in Christ, 
the phrase must be understood in terms of Gentiles' positive response to the gospel. 
Then, what do we know from "the fullness of the Gentiles comes in"? 
"Comes in" probably refers to "entrance into the kingdom of God, the present 
messianic salvation，，.Considering the main theme of Romans and the context of 
Romans 11, the clause refers to the full number of Gentiles are entering the people of 
God3i through faith in Christ. For Paul's original Jewish Christian readers and those 
who have once been ‘God-fearer’ in the synagogue, they may appreciate a richer 
text. In OT eschatological hopes, one well-known episode is 'all nations will stream 
30 Moo, 718. 
"people of God" are those being elected by God (cf Rom 11:1 and 11:28). 
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to the mountain of the Lord' (cf. Isa 2:2-3 // Mic 4:2). Paul might allude to this 
metaphorical vision, therefore he chose the verb "come in" instead of "believe" 
(Rom 1:16，TTLOxeuo)). However, Gentiles did not stream to the geographical 
Jerusalem, but to the faith in Christ. In this way, Paul applied the biblical 
eschatological metaphor to explain the socio-religious phenomenon of the influx of 
Gentile Christians. Once again, he presented his proposed consensus as an orthodox 
understanding of Judaism. 
In fact, Paul did not write two unrelated assertions, but tied them 
("hardness in part has happened to Israel" and "the fullness of the Gentiles comes 
in") together by the conjunction "until" (axpL ou). In this manner, Paul defined the 
interrelationship between the two events. Their interaction was like that: hardening 
of Israel opens a way for the entrance of Gentiles (cf. Rom 11:11, 17ff. the metaphor 
of ingrafted olive shoot amongst branches) and reciprocally, the coming-in of 
Gentiles may arouse the enviousness of Israel (cf. Rom 11:14, 23 metaphor of 
reingrafted branches). For those original Jewish Christian readers in Rome and 
'God-fearer' Christians, their knowledge of OT shocked them about the current 
historical circumstance of the coming in of Gentiles with the absence of massive 
Israel. They could not clearly aware the time lags between the restoration of Israel 
(in contrast to "hardening" here) and the influx of all nations within their 
eschatological hope (e.g. Isa 19:16-25, 27:12-13; Jer 3:16-20). In this sense, Paul's 
biblical interpretation of the socio-religious phenomenon at his time was really an 
OT mystery unveiled. Aligned with the OT hope, Paul imported an idea of 'relative 
time' through axpt ou (Rom 11:25) to it for expounding the transitory nature of the 
current socio-religious phenomenon. In light of Kirchenpolitik, for his readers, 
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particularly for Christian Jews, Paul perceived his own biblical interpretation of the 
current phenomenon as the orthodoxy of Judaism (as shown in the word jiDOTi^ pLov). 
The orthodox proclamation enhanced resolving the tension amongst Roman 
congregations since the core problem has originated from the improper perceptions 
of the current situation. Thus, Paul tried to clear out the huge obstacle for help them 
accepting the Pauline consensus wholeheartedly. Furthermore, if the Pauline 
interpretation could be treasured by Christian Jews as orthodoxy and accurate, this 
became a ground for them engaging in Paul's Gentile mission. For Gentile 
Christians, Paul warned them implicitly about the seriousness of holding fast and 
living out the consensus (as shown in the expression “lest you might be wise in 
yourselves" in Rom 11:25a), otherwise who will guarantee Gentiles of not being 
hardened like the current Israel (cf. Rom 11:20-22). Thus, Paul's confession here 
enhanced them to involve in the process of summon the other Gentiles entering the 
faith in Christ. 
Mvsterv: All Israel will be saved (Rom 11:26a) 
“and so all Israel will be saved": 
There are many different interpretations of "all Israel" (mQ 'Iopaf]A,). 
Some commentators tended to take "all Israel" to mean "spiritual Israel", that is, the 
church composed of Jew and Gentile.^^ This interpretation is mainly rooted on Rom 
2:29 (cf. 9:6) whereas Paul redefined who a real Jew is. However, the immediate 
32 Gerald Bray, ed., Romans, ACCS, New Testament; VI, 298-299. Augustine 
suggested "a truer Israel". Theodoret of Cyr: "all Israel means all those who believe, whether they are 
Jews, who have a natural relationship to Israel, or Gentiles, who are related to Israel by faith." Also 
see Wright, Climax, 249-251; M. Getty, "Paul and the salvation of Israel," 459; D.A.Carson et al.， 
The New Bible Commentary (Downers Grove, Illinois: Inter-Varsity, 1994); Richardson, Israel in the 
Apostolic Church. 
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context of Rom 2:29 is that Paul was verifying Jews are under sins like Gentiles 
(3:10), the responsibility of individual Jews (2:9) and the Jewish need for 
justification by faith (4:30). Here, Paul tried to posit that no any individual Jew can 
be saved without true faith. In Rom 9:6, Paul restricted the membership of Israel 
likewise. Also, he emphasized that no one should query Jesus as Christ even the 
majority of Israelites at that time rejected such a claim. In both cases, Paul did not 
offer the nationality of Israelite to any Gentiles. On the contrary, he compared the 
Gentiles and the Jews as separate ethnic groups, especially throughout the entire 
section of Romans 11. Therefore, we found no promising evidence in the Epistle of 
Romans for defining "all Israel" as (Christian) Jews plus Gentile Christians.�� Most 
importantly, such an interpretation ignored the tension between Gentiles and Jews. 
Other earlier commentators interpreted "all Israel" as "all Israelites" 
in the sense of a special grace from God.34 This can only be true if other principles 
of the Epistle of Romans would not be violated. It is because no exemption of 
judgment has ever been granted to anyone clearly in the Epistle. Quite the opposite, 
Paul upheld the universal applicability of justification by faith (Rom 1:16; 3:22, 30), 
with the emphasis on the principle of individual accountability (Rom 2:6，9-11; 3:9, 
19-20). So the 'two-covenant t h e o r y , ( i . e . Gentiles are saved by faith in Christ 
whereas Jews are saved by adhering to Torah) contradicts to Paul's argumentation 
throughout the whole book of Romans. 
”Nowhere in the whole Epistle of Romans does Paul refer the church as Israel. 
Mark D. Nanos, The Mystery of Romans: The Jewish Context of Paul's Letter (Minneapolis: Fortress, 
1996), 256. 
34 Ibid., 298-299. This is supported by Ambrosiaster, Cyril of Alexandria and 
Gennadius of Constantinople. 
See Schreiner, Romans, 616 n. l l for details. 
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Some interpret "all Israel" as "the remnant of Jews who trust Christ 
for salvation". This interpretation has some strength for the remnant of Jews agrees 
with the idea of election, which is the immediate context in Romans 11 (vv.5, 7，28). 
However, Schreiner observes rightly that "the salvation of a remnant squares with 
what Paul argued in Romans 9 and 11:1-10, but 11:11-24 intimates that something 
more than the salvation of the remnant awaits Israel."36 Reminiscence of those 
"seven thousand who have not bowed the knee to Baal" was only Paul's affirmation 
and consolation to the minority - Christian Jews at his time, but not his projection of 
the destiny of Israel in latter times. Paul expected the reversion of the situation as 
portrayed in "hardness in part has happened in Israel" (11:25b): whereas hardening 
of Israel referred to the rejection of Christ by the massive Israelites or Israel as a 
whole, then "all Israel will be saved" is simply its counterpart, i.e. disobedience turns 
to obedience, darkness to lightness. In other words, "all Israel" tends to denote 
numerous Jews, rather than a few representatives. 
As scholars now generally agree, it connotes "the nation Israel as a 
whole, but not necessarily including every individual member.”37 What Paul depicts 
here is that "there will be a great ingathering of Jews near the end of history, after the 
full number of Gentiles has entered into the people of God."^^ In alignment with the 
"coming in" (Rom 11:25b) metaphor of the Gentiles, the salvation of all Israel may 
be understood as the return of Diaspora. In this sense, "all Israel” means the non-
Christian Jewish outsiders will come back and join the existing remnant (i.e. 
36 Schreiner, Romans,.(>\l. 
37 See Cranfield, Romans, A Shorter Commentary, 282; Mounce, 224. 
38 Schreiner, Romans, 619. 
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Christian Jews) in the faith. Eschatological massive-scale awakening of Jewish 
people is portrayed. 
We should also note the beginning two words are "and so" (KCCI 
oika)(;) ,39 rather than KOCI TOIE."^^ To certain extent Paul concerned the relative time 
amongst those three clauses in Rom 11:25b-26a，4i but most likely, precise temporal 
referent was not Paul's primary concern here.42 Besides，"all Israel will be saved" is 
a state, but it did not convey any information about the process. We simply have no 
clue to answer any how-question: How will all Israel be saved, do their confession in 
Christ demand large-scale Jewish mission movement(s)? How long does it take to 
complete the process for saving all Israel? Possibilities are unlimited. According to 
the immediate context, Paul highlighted the fact that Israelites have already known 
the good news, but their main problem is rejection rather than never heard (Rom 
10:14-21，cf. 3:2). The essentiality of Jewish mission is simply unmentioned in the 
text. In addition, Paul stressed on God's wisdom and his unsearchable paths (Rom 
39 ouicoc; is the adverb of ouio; and is found 208 times in the New Testament. Most 
occurrences are not disputed, yet some are disputed in its meaning. And Ka�olkco(； in Rom 11:26 is 
one of which raised most dispute. The major problem in understanding KKL OUKOQ in Rom 11:26 is 
whether this expression should be taken in a modal sense ("and so" or "and thus" or "in this manner") 
or in a temporal sense ("and then" or "only then" or "thereafter"). Though most commentators take a 
modal meaning, some commentators struggle for a temporal one. Here I take a modal meaning with 
temporal reference, but the temporal sense is relatively not so significant. 
Quoted from Joseph A. Fitzmyer, Romans: A New Translation with Introduction 
and Commentary, AB, Vol. 33 (NY: Doubleday, 1993), 623: "Lagrange has explained it well: 'Kai 
houtos is not synonymous with kai tote, 'and then;，the conversion of the Gentiles is not only the sign 
that the hour has come; it will also undoubtedly has a causal connection..." 
41 Cf. Pieter W. van der Horst, "Critical Notes 'Only Then Will All Israel Be 
Saved": A Short Note on the Meaning of KAI OUTW; in Romans 11:26," Journal of Biblical Literature, 
vol. 119/3 (2000): 521-539. Also see Kurt Latte, review of P. Maas, Epidauhsche Hymmn (1933) in 
Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen 196 (1934): 405-413; E. Skard, "Zum temporalen Gebrauch von 
ouTog," Symbolae Osloemees 37 (1961): 151-152; D. Holwerda, "Heel Israel behouden," in De 
Schrift open teen vergezicht (Kampen: Kok-Voorhoeve, 1998), 160-193. 
42 Fitzmyer, 622; Dunn suggests that "some temporal weight cannot be excluded 
from KttL ouTcoc; ...’ but the basic sense of outwc; is 'thus, in this manner,'" (Dunn, Romans 9-16, 681). 
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11:33-36). Hence, the only certain thing we know about "all Israel will be saved" is: 
it refers to massive-scale eschatological awakening of that nation. Whoever attempts 
to fit this Pauline statement in his/her model of eschatological timetable, it is only a 
modem human construct, which dissect it away from its original context. Far more 
important, we need to back to its original social setting, "and so" (Rom 11:26a) 
signifies "all Israel will be saved" subsequent to the bilateral events in Rom 11:25b, 
in which the antecedent clauses mirrors the contemporary socio-religious situation: 
disequilibrium of Jewish-Gentile ratio in premature Roman Christian congregations. 
Tension amongst Roman ethnic groups, which arose from such a situation, 
demanded a resolution. But the tension was not only a socio-psychological problem 
in nature, but also the (potential) query on the legitimacy of the Pauline consensus -
justification by faith. Therefore, in Rom 11:25-32 Paul continued to defend or 
advocate for the coherency of his proposed consensus with the OT eschatological 
hope. Within the passage, "and so" on one hand adheres "all Israel will be saved" to 
the preceding quest for the compatibility of Paul's consensus with the OT 
eschatological hope in relation to the contemporary phenomenon. On the other hand, 
"and so” freed the original readers from their contemporary circumstance 
(antecedent clauses) and foresee the predictable trend (subsequent clause). 
Basically, we have already expounded the meaning of "all Israel will 
be saved," but its rhetorical force will be kept veiled until the last part of this chapter. 
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The Biblical Basis (Rom 1 l:26b-27) 
"as it has been written: Out of Zion the one who delivers will come; he will turn 
away ungodliness from Jacob; and this (is) the covenant from me to them (or my 
covenant with them) when I take away their sins.，，: 
After telling the mystery, Paul uses the Old Testament quotation to 
support his saying in vv. 25b-26a. This quotation well supports the preceding 
content.43 jj^jg jg his usual writing style especially prominent in Rom 9-11. 
This is a composite quotation based on Isa 59:20-21 and Isa 27:9.44 
The first half is almost exactly the same as the Septuagint. The most significant 
variation is that Paul uses the preposition "out o f (k ) in the place of the Septuagint 
of Isa. 59:20 "for the sake o f (eveKev) and the Masoretic text "to Zion" ClT^b)."^ ^ 
Some scholars suggest that Paul may have unintentionally assimilated the quotation 
to other Old Testament sources (cf. Ps.l3:7; 53:7; 110:2).46 But more and more 
43 (1) Many scholars think that the disputable area is whether this connotes the first 
coming or the second coming of Messiah about the eschatology. Their concern is a question of 'time' 
by nature. However, as we have discussed above, Paul had no intention to suggest a precise 
eschatological timetable for his readers. In this sense, the quest of which coming may sidetrack our 
investigation on Paul's primary concern here. Reference to the immediate context of Rom 11:25-32,1 
agreed with most scholars' viewpoint that here most likely refers to the second coming of Christ. 
However, I find that the timing is not the main point of discussion. (2) The quest for the referent of 
"the one who delivers (or the deliverer)" (6 puonevo;) is another typical sidetrack question. Some 
suggest 6 pu6nevo(； refers to God, others opt for Messiah. In fact, this debate is not too profitable if 
the main point does not lie on which time of coming. It is because both options will not change 
Paul's argument too much. 
44 Isa 59:20-21 (LXX): "20 KOCI EVCKEV SLCOV 6 KOCI dnrocnp绅ei 
(ioepetac; diro LAKWP 21 KCCI auiri auxolc; TI imp，e|iou SiaGTiKri etirev Kupio; to uveOiia to 4|J,6V 
b kaxiv €TTI OOL KAL xa pi^ iia-ca a €6coKa ek to oi6[ia oou ou jri^  kA-Luia k xou oxoiiaxot; oou Kal 4K 
xou OTOiiaxoQ Tou OTTtpnaTOc; oou etuev yap KUpLOt; duo tou vuv KOCI etc; tov alwva". 
There are a few Septuagint version have k instead ofeveKev. But scholars regard 
it as a result of influence by the form of Rom. 11:26. See Moo, 727. 
46 Bruce; Cranfield; Leenhardt; Meyer. Rather than inadvertently assimilation, 
Schaller suggests a misread error of the preposition. 
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scholars regard it as a deliberate alteration.47 Harding suggests that this is "because 
Paul sees hardened Israel metaphorically languishing outside the land, beyond the 
borders of Zion, the dwelling place of God in the eschaton.""^^ In this way, "out o f 
echoes the "coming in" (Rom 11:25b) metaphor; they together portray "Jacob" 
(parallel to "all Israel") as in a situation of spiritual Diaspora at Paul's time. Another 
support of such an interpretation was the distinction between "Zion" and "Jacob" 
Whereas the first part of Rom 11:27 about the covenant is explicitly 
quoted from Isa 59:21, the second part about sin is probably quoted from Isa 27:9. 
The only difference is the changing of "his sin" in Isaiah to "their sins" here in 
Romans. Regarding the context, Rom 11:27 is also talking about the removal of sins 
of Jacob. Thus, a composite quotation from Isa 59:21 and Isa 27:9 is appropriate. 
Paul's composite quotation became his crafty literary device that 
created an ABAB parallelism here: 
(A) "out of Zion the one who delivers will come" (v.26b); 
(B) "he will turn away ungodliness from Jacob" (v.26c) 
(A) "and this (is) the covenant from me to them" (v.27a)^^ 
(B) "when I take away their sins” 
I 
47 Kasemann points out Paul's deliberate change made the quotation possible to 
refer to the Messiah (cf. Ernst KSsemann, Commentary on Romans (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980), 
314). Moo suggests the modification relates Zion to the heavenly Jerusalem as the presumed tradition 
in Heb. 12:22 (see Moo, 728). 
48 Harding, 65. 
E. Earle Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 
1957)，138 n. 4: "Rom 11:26 apparently assumes a distinction between 'Zion' and 'Jacob' or national 
Israel; from 'Zion', the true dwelling of God, the Redeemer shall come forth to the Jewish people." 
"This is my covenant with them" (auxri auxotc; r\ irap' ejioO 6La9i]Kri) is not an 
action of making a covenant. Rather, it denotes the origin and nature of the covenant. Paul uses this 
quotation to remind his readers that this covenant originates from God and God must act according to 
the covenant. That's why Paul then declared "for the gifts and the call of God are irrevocable." (Rom 
11:29). 
"Take away" (^：中{入wica) appears some twenties places in the Old Testament but 
solely exists in Rom 11:27 of the New Testament. Here, it has the meaning of "take away 
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In this way, Paul highlighted the biblical promises of the removal of 
sins of Jacob, which echoed the hardening of Israel in the preceding verse (v.25b). 
Obviously, Paul applied biblical interpretation to validate his confession. In this 
sense, "all Israel will be saved" equates the removal of their sins, otherwise Paul's 
quotation is nonsense. 
Moreover, v.26b parallels to v.27a. "When" (the first word of v.27b, 
bxay) defines the removal of sins as God's carrying out his own covenant (v.27a). 
Together with the deliverer imagery (v.26a), the covenant signifies the divine will of 
bringing off "all Israel will be saved" due to God's faithfulness. The composite 
quotation as a whole substantiates the transitory nature of the hardening of Israel. 
In light of Kirchenpolitik, Paul insisted that his interpretation of the 
recent phenomenon according to the Pauline paradigm of "all Israel will be saved" 
was biblically supported. This approach was relevant and effective for enhance his 
Roman Christian community building up consensus. Moreover, Paul also set up a 
model of resolving the congregational tension with biblical interpretation. 
Concluding Remark (Rom 11:28-32) 
The lack of any connecting word between verses 27 and 28 and the 
shift in thought between verses 32 and 33 indicate verses 28-32 should be regarded 
as a discrete paragraph.^^ However, this does not mean that there is no connection 
between verses 25-27 and 28-32. In fact, verses 28-32 serves as a concluding remark 
of the previous paragraph (vv.25-27) since both paragraphs show Paul's high respect 
to the non-Christian Jews. The lack of connecting word between the two related 
completely". 
52 Moo, 729. 
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paragraphs can be explained as Paul's "less careful epistolary style."^^ This "less 
careful epistolary style" can also be seen in Rom.9:33 and Rom. 10:1. Though 
explanation to Rom 11:28-32 varies, scholars generally agree that Rom 11:28-32 
supports and explains the theme of "all Israel will be saved" (v.26a).54 
Rom. 11:28-32 is composed of two sentences, each of which has a pair 
of parallel phrases and a third phrase starting with a "for" yap： 
(A) On the one hand, with respect to the gospel 
they are enemies because of you (28a) 
(B) on the other hand, with respect to the election 
they are beloved ones because of the fathers (28b) 
(C) For (yap) the gifts and the call of God are irrevocable. (29) 
(A,) For just as you once disobeyed to God 
but now have received mercy because of their disobedience (30) 
(B，） so also they have now disobeyed for your mercy 
in order that they also might (now) receive mercy (31) 
(C，） For (yap) God imprisoned all in disobedience 
in order that he might have mercy to all. (32)55 
Trrevocable Divine Gifts and Call (Rom 11:28-29) 
Rom 11:28 consists of two contrasted parallel statements.^^ In this 
verse, Paul states the dual relationship between the non-Christian Jews and G o d " 
“BDF, 463. 
Cf. Moo, 729; Schreiner, Romans, 624. 
“Cf. Barrett, 207. The original Greek text is as below: 
(A) KTTIA H6V TO 6UAYYEA.L0V EXOPOL 6L' {)IIA(;,(28A) 
(B) Kata 66 xi\v kA-oyriv aYairriTol bia touc; TTaxepac'(28b) 
(C) DP.6TA|I6^ RIIA yap xa 乂叩〔叩AM Kal F] KXTIOLC; TOU 0eo£).(29) 
(A') W01T6P yap unel; -rrote iVireiGiVjcue tci^  0€(o, 
vuv 66 f|A.6n9rix6 xfj touxqv dbeLQe[Q:’(30) 
(B') OUTWT； KTTL OUTOL VUV 如“GrjOOCV tw l)|l€xepci) 6A.€6L, 
Lva Kal auTol [vw] eA-erjOcooLV. (31) 
(C) ouv€KA.6ioev Y^P 6 6e6g xoi)； iravtac; elg direiGeLav, 
IVA TOUQ TTCCVTAC； 6A.€T10 .^(32) 
56 Cranfield, Vol. 2, 579. 
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In light of the parallel sentence structure, both plural adjectives ("being enemies" 
ex6poL and "being the beloved ones" dyaTTriTol) refer to the same subject of the 
C O 
previous sentences (vv.26b-27). From the context, the two plural adjectives refer 
to the "them" OCUTOLC; in v.27 which in turns refer to "Jacob" 'LAKCOP in In 
other words, the non-Christian Jews are both the enemies and the beloved ones of 
God. 
Examining from the perspectives of Kirchenpolitik, the dual 
relationship of the non-Christian Jews to God is a deliberate image created by Paul. 
How could the unbelieving Jews be both the enemies and the beloved 
ones of God? Being "enemies of God" is being "cut off from the relationship with 
him.，，60 "For your sakes" (6l' li^ iac;) continues to refer to the whole Christian 
congregations in Rome. However, we must appreciate Paul's rhetorical technique 
here: relatively Gentile Christians became the dominant audience while Christian 
Jews took the recessive role. Then, Paul's parallelism rhetorically warned against 
his Gentile readers' boasting in the presence of Christian Jews while at the same time 
consoled those Christian Jews through talking to Gentile Christians. 
But the fact does not stop here. The Jews are also beloved ones of 
God, however not because of their own goodness, but recalling the divine election of 
their fathers，* As insisted by some scholars, "for the sake of the fathers" should not 
“ M o o , 730. 
58 Ibid. 
59 Ibid. 
60 Fitzmyer, 625. 
61 John Ziesler, Paul's Letter to the Romans, TPl New Testament Commentaries 
(London: SCM, 1989), 286-287. 
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be understood as recalling "the Rabbinic doctrine of the merit (zakuth) of the 
fathers.”62 We should pay attention to verse 28b. It explicitly declares that the Jews 
who temporarily rejected the gospel (v.28a), rather than the fathers, are the beloved 
ones of God. This claiming acts as a refrain to support the previous arguments like 
"a remnant according to the election of grace" (Rom 11:5)，"the re-grafting of the 
natural branch" (Rom 11:23) as well as "all Israel will be saved" (11:26a). 
By this verse, Paul attempts to unite the Gentile Christians and the 
Jewish Christians. To the Gentile Christians, he helps them to see the advantage 
brought by Jews. To the Jewish Christians, he asserts the beloved position of them 
in the eyes of God. 
Furthermore, "for the gifts and the calling of God (are) not regretful" 
(v.29) provides the reason to support the preceding later half verse (v.28b) that why 
the unbelieving Jews are the beloved ones of God.^^ What does "the gifts" refer to? 
Scholars generally agree that "the gifts" m xccpLOfiaxa here denote the privileges of 
Israelites in the salvation history as mentioned in Rom. 9:4-5.64 These gifts include 
"the adoption as sons and the glory and the covenants and the giving of the Law and 
the temple service and the promises."65 
While the meaning of "the gifts of God" has reached a common 
consensus, the meaning of "the calling” ^ KXTIOLQ is much disputable. There are at 
least three different explanations. Wilckens suggests that "the calling" should be 
62 Barrett, 225; Bruce, 210. 
63 Cranfield, Romans, A Shorter Commentary, 284; Moo, 732. 
64 Ibid. 
65 Schreiner, Romans, 626. 
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explained as God calls the Jews (and the Gentiles) through the gospel into the 
eschatological saved group (cf. Rom.9:24-26). Schreiner equals "the calling" as "the 
effective calling," that is, all Israel will be saved eschatologically is a fulfillment of 
God's promise to the fathers.^^ But we may take a more simple interpretation. "The 
calling," with respect to Rom 9-11, should be God's calling to Israel as his elected 
people, having a special relationship with God, a special position in his plan, and a 
special role in the h i s t o r y T h i s calling starts from God's calling to Abraham (Gen 
12:1-2; cf. Rom 4)，later becoming a calling to Israelites as his elected people (Deut 
7:6-7).68 
Actually the gifts and the calling of God are inseparable. On the one 
hand, "the gifts" witnesses "the calling of God" to Israel. On the other hand, due to 
God's calling, Israel enjoys "the gifts" from God. The whole verse means that the 
gifts and the calling of God do not let God regret. Taken together, vv.28-29 
emphasizes the beloved position of the Jews remains constant and "is not defected 
even by the recalcitrance of many Jews."^^ 
Divine Disobedience and Mercy (Rom 11:30-32) 
Indeed v.30-32 only recapitulates the main point of v.28-29. Paul still 
used the rhetorical technique of dominant-recessive audience. As shown in above, 
V.30 parallels to v.28a which points to the present hardening of Israel while v.31 
echoes v.28b which refers to the ground for "all Israel will be saved". In this way, 
66 Ibid., 626-627. 
67 Cranfield, vol. II，581. 
68 Fitzmyer, 626. 
69 Ziesler, Paul's Letter to the Romans, 287. 
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the focus lies on the last parallel, i.e. v.29 and v.32. The verse serves to explain the 
preceding two verses (Rom. 11:30-31) and simultaneously conclude the argument 
developed in Rom. 9 - 1 1 I t recalls and put the two leading themes in the last two 
verses, that is, the human disobedience and the divine mercy, together in terms of the 
divine action.^^ In fact, these two themes have run through the whole three chapters 
(Rom. 9-11).72 
SUMMARY： THE RHETORICAL FORCE OF 
ALL ISRAEL WILL B E SAVED 
As discussed in this chapter, Rom 11:25-32 is in the strategic position 
of the Epistle of Romans, which Paul used to conclude his consensus-building 
session. So this concluding confession must be so powerful that Paul intended to use 
it settling his existential readers' potential queries about the essence of the gospel -
justification by faith. 
In light of Kirchenpolitik, "all Israel will be saved" was not written to 
satisfy our curiosity, but a specific resolution to a specific problem. It is Paul's 
confession, which represents his confidence for Israel's destiny, his insistence on the 
consensus, his declaration to the OT hope and his conviction of God's attributes. 
Paul's confidence for Israel's destiny was demonstrated by his 
confession about the salvation of Israel. As we have more than one time mentioned 
in the previous discussion, his Jewish Christian readers gradually became the 
minority group amongst the tremendously growing number of Gentile Christians in 
Cranfield, vol. II，586. 
71 Alan F. Johnson, Romans: The Freedom Letter, vol. 2, Romans 8-16 (Chicago: 
Moody, 1974)，61; Cranfield, vol. 11，586. 
72 Cranfield, vol. II, 586. 
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Rome. The appearance was no longer synagogue-like: Jews were definitely more 
than God-fearers. For Christian Jews, they might have frequently struggled on 
whether God rejected his elected people (Rom 11:1). "All Israel will be saved" was 
Paul's attempt to convince them that the phenomenon was only transitory with 
respective to the destiny of Israel. For Gentile Christians, the same socio-religious 
phenomenon might have tempted at least some of them to boast about the 
replacement of Jews by Gentiles (Rom 11:18-20). Paul's confession was an 
antithesis to some Gentiles' distorted perception. 
"All Israel will be saved" was not a rear door that Paul opened for 
non-Christian Jews, on the contrary, this confession signified his insistence on the 
consensus. We should bear in mind whether there was another door for Israelites 
was not a concern of any non-Christian at that time. Only Christian Jews would 
struggle on the issue of the essentiality of confessing Jesus as Christ. Though they 
have made the confession, but would they withdraw back? Before Paul wrote the 
Epistle of Romans, the consensus has not yet been well-established within Roman 
congregations, and the Lordship of Jesus was not yet in an unshakable position 
(otherwise Paul had no need to write Rom 10:9-13). Christian Jews found that they 
belonged to the minority amongst their nation and also amongst the Gentile-
gradually-dominated congregations in Rome. But most probably, they still upheld 
strong ties to their ethnic traditions (law, Rom 2:17; circumcision, 2:25; food law, 
14:2; special day, 14:5-6). Though there was no evidence that Paul had asked 
Christian Jews to give them up, on the other side, he also did not demand Gentile 
Christians to follow Jewish practices. Christian Jews' sense of belonging was 
weakening, which could be evidenced by Paul's felt need of affirming them as 
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"remnant" in Rom 11:5. The case was quite acute since Gentile Christian fellows 
frequently had different viewpoints and lifestyles with them (e.g. Gentile boasting, 
the dispute about weak and strong in Romans 14). Now Paul wrote the Epistle as a 
guiding literature, he intended to build up the consensus. Therefore, he made the 
essence of gospel clear that he asserted "justification by faith" plainly to his readers. 
Consensus-building demanded readers' reflection and internalization. Thus, 
Christian Jews' reflection on the Pauline saving principle, which naturally expel out 
most of non-Christian Jews, pushed them to a crossroad: stay or leave. Would or 
could Paul compromise his own proposed consensus? Definitely not! Otherwise, 
Christian Jews found no ground to hold fast the "justification for faith". In fact, "all 
Israel" contrasts to "remnant" whereas "will be saved" contrasts to the present choice 
of those Christian Jews. On the other side, the future tense of "saved" (ocoGriaeTaL) 
with its preceding clause of "hardening" of Israel stressed the need for justification 
by faith. In brief, "all Israel will be saved" was Paul's affirmation to the Christian 
Jews' present decision of confessing Jesus as Christ, simultaneously without 
compromising his suggested consensus. For Gentile Christians, Paul's confession 
was also meaningful: the future tense of this statement indirectly witnesses the 
importance of having faith in Christ. 
Paul's confession on the salvation of all Israel was his own 
declaration of the OT hope. Far more important than the socio-psychological 
concerns was the legitimacy of Paul's "justification by faith" in light of Jewish 
biblical consensus. Conventionally, Jewish people believed that the Messiah will 
come at the last days to bring off the restoration of Israel. Thus, the contemporary 
response of most Israelites was never a small affair. For Christian Jews, confessing 
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Jesus' Messianship might not be too challenging at Paul's time; but if it connoted the 
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exclusion of most Israelites, then it would definitely trigger off them. Indeed, 
accepting Gentiles' sharing of the membership of "saints" was not their problem 
(only problem of those non-Christian Jews); but if "justification by faith" meant the 
everlasting hardening of Jews, then by nature it was a serious query about Paul's 
validity of biblical interpretation. Therefore, Paul emphasized the hardening is only 
"in part". In this way, Paul did not violate the OT eschatological hope but just 
offered a new perspective. This was also the reason Paul termed his confession as 
"mystery". From this perspective, "all Israel will be saved" was Pauline expression 
of the eschatological restoration of Israel. For Gentile Christians, Paul's confession 
also strengthened their knowledge of the irrevocability of God's will (cf. Rom 
11:29). 
Facing the reality of rejection by most Jewish people at his own time, 
Paul's claim denoted his conviction of God's attributes. With believing in God's 
power (Rom 1:10)，kindness (11:22), sternness (11:22), faithfulness (11:29), mercy 
(11:32) and wisdom (11:33) undoubtedly, Paul could make such a bold proclamation 
during the era of unpromising environment. God's power assures the probability of 
"all Israel will be saved," his kindness and mercy connote his willingness to save, his 
sternness summons the endurance or the appreciation of the present moment, his 
faithfulness ensures the certainty of fulfillment, and his wisdom can make a way 
where there seems to be no way. For his readers, Paul's confession was challenging 
their innermost faith. 
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Once readers are convinced by Paul's confession of "all Israel will be 
saved," its rhetorical force calls them to make commitment on Paul's Gentile 
mission. Through "all Israel will be saved," Christian Jews could find the meaning 
and hope of engaging wholeheartedly in Paul's Gentile mission. Through it, Gentile 
Christians would be challenged to treasure the present opportunities of sharing the 
gospel, and especially God did not promise to save Gentiles, like that of all Israel, if 
hardening happens on them. In fact, Paul's outreaching mission motif is stated 
clearly in those strategic positions within the Epistle (Rom 1:1, 14-15; 15:17-29; 
16:25-26). So, there was not shocking if Paul also had such an intention at the 
ending part of consensus-building session (Romans 1-11). Just as we have suggested 
in our first chapter, Paul's confession on "all Israel will be saved" may have at least 
two levels of rhetorical force. From the perspective of "one stone hits two birds" 
(Chinese idiom), the first bird, which Paul aimed at, was the consolidation of Jewish 
Christians to the Pauline consensus in the Roman community; and the second bird 
was the challenge of calling readers' commitment on his ongoing Gentile mission in 
relation to the Jewish hardening. Paul must hit the "first bird" because he did not 
plan to stay for a long period in Rome (Rom 15:24,28). This may be the reason why 
Paul wrote such a lengthy epistle (16 chapters). Hopefully, if consensus can be built 
up amongst Roman congregations, they may support his missionary trip to Spain 
(Rom 15:23, 28). This "bird" was Paul's second target. If their response did not 
come out in a very positive and supportive sense, Paul as the apostle to Gentiles at 
least would have no need to worry about their faith. Hence, we cannot find Paul's 
missionary plan to Spain at the first line of argumentation in the Epistle. 
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Hopefully, I have already formulated defensible arguments and found 
supportive evidences for our thesis, so I suggest that "all Israel will be saved" is 
Paul's confession aimed at consolidating Jewish Christians in his Roman community 
and at the same time challenging his readers' commitment on his ongoing Gentile 
mission in relation to the Jewish hardening. 
CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION 
Throughout this study we have not only expounded the meaning of "all Ismel 
will be saved," but paid particular attention to its rhetorical force in light of KirchenpoUtik. 
In the first chapter, we have glanced through and commented on two major 
approaches about our thesis topic: (a) the theological considerations and (b) the text-context-
semantic considerations. Based on the existing scholarly discrepancies, we have suggested 
that Theissen's KirchenpoUtik may open a new dimension for the study of Romans, i.e. the 
rhetorical force of Paul's saying. 
In chapter two we have focused on the validity of KirchenpoUtik. From the 
perspective of its five tasks (building consensus, defining religion of origin, resolving conflicts, 
giving direction and establishing a structure of authority), reconstruction of the social setting 
of the Epistle was suggested with substantial evidences in the text and from historical data. 
In chapter three and four we have investigated on how Paul's train of thought 
interacted with the social setting of the Epistle and displayed strategically in his text. Special 
focus has been paid on explicating the rhetorical force of the text to its audiences (Gentile 
Christians and Christian Jews respectively) in light of the five tasks of KirchenpoUtik and its 
correlation with "all Israel will be saved" context of the Epistle of Romans. We have found 
that Paul used an exegetical approach (defining religion of origin) of presenting the essence of 
gospel: justification by faith (building consensus) to address the tension of Gentile Christians 
and Christian Jews (resolving conflicts) for the sake of challenge them involving in Gentile 
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mission (giving direction). The three-level structure of authority (lordship, apostleship and 
leadership) is briefly mentioned. The strategically compositional relationship amongst Rom 
1:13-17，11:25-32 and 16:25-27 have been illustrated and thus Rom 11:25-32 is probably the 
climax of the Epistle. 
In the light oiKirchenpolitik, Rom 11:25-32 serves as an important platform 
for accomplishing the five tasks. With respect to the first major task of building up a 
consensus in the Roman Christian community, Paul now faced the greatest challenge that his 
gospel has ousted the non-Christian Jews. On the one hand, he continued to depict the non-
Christian Jews in a negative way like hardened (Rom 11:25b), ungodly (Rom 11:26b), sinful 
(Rom 11:27a), enemy to God (Rom 11:28a) and disobedient (Rom 11:30-31). Such 
negative descriptions are corresponding to the positive figures of Christians in the firamework 
of his consensus. Depicting non-Christian Jews negatively, Paul might mean that their 
rejecting Jesus as the Messiah is wrong which in turns implies that the Christian Jews have 
already been choosing the right way-accepting the gospel (i.e. the locus of consensus). 
However, one may easily neglect the other side of the token, he also shows his respect to the 
non-Christian Jews by finding a good excuse for their rejecting the gospel-their hardening is 
the result of divine wisdom (Rom 11:25,33) and their hostility and disobedience to God is for 
the sake of Christian community (Rom 11:28-31). Besides，he showed his conviction that 
"all Israel will be saved" (Rom 11:26a), and acknowledges that the non-Christian Jews are 
beloved for the sake of the fathers (Rom 11:28b), and will finally receive mercy because of 
God's irrevocable gifts and call (Rom 11:29-32). In this way, Paul comforted the Jewish 
Christians by ascertaining the salvation of their fellow Jews. 
Regarding the second task (i.e. instructing in relation to the religion of origin, 
Judaism), it should be noted that here is the last section talking about non-Christian Jews in 
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the whole Epistle of Romans. As discussed in chapters two and three, Roman Christianity 
developed as an inner-Jewish movement. It is correct to say that Paul has had no intention 
to set up a new religion, but it is also incorrect to think of Paul's gospel as an excuse for 
Gentile Christians only. When Paul shared this consensus, Paul was fighting his gospel as 
the orthodoxy of Judaism. It becomes most explicit when Paul says "with respect to the 
gospel they [non-Christian Jews] are enemies" (Rom 11:28a). Together with the repetitive 
distinguishing of"you" and "they", it seems that Paul is upgrading the Roman Christian 
community and at the same time downplaying the other Judaic sects (i.e. legitimizing the 
house churches in Rome). 
Considering the imbalance situation within the Roman Christian community 
(being dominated by Gentile Christians), Paul deliberately used a "mystery" in Rom 11:25-32 
to warn against any boasting of Gentile Christians over Jews. His particular Jewish 
apocalyptic language throughout the passage indicates how he concerns the feeling of Jewish 
Christians. That "all Israel will be saved" can be seen as his last resort to explain away the 
very fact that his gospel was strongly rejected by the majority of Jews. Besides, the 
highlight of the "coming in" of Gentiles (Rom 11:25b) recalls the metaphor of olive tree 
(Rom 11:14-24) as far as the Jewish origin (Rom 9:1 -5). Finally, that "God imprisoned all 
in disobedience in order that he might have mercy on all" (Rom 11:32) echoes the theme of 
"impartiality" between Jews and Gentiles developed in Romans 1-5. All these are to 
prepare for resolving concrete conflicts in Romans 12-15. 
Paul's fourth task in Romans is giving direction regarding the surrounding 
world. In chapters two and three, we have analyzed that Paul has created an image of sinful 
world in Romans 1 to 3. Simultaneously he ascertains the necessity of gospel to this sinful 
world with the climax in Romans 8. Now in Rom 11:25-32, Paul attempts to justify his 
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Gentile mission by relating it to the salvation of all Israel. When the hardening of Israel will 
end depends on when "the full number of the Gentiles come in." Thus, Gentile mission is 
not only beneficial to the Gentiles, but also a crucial event to bring about the salvation of all 
Israel. Of course, his concrete plan of Gentile mission to Spain is introduced only until Rom 
15:20-29. 
With respect to the fifth task (i.e. establishing a structure ofauthority), the 
lordship of Jesus is not as explicit as elsewhere at the first glance. In fact, the redefined OT 
concept of “hardening，, highlighted the rejection to confess Jesus as Christ as wrong. In this 
sense, the lordship is emphasized. 
To conclude, "all Israel will be saved" was written by Paul to respond to a 
concrete social setting. In light of Kirchenpolitik, it is Paul's rhetorical confession, which 
represents his confidence for Israel's destiny, his insistence on the consensus，his declaration 
to the OT hope and his conviction of God's attributes. In terms of rhetorical purpose, "all 
Israel will be saved" is Paul's confession aimed at consolidating Jewish Christians in his 
Roman community at one level and challenging his readers' commitment on his ongoing 
Gentile mission in relation to the Jewish hardening at another level. 
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